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GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Burrill Bank Bldci.,
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AY. CUSHMAN &
Funeral Directors,
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SON,
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For other local
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CARRIAGES.

BUCKBOARDS.

largest Stock in Eastern Maine, and all up
to date in Style, Finish and Workmanship.

OPEN and TOP BUGGIES. EXPRESS and ROAO WAGONS. SURREYS.
throughout and fully warranted.

ilutul-mude

NOW

All Sizes from a'neat

1 > / \ A 1 > I
/A

TT/^lf

I >\

J> U

IS TIIK

TIME

Job

that will carry fourteen.

the

put tlie* summer vehicle through
time to harden thoroughly before lining.
to

paint-shop—plenty

of

carry full llue.

of

HARNESSES. BLANKETS, ROBES and WHIPS.

iikxhy

renovating the

terior of the jail and giving the
new coat of whitewash and paint.
Misses

Marion

Victoria and

Wyman

The dredger is now busily at work in
Union river, and a trip down the river to
it is quite the popular amusement.
collector of

district,

Castine

was

customs

new-

of

the

in Ellsworth Thurs-

day.
Judge
away.

15. F. Joy left for Augusla to-day to say
|
good-bye t»> his nephew, John ('. Warren,

Franklin St., Ellsworth, Me.

troops.
The contract for putting the additional

The

o’clock to-day.
An alarm
and the tire was quickly

was

sounded,
out.
Damage slight.

Monaghan’s band is to occupy
the rooms in t he engine-house on
lin street, moving thence from
quarters in Lord’s hall.
The first annual reunion and

be found.

one

put
of

Frankits oid

banquet

of the newly-organized alumni association of the Ellsworth high school will be
held Thursday evening, June 23.

PRICES in accordance with the times.
5

Water

Rev. J.

Simonton, the newly-appointed pastor of the Methodist church,

Fire

St..-;-Ellsworth,
<

►

Me.

line

in

Hancock

county to.be found at my store.
A

large cotton Hammock,

styles

f

UNITARIAN.

Regular morning worship with sermon
by the pastor, at 10.30. Sunday school

#1 to $<;.

at

11.45.

BAPTIST.

Rev. C. S. AIcLearn, pastor.

F. A. COOMBS,

Friday, 7.30 p.
prayer-meeting.

41 Main St.
>«

PATRIOTISM
In pound packages of
Aldrich & Smith’s

FAMOUS CHOCOLATES,
50

per box.

cents

FRESH

STRAWBERRIES
EVERY DAY.
.'hal

....

A NEW

refreshing, nour
ishlng. Try one.

SMOKE,

the

NII1KN ULUIi CfGAU,
named after
i'lub.

Cigar
.1,

Bangor’s

same—new

A.

popular country
and popular.

new

and

CUNNINGHAM.

New Hancock County Fostolllce.
at
A new postofiice has been established
D.
Like wood, Hancock county. George

Girland is postmaster.’

m

week-day

church

morning

UiinAav ui-tmnl

P. S. U. E. prayer

■

K

n

m

serV

meeting;

7 p. m.,
praise and preaching service. Next Sunchurch
the
proper will be
day morning
opened for worship. Free neats for all.
METHODIST El'laC’OPAL.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7, general prayer
meeting, in charge of the Epworth
league.
Suudav morning worship at 10.30 with
sermon by the pastor.
Subject of sermon,
“Likeness to Christ”. Sunday school at
12.45. Junior league at 3.30.
Praise and
prayer service at 7. p. in.
Tuesday evening at 7.30—Class meeting.
Rev.

The

Ellsworth

Cant. M. M.

schooner

“Lavolta”,

Whittaker, arrived at Nor-

folk, Virginia,

,a

t

A MILK SHAKE

1 *>

m.,

services—10.30,

Sunday

mnn ■

,

Brady

meeting of
the democratic State committee in AuThe State congusta Tuesday evening.

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.

from

m

Shore road

the

caused some uneasiness among
of houses in the vicinity, but the
extinguished before damage was

Edward E.

Rev. David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30. Sermon by the
Sunday school at
pastor.
11.45.
People’s service at 7 o’clock.

75 cents.
Other

on

Saturday
tirt* was
done.

CHURCH MOl’KS.

woods

the

attended

a

Rev. C. E. H'oodcocA:, pastor.
Friday, 7.30 p. in., prayer meeting.
Sunday -Preaching at 2 p. m.; Sunday vention will be held at Bangor Thursday,
school at 3 p. in.; gospel service at 7 p. in. June 30.
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., Christian Endeavor !
F. H. Gould, of the Hancock house, has
meeting.
purchased of Dr. A. C. Hagerthy the small
CONGREGATIONAL.

§

finest

in

owners

FREE 11A. NST.

The

IV

arrived last week and occupied the pulpit for the first time Sunday morning.

BYKN.

O AV j ; X

last Thursday, and reported loss of mainsail and foresail, main
boom and fore gaff. The “Lavolta” was
bound from Philadelphia to
Gardiner,
She encountered
with alum.
heavy
weather. On Sunday, May 8, when off
Sbinnecock (L. 1.) light, she was struck
by a squall which stripped her of sails in
For fifty
hours
live minutes.
Capt.
Whittaker ran before the gale with the
little canvas remaining. On Tuesday she
was
spoken
by the fruit steamer
“Herald”, bound from Port Antonio for
New York, but owing to the perishable
nature of the steamer’s cargo she refused
to take the schooner in tow.
The “Lavolta” arrived at Norfolk, over 150 miles
south of Delaware Breakwater, Thursday, where she is now awaiting new sails
William E. Whiting, of this
and spars.
city, was a passenger on the “Lavolta”.
He has returned to Boston by steamer.

building

on

The
hotel.
moved.

Grant street, adjoining
building probably will be

his
re-

E. M. Moore received another large halibut at his market yesterday.
The fish
weighed 230 pounds. It was caught by E.
L. Gott, of Gott’s Island, inside Duck
island.

Acting on Mayor Higgins’ advice. City
Marshal Donovan last Sunday closed up
three stores that have of late been kept
This action meets
open contrary to law.
with general approval.
The

once

famous

Copperopolis house,

Franklin Road station and West
Franklin, has been leased by F. P. Smith,
and opened to the public. The house has
been unoccupied since old mining times.
between

Mrs. David C. Hale and two children
Cincinnati, and will
make their home with Mrs. John M. Hale
in this city.
Mrs. Hale is welcomed back
to Ellsworth by many mends made durhave returned from

ing

her

previous

residence here.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Maria B. Perry Thursday at 2. p. m.
All
members of the union are earnestly requested to be present, as delegates to ttie
county convention to be held at Stouiugton June 7 and 8 are to be chosen.

H. B. Saunders and Mrs. J. F.
Manning arrived home from Florida last
Mrs.

Monday morning. They were accompanied as far as Bangor by Hon. H. B.
Saunders, who was obliged to return to
Portland without coming to Ellsworth.
P.

inion memorial service at Hancock ball
binday evening, May 29. Rev. C. E.
Voodcock, of the Free Baptist church,
L. C.
v 1II deliver the memorial sermon.
5atemail, of Auburn, will deliver the
at
the
Memorial
exercises.
iddress
Day

to

Maddocks’

and
“Sen-

landing,

sidewalks on Birch avenue, Central’
itreet and the upper end of School street.
new
V
walk will be laid
on
the
side of Main street from the
lorth
lias
It
lay-scales to School street.
walk
lot been decided what kind of
,vill be laid, but Commissioner Maddocks
lays it probably will not be concrete.

Extensive
nade

oil

be
improvements are to
and third floors of

the second

■he building occupied
by the Dirigo
uhletic club, to better tit it for the uses
The second floor will
jf the club.
and
be
divided
into reading room
The
kitchen, and closets will be put in.
third floor will be for use as a gymnasium, or as a ball for entertainments
The George H. Grant company has been
organized to carry on a general insurance,
reRl estate and ship brokerage business

Bar Harbor.
Mr.
in Ellsworth and
Grant, the president and treasurer of the
company, has been engaged in the business here for some time, and the organization of the company is to facilitate the
The
handling of increasing business.
other officers of the company are John A.
Peters, jr., vice-president, and M. S.

Smith, secretary.
Charles James, a prominent farmer of
North Ellsworth, died Wednesday of last
week, of dropsy. Mr. James was in the

He was the
year of his age.
of a fine farm and kept in
He
h modern ideas in farming.
;■
was a
ghiy respected member of the
He leaves a widow? and four
coM.munhv.
Frank,
children M rs. Annie Botisey,
Funeral serFred and Charles James.
were
held
vices
Friday, Rev. W. R.
Hunt, of t he I'nitarian church, officiat ing.

sixty-ninth
proprietor
v

—

Commencement parts have been assigned to t lie graduat ing class of t he high
school, the selection being determined by

roof of F. T. Grows’ house caught j
class rank atid the competitive declama-

tire at 1

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
can

with the Maine

ho.xes in tlw po«t-office lias been awarded i
to Henry 1.. Moor.
The work will be:
done at once.

is extended to all men, youths and boys
in Hancock county to call and inspect
the best lines of

running.
Work preliminary to the opening of the
irooklin Packing Co.’s factory lias begun,

touch

i.dWis. .asas,.

A CORDIAL INVITATION

that

a

see

ly-appointed

'amera club wants a
who left the water

nan

in-

walls

entertained their friends at the Wyman
cottage, Contention Cove, Saturday.

who leaves for the front

Rci,and°s^.room.

H.

Wiswell returned last week
from a visit to Boston.
Mrs. Wiswell
did not return with him, and is still

Repairing; thoroughly and quichly done.
1

Frank

George M. Warren, of Castine, the

two-people

to one

iu

The Ellsworth central telephone office
is now an all-night station.
Grant is night operator.

Sheriff Hooper is
-

R.tatnn

with bis mother, Mrs.

week

J. M. Whittaker.

floor of the
and now t tie
snap shot at the

Bresnahan,

of the Franklin
for the

who has been

house,

on

proprietor

Franklin

past two years, has
building. The interior of

street,
purchased the
the

building
by Mr.

has
been
greatly improved
Bresnahan since he has been running the
hotel. The building is now being re-

painted.

VV. K. Chapman, director of the Maine
festival chorus, was in town for a few
hours last
Mr. Chapman is
Friday.
greatly interested in horse-flesh, and came
down from Bangor to look over a promis-

tions. The fortunate ones are as follows:
Miss Hattie Bowden, valedictorian; Miss
Winnie F. Davis,
salutatorian; Misses
Ethel M. Knowlton, A.
May Bonsev,
Ethel B. Jellison, Etfie E. Davis, Nellie F.
Ray N.
Drummey, Bertha L. (tiles,
W hit ing, and Messrs. Martin J. Thorsen,
Harry E. Rowe, Henry H. Higgins.

Among the party that went to Alligator
February was J. B. Brainerd, of
Connecticut, who has a summer home at
East Orlaud. To-day Mr. Brainerd is
entertaining the members of the February party -Judge Wiswell, J. F. Knowlton. Dr. (}. A. Phillips and A. W. King,
lake last

Ellsworth; (). F. Fellows, of Bucksport, and E. B. Deasv, of Bar Harbor.
(V In r guests are J A. Peters, jr.. of EllsIt is
worth, and E. E. Chase, of Bluehili.
safe to say they are being royally enterof

tained.

Art it nr E. Cook, the Ellsworth boy who
a
member of Co. D. Second Maine regia letter to The AMERICAN, tells
It was
of his arrival in camp at Augusta.
when his company
S o’clock at night
arrived, hungry and tired, and ready
But Arthur was dofor H night’s sleep.
tailed as guard, two hours on and four
off, until 9 o’clock the next morning. “It
was quite cold and quite a change,” he
was
Arthur
writes.
appointed color-guard of his regiment, and captain’s
is

ment, in

orderly.
Mrs. J. E. Parsons, Mrs. L. H. Cushman
and Mrs. P. B. Day on returning from
the Sunday school "convention at Surry
la«t Monday had the misfortune to get
upset. The night was dark, and the
carriage was driven into a culvert and
the occupants were thrown out. Happily
nothing more serious than a thorough
fright and a damaged carriage resulted.
Rev. I). L. Yale was a short distance heIllllll, nmvuiK

1*11

me

nveue,

ur

I_y

After
offered his team to the ladies.
much protesting, the offer was accepted,
Mr. Yale
and the ladies drove home.

MOVEMENTS OF SHIPS

wholesome aad delicious.

BEING CLOSELY

GUARDED—A MOVE ON CUBA WILL
SOON BE MADE.

LATE WAR BULLETINS
Washington, D. C\, May 18—There has
been as yet no engagement between hostile fleets.
If the department is aware of whereabouts of Spanish squadron it is carefully
concealed.

Schley

is

supposed

C. Emery, of Bowdoin
college, lectured on Rudyard Kipling,
“The Laureate of an Empire,” at the
Congregational church last Thursday
He
evening.
spoke from a political
rather than a literary standpoint, treatas
the
voice of that newlving Kipling
awakened English patriotism and pride
of
territorial
in breadth
domain, as distinguished from the poets of ‘‘Little Enga
hearers
short
land”.
By giving his
history of this new movement in English
history, Prof. Emery enabled them to
look at Kipling from an Englishman’s
standpoint, and thereby gave to many a
new and more appreciative conception of
Kipling’s writings. The lecture was the
last in the series arranged by Rev. 1). L.
Yale.
C. H. Drummey, chairman of the hoard
of trade committee on fishways in Union
river, has written to the State fish commissioners and expects them to arrange
for a visit to the river here soon. It is
expected the commissioners will at once
At least one
order fishways established.
dam-owner is willing to put in a fishway
without being ordered to do so. The
Ellsworth water company has instructed
its superintendent, L. H. Cushman, to
inform the board of trade that the water
company will heartily co-operate in the
effort to have the fishways put in, and
will, as soon as ttie water falls, proceed to
put a fishway in its dam without further
delay. There is little doubt that the fishways will be built in all the dams, and
another good work will be marked down
to the credit of the board of trade, along
with the creamery and the dredging of

to be off north

coast

Cuba.

of

Absolutely

Port au

ing

is

known

here

arrived at Porto

of

the

report from

Spanish squadron

Puerto Plato that

has

Rico.

WOVAl BAKINO POWDFR TO..

San Francisco, May 18—The “Charleston” is ready, and is expected to sail to-

day

Washington, May 18—The complete
isolation of Blanco is considered necessary, and it will probably he the plan of
the goverment to destroy the cable front
Santiago.
There will

probably
this

as

is

be

not

no

difficulty

From Spain it is persistently rumored
that a powerful Spanish fleet will sail to
The
oust Dewey from t tie Philippines.
fact that t he report is circulated through
Spanish sources is sufficient reason ior
discrediting it.
Tiie hope that the government would
soon be
in telegraphic communication
with Admiral Dewey has beeu overturned.
The Manila-Hong Kong line is a Spanish
concession to t tie telegraph company.

fied town.

Madrid, May

IS—A

new

Spanish

YORK.

pines.

in

strongly forti-

n

NPW

t he Spanish governor will lie obliged to
surrender soon.
Tlie United States is hurrying prcpcat ions to send troops to Dicey from S-,n
Francisco.
The cruiser “Charleston.:”
and at least one transport will sail this
week. It is proposed to send at least
000 troops.
Major Gen. Wesley Men ii,t,
commanding the department of the Fast,
will be military governor of the Philip-

Philippines.

for The

doing this,

Pure

Prince, Hayti, May 18—Noth-

cabi-

net has been formed.

Sagasta is president of the council of ministers.

The last few days have been devoid of
substantial news, though
rumors
and
speculations and reports of naval movements both of our own and the enemy’s
pany ban been notitUd that if messages
fleet have been rife.
These, however, were sent over the line without the sancform no part of our news summary, tion of Spanish authorities, the franchise
would be forfeited.
Whet) the United
though treated in this article.
The past week has been marked by the States gains military control of the Philfirst fatalities on the American side in t he ippines communication may be estabFive men were killed at lished.
present war.
Cardenas
and
two
at Cienfuegos on
OUR RELATIONS WITH FRANCE.
Wednesday, May 11.
Relations between France and the UnOn Friday came news t hat the Spanish
ited States were becoming strained by a
Cape Verde fleet, the arrival of which at chain of circumstances
w hich seemed to
Cadiz was discredited in The American
indicate not only French sympathy but
last week, had arrived at Martinique,
French aid for Spain, but the tension
1,000 miles from Havana.
has been relieved by the prompt action
The Spanish fleet consists of four arof France in the 44Harvard’’ case.”
mored cruisers and three torpedo-boat
The U. S. auxiliary cruiser “Harvard”
destroyers. It is a formidable fleet, being
(formerly the American liner “Now
both fast and heavily armored.
In a tight
York”), is now at Martinique with disit would hardly be a match for Sampson’s
abled engine. There she stumbled upon
fleet, but in a game of hide-and-seek,
in a neutral
such as the Spanish admiral, Cervera, the Spanish fleet, but being
of course was not molested.
seems disposed to play, th
advantage is port,
to Spain to miss this
It
was
gRiling
with the Spanish fleet because of sp#ed.
chance of securing a rich prize, and she
The United States seeks a battle with
to the French govthe Spanish fleet, for the result of which ! immediately protested
ernment against allowing the “Harvard”
no fear is felt, and which would be a long
to
remain
in a Freon port.
The French
step toward the inevitable result of the
government promptly replied that the
war -t he surrender of Spain.
The Spanmil
ish admiral is wise enough to foresee the ••Harvard”, being disabled, has a
so lor: r as
result of a meeting, and hence his effort right to remain at Martinique
1
necessary to complete repairs.
to avoid a battle, ". if b the probable inTHE SITUATION JN SPAIN.
tention of doing all he damage lie can to
of
detached vessels
the American navy.
Further evidence of the critical simaThe news of the arrival of the Spanish
tion in Spain came Sunday in the anfleet caused a cha.igo .. : h« plans
inhe
nouncement that ail > h •members of
vade Cuba, it being t lie firsire of tiir war Spanish ••uhjnet had
a,
igu I. Sag'
department to seek a deci-ive nav i: bat- president of the coin.«•; is now engaged
tle before risking the ship- in an engagein forming a new cabinet.
ment with Cuban fortifications.
It is semi-officiali'. stated
that
the
Sampson was at San Juan, Porto Kico, changes in the cabinet will be wholly in
where he had just bombarded the forts.
a
active
war
the direction of
more
policy.
At lasi reports was hurrying westward to
head off t tie fleet from Cuba, probably
(Hailstone I>ying.
going t (trough t be windward passage to
t be s » itb of Cuba to prevent t he Spanish
London, July In.—' Hadstone is reported
fleet reaching Cienfuegos, which may be
its objective point. Commodore Schley, to be in a comatose state, and sinking.
witn tbe flying squadron, hurried southHis death is expected any moment.
ward to reinforce the fleet before Havana, and head off the Spaniards there.
The Spanish fleet was last heard
from
I*ig Fire at Attleboro.
Monday at Curocoa, 500 ihiles west south1
Boston. May IS A -?7'»0,brf! ii; oc
west of Martinique, and but little nearer
at Attleboro, Mass., to-day. Several of
Cuba than it was at Martinique.
Since then news of the fleets have been the largest jewelry factories are destroy cd.
The
guarded from the press.
government has been seriously hampered
TOV.IM. K\ l \ I s.
in the past by the premature publ.cation
of navy and army plans, and have on
several occasions been obliged to change
Wednesday, May IS, Ht Free Baptist
the plans entirely.
Thus it is hardly vestry—Patriotic entertainment given by
likely tbat the fleets will be heard from ladies’ aid society.
officially until they meet, or the Spanish
fleet turns up at some American port.
A
few days may bring news of a decisive
Our readers will be pleased to learn tlia* ihe
naval bat t le.
eminent physielnn and specialist, I)r. Kinn r,
At present there arc indications that
alter years of research and study, has di-c.»vthe war department is to return to the
ered and given to the world a most remarkable
plan to invade Cuba, which was deferred
remedy, known as Swamp-Root, for the cure of
on receiving news from the Spanish fleet,
and troops may be landed in Cuba this
kidney, liver and bladder troubles; the gcoerweek. Such a plan will not only hasten uu- offer to send a bottle free that <ul
iy
matters in Cuba, but may have the effect
prove its merits without expense, is in itself
of drawing t tie Spanish fleet into a battle. suthetent to
c
aim
conlldencc
the
give
public
1’he need of troops for Manila and for
sire to obtain it
Swamp-Root has an estabCuba may necessitate another call, and it
as the most successful remedy,
is reported that even now a bill is being lished reputation
and is receiving the heart v endorsement of all
framed directing the President to call 50,000 or 200.000 more troops.
up-to-date physicians, hospitals and homes. If
our men and women readers are in need of a
THE SITUATION AT MANILA.
medicine of this kind no time should be lost in
Admiral Dewey has been heard from
Dr. Kilmer «!t
twice during the past week, and from his sending their name and address, to
Binghamton, N. V.. and receive a sample
despatches it appears that he is still un- (Jo.,
buttle and a Imok of valuable information, both
disputed master of the situation at Ma- sent absolutely free by mall, upon receipt of
nila.
In his last despatch, received Sun- three two rent stamps to cover cost id' po age
day, he says food is scarce in Manila, and on the bottle. The regular sizes may be obWhen writing ph ase
tained at the drug stores
<•

|

■

—

[closely

SttJbcrttermrnts.

worth

Henry

Union river.

Royal makes the food pure,

ADMIRAL SAMPSON IS LOOKING
FOR SPANISH FLEET.

walked.
Prof.

Sbbcrtfsrmcnts.

paid,

lew

“vening.

pending

was

No. 20.

j”™i\I

WAR RUMORS.

the third

Street Commissioner Maddocks has Said

Merrill, Jr.

1

on

The bill

via the
The following
made
the
gentlemen
up
party: Judge
»Viswell, A. W. King, E. 15. Mears, M.
Jallerf, H. W. Cushman, Henry Whiting,
1. M. Hall, jr., and J. A. Peters, jr.

meeting of the grand lodge, K. of P.
The Free Baptist aid society will give a
potriotic entertainment at the vestry this
n

club

Camp Comfort
ior”, reports a tine time.

pages */, 6 and S.
Portland attending

Wliittolrnp

’amera

puilding.

hat went
hence to

■he

\T

Stock in the store of H. W. Estey was
lamaged to the extent of $25 by water left
mining over night in the rooms of the

Tuesday wasn’t much of a day for
fishing, but the Ellsworth party

news see

I*. 11. Stratton is in

special

almon

plain.

answer

loon

rehearsal had been
and as he left town on the
train that day, and did not return.
no

Memorial Day will be observed as usual
There will be
>y Win. H. II. Rice post.

Spain didn’t see quite through the game,
Just what the “No” did mean,
But saw It later, just the same,
When Sam yelled “Philippine”I

P.rcin

|

was

■vening, as
ippointed,

tie recently-organized sardine syndicate,
drs. Stel’ens is at the American bouse.
K. Hopkins left for Brooklin
last
\cek, and Mrs. Hopkins will go later.

A little game of “Yes or no”,
’Twlxt Uncle Sam and Spain.
Our uncle asks her, “Will she go,”

1

owned by J. A. Peters, jr. Memthe Ellsworth chorus were surprised to learn that Mr. Chapman conlucted a rehearsal at Manning hall that
nur colt
)er« of

Stevens, with Mr. Hamlin, is still in
sTew York, attending to ttie details of

na-

18, 1898.

MAY

dr.

Namouvk
William F Deslalc—Notice of foreclosure.
'V r
Deslsie—Cottage to let.
Hlueiiill
Hielmrd (irindle—Notice of foreclosure.
I’.t ckstokt
Hank statement—Condition of Bucksport
ioi’iil bank.
Charles F Heath—Notices of foreclosure.
Amos s Moulton—Freedom notice.
[’OKI LAND:
Kastman Bros. A Bancroft.

^

DINING ROOM FURNITURE

wkkk.

owen B.yrn
A Cunningham -Confectioner.
F A Coombs Stationery.
A W Cushman A Son—Furniture.

3

—

this

Exec notice—Est Geo F Jordan.
Admr notice—Est James S Hardy.
Admr notice—Eat Colin N I>lx.
Admr notice—Est Charle » I» Small.
Admr notice—Alellnda It Candage.
Admr notice—Est Phebe. A Casa Poyser.
Probate notice—Ests Oliver Higgins « t als.
Insolvency notice—Ests Lin wood II Cushnan et als.
E s Clark—Application for admission to prne
Ice in C S Circuit court.
I.owls Friend A Co—Clothing,
ltank statement—Condition of First national
>ank.
Morrison, Joy A Co—Bicycles,
J

money
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crank
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STEARNS

They always
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self

run

oiling

bearings.
Let

easy.

show’ you the
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American.—Advt.

Steamer “Golden llod’* of the Island Steamboat Co. will go on her route between Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor,
Bar Harbor and Somesville, June 6, isy#, making her regular two trips a day during the season.—Advt.
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This column Is Intended

as a

iuperintendont.)
Christ not only lived to work out
God's plan of redemption, but also to
give His followers the pattern of a perfect life. His life is the only perfect
life that has been lived, and must be
taken as a model by all who would live
in such a way as will please God the
Father.
It was divinely intended that Christ's
life should be a model for all Christians,
His life is stated to be an example for
us, and we aro commanded to do as He
did. even to have the same mind as
Christ had. After w ashing the disciples’
feet, that He might teach them humility. Jesus said, ‘‘I have given you an
example that ve should do as I have
done to you.” In John xv, 12, He says,
“This is my commandment, that ye love
In
one another as I have loved you.”
exhorting servants to suffer patiently
the abases of masters Peter says, “Christ
also suffered for us, leaving us an example that ye should follow His steps.”
Scripture thus conclusively proves that
Christ’s life was intended to be a model
for all Christians. How important then
-to know’ what Christ did. How can we
follow in His steps if we are not acquainted with the pathway that He
trod? How can we do what lie did unless we know what He did?
But we are not only in our actions to
take Christ as our model, but we may
also expect to be treated in the world as
Christ was treated. The world persecuted and abused Christ It maligned and
ridiculed Him. Can we expect less from
it? Naturally not so. Christ was Master, we are disciples; Christ was Lord,
we are servants.
Can disciples expect
better treatment than their master received or servants than their lord? They
would be foolish to do so. “The disciple
is not above his master, nor the servant
above his lord.” Christ then should be
*0nr model in the reception of the ad-

i

j

of every housewife and farmer In Hancock
county. By it we hope to bind the readers of
The American closer together In one big family. Contributions are invited from the house
wives and farmers. Communications must be
Address Household Debrief and to the point.
partment of The American, Ell*»worth, Me.

All kinds of work have

been

talked of,

but how many of the sisters know how to
Of course a rocking-chair is good,

j rest?

but here is something better, not original,
but tried and approved.
I.ie down on a lounge long enough to
(receive head and feet, lie on your hack,
head even with shoulders, arms straight at
side, even hands resting on the lounge,
close your eyes and as far as possible don’t
Host mind and body even tive
even think.
i minutes this
way, and see how refreshed
you will feel.
!
In sitting down, most people lean back
in the chair, leaving a place vacant behind
the small of the back.
Instead of this sit

j

|

1

TKIALS OF SALESWOMEN.

vehicle for the

exchange of ideas, questions and answers, recipes, and leaves from the book of experience

is also

Mrs. Pinkham Says Standing Still is One of
K
Woman’s Most Trying Tasks.

1

never

!
1

of interest to workers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but it needs some effort on the part of W. (.' T.
U. women to make it so. It is it column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
it.
Items and communications should be short,
and arc, of course, subject to approval of the

editor.]

SOUTH DEER

On

Ilave you ever thought why it is that so
many women or girls rat her walk for an hour
than stand still for ten minutes?
It is because most women suffer from some
derangement of their delicate organism, the
discomfort from which is less trying when
they are in motion than when standing.
So serious are theso troubles and so dangerous to
health that the laws in some states compel employers to provide resting places for
their female employees.
But no amount of law can regulate
the hard tasks of these women. Custurners are exacting, and expect the

^^k

Intelligencer.

The \V.

C. T. I', met with Mrs. Annie

beautiful, soft, and thick head of long hair,
of a natural hue, will be produced by using
Hall's Hair Renewer, the ladies' favorite hair
A

restorer

and beautifler.— Advt.

The Father and the Son.

There is but one God. We mnst hold
fast to that truth.
This God is love.
In onr human thought love implies a
beloved object. Therefore from eternity
God generated the Son, who is the express image of His person. In the beginning this expression of Himself existed
—this Logos, which we translate Word.
It is the self revealing asp jet of the divine self.
It is that in Him which can
be manifested. We know that the undivided ray of light can, without ceasing
to be light or effulgence, manifest itself
as color.
Yet light and color are not two
things, bnt one. So Father and Son are
not two essences, but one.—American

Friend,
T

---—-

Unrecognised Answers.
God makes reply to special prayer. You
pray, and apparently nothing cornea of
it Bnt as the days go you find that
surely something has come of it The
causes for your trouble have dissipated
slowly perhaps, hut steadily and really.
You have been auswered, though at the
time you knew it not.—Wayland Hoyt.
All One.

I will account no sin little, since the
least works ont the death of the soul.
It is all one whether I be drowned in
the ebb on shore or in the midst of the
deep sea.—Bishop Hall.
Hope of Glory.
Christ in thee the hope of glory.
Shout His praise from sea to sea.
Tell with joy the gospel story—
Christ the

How from sin He set thee free.

Christ in thee the hope of glory.
Let thy life the story tell
How in trials and afflictions
Jesns doeth all things well.
Christ in thee the hope of glory.
Let it thrill thy soul with love;
Let it make each moment brighter
With a radiance from above.
—Jacob Henn.

pushed into the oven and the
began to rise they all clapped their
hands and looked happy again.
Monday afternoon we took a little excursion out to Bad Ilomhurg.
We happened to meet there a friend we knew in
Dresdeu, who told us that the German
she

ruhe

we

I don’t wonder that it is

f

now, jusl
at the beginning of the season, it is verj
We lirst walked up to the
attractive.
new palace where we got a good view and

popular watering-place,for

was

smoke

way from Htrassburg to Carlsstopped for a few hours in Ba-

our

den-Baden.

flMjMij

even

and empress and some of the
children had been spending the last two
weeks there, and that that very
morning
they had been out walking in the parks
emperor

good idea of the many pleasant walks
that can be taken. Baedeker recommend*
a

pedestrian

a

j

tour of eleven

--"

pj
I

—

We have great fun sampling the different waters; some of them
are boiling hot, and others are cold but
salty. The weather at this time of year is
pretty treacherous, but we have been remarkably fortunate in having just the
last

summer.

right

ISLE.

count

in Christ’s school of Christian life.
“Ho looking back’’ if yon would be fitted fir the kingdom of God.—Christian

♦*

BADEN-BADEN.

Hancock Connty Savings Bank,

Christ demauds au open loyalty. Every call of His is a call to confession of agent for distributing reading matter and
Him.
“Follow Mo” was the message
comfort bags.
He reported giving these
which the fishermen of Galilee heard
to sailors who were much pleased with
and heeded.
They left their nets and them, and also stated that while lying in
followed their Master. It was open folBoston harbor one Sunday a boat came off
lowing, not secret love. Matthew at the with five ladies, all wearing white ribbons,
publican’s bench heard the same mes- who visited every vessel in that part of the
sage, and Capernaum’s custom house harbor
distributing literature, some of
had a vacant office after that call. "He j
which consisted of Union Signals and
forsook all and followed Him” is the
such papers as the union here had been
simple yet significant symbol of confesIt seemed like hearing from old
sion. "Come after Me,” says Christ to sending.
as it did the kinship of
Show your colors, de- friends, showing
every disciple.
the union in all places.
clare your convictions, manifest yonr
The anniversary of this union will be
love, confess your loyalty. Christ decelebrated at the next meeting.
mands positive allegiance as a proof of
Ego.
May 13.

discipleship. Compromises

calendar attachment tc

This

days, from
Behind | behind the curliaus (cure-house).
here through the Black Forest.
We gave up all thought of seeing them
the drinking ball and the so-called “conin the few hours that we should be there,
versation house’’are some beautiful parks,
In nearly all these towns there art and set out to see the place.
Some parts
a v» «
a uiiccnui
very good opera companies during the of the town are very old, and the streets
aaiusi.t'ty iu
are
small and narrow, especially those
whole winter, or else, as is the case in
and pleasant.
How can a girl
be cheerful when her back is--"
aching, when she is as- Baden-Baden, there are performance** near the castle.
As we were wandering round through
sailed by lassitude and bearingdown pains? No mat- three or four times a week by singer*
ij
ter how sweet tempered she is
naturally, her nerves givt: from some neighboring tow n. No won- some of the smallest we saw in the disway under the pain after a while,
Employers, however, don’t der the Germans become familiar with tance Nome nice-looking carriages; Harwant cross and snappy saleswo
men.
W
Cheerfulness is very the best music w hen they have such tint riet saiti she believed they were ttie imclear back in ever so straight-backed a
chances of hearing it—and at very little penal ones, ami junl then quite tt number
important capital, and no one can be f amiable when racked with pain.
chair, sit erect, plant feet tirmly on door,
of people passed us, among whom we recIf you are ill or suffering, write
without delay to Mrs. Pinkham, at expense.
hands down by side, not crossed on lap.
You sent us a programme of the perognized the emperor and empress and
Lynn, Mass., and tell her all about yourself. Your story will not be new to
As a change this rests one greatly.
her; she has heard it many thousand times and will know just what you need. formance of Tannhauser in Portland by twoof the princes. They wereall walking.
South Deer Isle.
Ego.
Without doubt. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will help you, it has Walter Damrosch’s company; well, as we The emperor and hit* sons were in citizens’
done such wonderful things for suffering women. Do not hesitate to write her were reading it in the car going from clothes.
If I were t he kaiser I would alMORE ABOUT “GOLD DUST”.
all the little things that make you feel miserable. Your letter will not be seen Milan to Lugano, we noticed that an old ways appear in public in my regimentals.
is a nice place with beautiful
I wish to say to the champions of gold
Ilomburg
man opposite seemed to be quite inter; by any man, and Mrs. Pinkham's advice will cost you nothing.
parks and a eurliaiis, trinkballe and baths
dust that I am not at all prejudiced in the
Read this letter from Mrs. Margaret Anderson, 463 Lisbon St, Lewis- ested. He turned out to be the head bari- like the other watering
places.
1 think it is very nice in the
use of it.
ton. Me.
Now perhaps, after you’ve read all this,
tone of the Dresden chorus;
has been
kitchen, where there is un pa in ted wood“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—For years I had suffered with painful menstruation there for thirty-six years; was there you’ll feel like the tier man girl 1 read'
about in the Fliegcnde Matter. She told
work.
A sprinkling of gold dust and
every month. At the beginning of menstruation it was impossible for me to when Herr Fischer.who sang in Portland, her friend that she was so
exasperated
sand and a little “elbow grease”, by two stand
up for more than five minutes, I felt so miserable. One day a little book was in his prime on the Dresden stage. with her fiance; lie had written her a sixor
three applications, will entirely reof Mrs. Pinkham’s was thrown into my house, and I sat right down and He was surprised to think that he was page letter when he knew she would have
been ao pleased with an “ansicht.s
move grease spots from white lloors.
read it. I then got some of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
postCompound and still singing.
art e” (postal cant wit h views).
Hut 1 find since 1 have stopped using it
Liver Pills.
We noticed too that tlie cheapest seats
We feel homeward bound already.
I
to boil my clothes in that they are not yelI can heartily say that to-day I feel like a new woman ;
Dresden, hardly dare to think of really sailing,
my monthly in Portland were fl.50; in
low or streaked. A sister spoke of boiling
suffering is a thing of the past. I shall always praise the Vegetable Compound Munich, or Cologne the most expensive much less of actually arriving in New
York harbor, and then! !
them too long. I never boil my clothes
for what it ha-s done for me."
are hardly ever more than eight marks
Aufvv ledersebn!
more than htteen minutes, ana wnen 1
Helen Rollins.
Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Advice—A Womaa Best Understands a Woman’s I1M (f2), and other very good ones all the
used tliejgold dust 1 took three*'.tableway up from 50 pfennigs (12*2 cents).
spoonfuls for a boiler full of clothes and
An irritation of the akin, caused hr poisonous weed, aaasd Miss Wheeler, of Hebron, Neb., ranch
The 50 pfg. seats are usually unnumbered,
trouble until using Comfort F’owder. It soothed nnej
put them through two waters.
and not in very good view of the stage,
healed the sores Iwniedlatelv. It will cure all rnaauar
1 tried S. J. V's receipt for oatmeal rolls
of skin troubles. All druggists. Si and 50 Mata.
in good position for the acoust ic. In
j hut
and found them very nice.
Instead of
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Stinson Wednesday.
The members were
much interested in the report of one of
our sailors who has acted as a special

Follow Me.

perpetual

over

such fun to watch

clock, being in the interior of the church, sounds much mori
weird as it echoes all through the cathedral.

Italy prices

verse treatment and misrepresentation
1
took
of
using lard
tablespoon
FROM OVER THE OCEAN.
interest. It also tells the best way to
■of the world.
cream and 1 tablespoon of sugar,
j of
and
make excursions from the towns.
The aim of every Christian Endeav- I think it an improvement.
Through Switzerland to the Rhine—A
LUGANO.
,crer should be to be like Christ. CbristA good way to use up dried cakd dr
Glimpse of Royalty.
.likeness is Christianity. The more like
In Lugano we had a line day—a little
pieces of cookies or doughnut* that are
Ohrist we are the better Christians we
windy, but very clear. All the surrounddry and hard is to put them in a dish,
[Extracts from letters to the editor. |
are.
A Christian life is a Christ life.
ing mountains were covered with snow,
pour hot water over them, and let them
How can we become most like Christ?
and we could see great drifts of it blowFrankfurt-am-Main, )
set until soft. Take the cream from one
1898.
dwell
12,
Christ
within
ns
and
April
(
By having
It was
ing along the highest ridges.
or two pan* of sweet milk, according to
We had planned to leave here this
make onr lives His life. When puzzled
moonlight that night; the view we got
the quantity, whip and sweeten
with
Wiesbaden
to
and
after
as to how to act, we may well try to
morning, going
was just like fairyland as we went down
sugar. Flavor with any extract desired.
find out what Christ wonld do, and
seeing t hat place go on to Mayence. It the hill (our errand wasn’t real poetic;
Place your soaked cake and whipped
has
been
all
the
mornthen do that, but the best way to live
raining by spells
we went to return a milk-bottle).
cream on the table, and I will vouch for it
like Christ is to put self ont of onr lives
ing though, so we decided to wait over a
Lugano is a lovely place, the scenery a
will be eaten.
they
in
and
catch
our
and to let Christ into them, to surrender
day
letter-writing, as kind of combination of the Italian and
up
East Sullivan.
A Header.
it is no fun sight-seeing in the rain, espec- the Swiss. The
ourselves so absolutely to Christ as to
people are a combination,
no longer live, but to have Christ live
ially in a resort like Wiesbaden.
too; in the postal card store they spoke
in us. If we get Christ’s spirit within
111. <£. it. II. Column.
By the time we get to Cologne we shall English, in the milk store nothing but
have seen nearly all of the popular waterns, we cannot but have a Christ life
Italian, in another only French, and in
without us.
Let us take Him as our
[The editor invites secretaries of local unions ing-places on the Rhine—Baden-Baden, t he sugar store German.
I don’t know
of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
pattern and model. At every step of white ribboners generally, to contribute to this Bad (Bath) Homburg, Wiesbaden, and in which language the neighbors gossip,
life let us ask, ‘‘How would Christ column reports of meetings or items that will be Bad Erns, beside Carlsbad which we saw but I have no doubt
but they manage it

walk?” At every moment of decision let
us ask,
What would Christ do?” Then
let ns do it.
Bible Readings.—Math, v, 21-26, 48;
vi, O-lo; xi, 28-80; Luke vi, 40; John
xv, 1-12, 18-27; I Cor. xi, 1; Eph. iv,
81, 82; v, 1-5; Phil, ii, 1-11; iii, 14-21;
Col. iii, 1-7; I Pet. ii, 21; I Johnii, 1-6.

a

the clock.

the

house, and it was
them. Those near us
we heard asking when
they should see
the witch, and how she would
look.
When she really did appear, riding over
the house on a broomstick, a good
many
of them got rather frightened.
When

noon.

of

1

Topic For the Week Ileginnlng May 22.
Comment by Rev. 8. H. Doyle.
Topic.—Christ our model. —Math, x, 24, 2b ;
John xiii, 12-15. (A union meeting with the
juniors suggested, to be led by the junior

scattered all

In Bern they were bears insteac
apostles, if 1 remember rightly. Then

at

kind of weather at

When

we

left

Lugano

the
last

way. The price of sugHr there
half what it was in Italy for exactly

some

stop in Lucerne this time, as
bail, and as we had
seen it all thoroughly the year before, we
only waited there until a train left for
Basle where we were able to make good
connections with the train to Freiburg.
Thus we arrived in Freiburg the same

right time.
Tuesday we

nicest clear weather all the way
to the entranceof theSt. Gotthard tunnel,

just

the part of the ride that was of most
interest to us; the lake of Lucerne and its
environs we visited last year. It was remarkable—the change, iti the climate and
weather from one end of the tunnel to
other:
and

warm

there

was

at

the southern

it

to the other in order to

was

to he

snow

was

three

or

At

Gotthard

railway

as

interested in
building of the St.
we were, but 1 can’t
be

as

plays

should

do

us.

I

there
we

before

was

we

j
!

was

half

waiting for the express which

“hauptrole,’’as an
Dresden, who happened

old
to

German
be in the

car, said.
Since we left

been of

don’t know what we
Baedeker; it tells

Italy the sight-seeing has
entirely different nature—not

an

nearly so many museums and galleries.
This Italian trip has been the most interesting and instructive journey we have
made since we left America. It was for-

without

everything—prices of railway tickets,
hotels, etc., addresses of the best places to
buy various articles, and the history of tunate that
the art of each section, beside being a
English is of
splendid guide to each city and its places still less. At
use

JSUtucal.

Italian

we

knew

some

French,

as

very little use, and German
the ticket offices we had to
as well as
to the cab-men.

Nearly all the conductors on the railways
knew the word “ticket”, only they always

HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
F. Burnham,
John F. Whitcomb,
S. B. CooliiMiK.
F. Cakkoi.l Blkkill,
Charles c. Blkkill.
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Bank hours

Broke Down.

repair their

shattered health.

strength,

may

Graduates of the college in all parts of
the world will rejoice to learn that President
Barnaby has fully recovered from the breakdown that threatened to end his useful career.
He is a new man, mentally and physically ; energetic, enterprising, full of vitall y.
He tells nis own story.
“To begin at the beginning,” he said, “I
studied too hard while at school.
“After completing the theological course
I accepted the charge of a United Brethren
Church at a small town in Kent Co., Mich.
“Diligent work and study finished the
breakdown of my constitution, which began at school.
“My chief trouble was indigestion ; this
with other affections, caused nervousness.
My physician sent me away for rest and
change of scene and I improved somewhat.
Soon afterward I came to the college as
professor in physics and chemistry. My
nervous trouble returned.
“I suffered complete prostration.
“Another long course of medicines and
physicians, and I managed to get back to my
work. I was elected president of the
college
and the increased work soon told on me.
U
Then followed a total collapse. I called
in several doctors but none could cure me.
My health seemed to be permanently

impaired.

him of an illness
to my own.
“1 resolved to take his advice.
“The first box of pills did me good.
The second box gave great relief, such as I
had never experienced from the treatment
of any physician.
“
Six boxes of the pills cured me. I feel
better and stronger than for years. I certainly recommend the medicine.”
To strengthen his testimony in the eyes
of strangers the professor made affidavit to
its truth before Lyman J. Scudder, a local
Notary Public.
The cure of Professor Bamaby was effected by restoring tone to the nervous system, the weakness of which caused his indigestion, and was the reason for his breakdown. The pure, powerful vegetable ingredients of the pills supply the elements
necessary to build the wasted nerve cells, and
by purifying the blood, assist in the cleansingand upbuilding of the entire system.
The almost miraculous power of the
pills has been exhibited in thousands of
cases like that of Professor
Barnaby, proving them to be nature’s specific for the nervous breakdown so common
among hard
workers.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People, and count them
among the most valuable medicines that
scientific research has ever revealed.

of

the castle.

As

it

wa*

from there.

In Strassburg there is little of interest
except the cathedral and the handsome
new palace.
In the old part of the city
there are several mediaeval Gothic buildings which are still adorned with old
wood carvings and fine facades, which

testify

to

Strassburg’s importance

past centuries.
There is a curious old clock in the
cathedral which regulates
itself
and
“adapts its motions to the revolutions of
in the

the

seasons

for

an

almost

ber of

years”.

It is

those

we

in

this

saw

more

Prague

unlimited numelaborate than
and

Bern;

on

angel strikes the quarters on
a bell which he holds, and a genius at his
side reverses a sand-glass every hour.
Then there is a skeleton that strikes the
one an

hours

and

which, representing
the four quarters, are the figures of child- |
hood, youth, manhood and old age.
Everyday the symbolic deity comes out
of a niche—Apollo on Monday, Diana on
Tuesday, and so ou. As on the other two,
there is a cock which “flaps his
wings and
crows”, and a procession of apostles that
marches around the figure of the Saviour
around

MAY

A
to

m

earn

If

nearly so interesting as the Homan
they are stid to he the most maynilleent in Germany.
The castle shows
several different styles of architecture,
having been bu.lt and rebuilt by the
electors after its partial destruction by
the French.
In 170-1 it was struck by

HKKIKS

open, .Shares, ft each; monthly
payments, *l per share.

now

not

WHY PAY RENT?

ones;

lightning
it is

whicn

served for

left

it

in

the inner

when you can borrow on your
shares, given lir-t mortgage and
reduce it every mouth
Monti.Inpayments ami lnt« re-t together
will amount to but little more
than you «rr now pacing for
rent, and in about 10 vi-ars you
will

the condition

The ornamentation

now.

was

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

re-

court, the outside

For

being used for the defease, with the

moat and the

“gesprengte

I

turni”

be

half

upper

of

in

ATTORNEY
AND

COUN’SKLLUK at law.
Notary Public

and

DENTIST.
tion of Tooth.
.•.OFFICE

OYER

Q#

MAINE.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
~

B

BENJ-

WHITCOMB,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
OFFICE IN PETERS’ BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

A.

F.

MAINE.

BURNHAM,
ATTO|RNE|Y
AND

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.
Also

Business solicited.

JOHN

you,

ouf/t’s Companion.
Then on our way
back we walked
through the old part of
the town, down by the
cathedral, the Homerberg (the market place where before
the end of the last
century no Jew was
permitted to enter), Goethe’s house and
the old house of the Itothschild
family,
which is the only old house left in the
Judeugasse (Jewish alley).
We are glad we had thoBe few hours to

Sunday

D~

PHYSICIAN,

1

closed for
Easter holidays.
We also saw Danker’s “Ariadne on the Panther’’ in the
i- tbmann museum.
i’he operu “Hansel aud Gretel” from
liutnperdinkl was given in a matinee the
other day; it gave us a
chance to hear the
Frankfurt opera, of which we had heard
much, and of seeing how it pleased the
children. There were children of all
ages

M.

BI.UEHILL,

telescope (bag) Ellswobth,
baggage room and getting rooms at
the hotel, we hurried to the
post-office
E.
where we got a letter from
and the

as

WALSH’S STORE..•,

E. J.

LITTLEFIELD,

....

at the

collections,

Peace.

**~Sandolorfor the Painloas Extrac-

now, so I wasn’t sure. I
suppose you remember all about
the
sights of Frankfurt, but perhaps you
won’t mind hearing how we saw them.
After having stored our

Monday everything

of the

H, W. HAYNES,

DH

symbol-

I do

ook at stores and
id

Justice

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

which the
princely house rests, and the virtues that
adorn (or should adorn) the princely

as

tTar&B.

CARROLL BCRRII.L,

P

used to be used for dancing.
On the Otto-Heinrichsbau is some fine
sculpture of the sixteenth century. The
figures of Joshua, Sam-on, Hercules, and
are

I Ml Yt as. SecV.
Flr-t Nat'l Bank Bldg,

ISrofcsaional

solid mass, w hich fell there when the
French blew it up in 1693. The walls are
Near what is
twenty-one feet thick.
called the Fredericksbau is a cellar ttiat
contains the big Heidelberg tun, an enormous cask that can hold 49,000
gallons,
and on the top of which is a
platform thal

one

David representing strength
ical of the foundations on

"

King, President-

\\

A.

the

(blown-up tower)

pnrtlrular- Inquire of
IlKNKV

draw-bridge

In the moat lies

book then

Strassburg.

to

12

9 a. m. to

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’o.

a

|

seem

dally, from

1« what your money will
Invested in shares of the

mxt

family are represented by Strength, Justice, Faith, Charity and Hope. Jupiter,
| put the accent on the last syllable.
Saturn, Mars, Mercury, Apollo, Venus
FREIBURG.
Freiburg is a nice, clean, thrifty-looking and Diana, being the seven gods of the
I
place with several handsome buildings, planets, are meant to be symbols of the
the university, the castle, an old tower, higher power that decides all fates.
At Heidelberg we got some mail which
and the cathedral—a tine Gothic
building
from 1200.
Near it is a quaint old “mer- we read on the train to Mannheim, where
chants’ hall”.
Nice parks surround we spent the night, leaving the next
mornine' as soon a* u-o hart
the town, and excursions iuto the Black
the
head
Professor Barnaby,
of HartsvilU College,
Forest are easily made from there.
It the city. It ia a very regularly built city,
tells how the advice of a member of the
must be a cool place in summer, as the
being divided into 110 squares—it may be
faculty saved
deep gutters, which are about three feet an important city in the commercial
him when he was without hope. A lesson for workers.
broad, are kept tilled with streams of world, but it isn’t much for sight-seers.
fresh running water.
FBANKFl'BT.
“
When we arrived at Frankfurt we tried
Professor Alvin P. Bamaby, President of
Freiburg is the chief market for the proAt length, on* day, Professor Bowman,
to
Hartsville College, at Hartsville, Ind., has
ductions
remember
of
what
the Black Forest.
At the
our instructor in natural
you wrote ns about it
science, came to
learned the method by which professional
hotel we had the most delicious strained when you were here, and at what hotel
me and advised me to try Dr. Williams’
men or business men, or anyone whose
Pink Pills for Pale People. They had cured honey, which they told us also comes you stopped, but I didn’t keep an address
duties are too much for their

President

President.

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

CHARLES C. BCR RILL, Treasure*

pleasant day we went up to Molkencur,
307 feet above the castle, a rest aidant,
where we got a fine view of the ruins,
From tin re we walked down to the castle.
The ruins are very picturesque, although

an

improved by lunching.

the

from

entered the

wait of

a

by law exempt from

an*

a

is the ruins

same

write you any of its history in detail as
we have mailed the Baedeker to the friend
who lent it to

were

just

1873.

I>eposits draw Interest from the first day of
March, June, Septcinl>er ami December.

stop was Heidelberg, whose
principal attraction for passing travellers

wall

town,

hour which
We

I think you would
the account of the

there

COOLTTHiE,

JOBS 1.

Mhjt 1,

HEIDELBERG.
The

seen.
one

big tunnel,

four

deep.

all

see

.V. Ii.

Near
grand ducal collections.
Homan Catholic church in the
style of the Pantheon at Home.

day we left Lugano, hut there had been
plenty to interest us on the way -we*were
kept busy going from one side of the ear

clear, and at the northern end
quite a heavy mist, and in some

of the towns the
inches

end

whs so

Deposits

united

here is

HiihIiich*

in this bank

taxation.

ously laid out, something in the shape of
a fan, the streets radiating from the castle
and grounds.
The palace is built in a
semi-circle, and it, with the parks, is enclosed by the Sinkenhelmerstrasse, which
forms a perfect circle.
The Frederick’s
platz (square) is surrounded by some
handsome modern buildings with arcades
and stores and the new building of the

the

We didn't

the weather

Commenced

In Carlsruhe we didn’t spend much
time. It is a thrifty place, but very quiet;
it was especially quiet and especially clean
on Good Friday.
The city is very curi-

between gran-

cross

higher.

CARL8RUHE.

was

ulated and loaf.

had the

the

thing—a sort of

same

are

main*.

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt.
Kiuehill office open Saturdays.

g?r

j)R.

H.

DesertBlock.

GREELY,

DENTIST.
;

was

Graduate of the
class of ’75

Philadelphia Dental College,

ne

^■Office

1

in

Giles'

Block. Ellswobth.

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD,
Veterinary College.
of the Ontario

Veterinary Surgeon,
Cream

\

j

or

Milk tested

and Dentists.

by the Babcock Lactom

And Gravimetric methods,
Office, School Street. Telephone, 3S-3.

el< r

we can bring them,
SOMETHING ABOUT TEARS.
2Urf>rrtt0cmtri3.
though they need the food-ships
and the clothing, the soothing and the They Korin flie
Dividing Line Besolace of friendly regard and treatment.
tween Man ami Monkey.
Tears have their functional duty to ac- {
They have brought us into vital union—
we are simply setting straight paths becomplish, like every other fluid of the !
fore their pierced feet.
body, and the lachrymal gland is not A Machinist Attacked
By
placed behind the eye simply to All space
It is thrilling to note how old war or to give expression to emotion. The
Insidious Catarrh.
leaders of both sides thirty-five years ago chemical properties of tears consist of
have offered their services to the govern- phosphate of Inn.* and soda, making them
[ mo At, and it is joy to note that they long very salt, but never bitter. Their action
j to tight no longer face to face but side by on the eye is very beneficial, and here
I side. This is a grand time in our national consists their prescribed duty of the body,
history and big with possibilities. Mark, washing thoroughly that sensitive organ,
too, how the colored men have shown which allows no foreign fluid to do the
Another Cusp Where Pe-ru-na
their eagerness to serve a country that is same work.
their country .too and likely ever to reNothing cleanses the eye like a good,
Triumphs.
main so.
The gifts of yachts from the salty shower bath, and medical art has
wealthy for the mosquito fleet, of com- followed nature’s law in this respect, adir. JENXisn,
plete batteries of artillery for the front; vocating the invigorating solution for any
proprietor of
and so on through the lists that the tele- distressed condition of the optics. Tears
one
of tlie
graph has already made known throughout do not weaken the sight, but improve it.
leading machine
thecountry. Even those who in many cases They act as a tonic to the muscular vision,
shops in Decohave not yet been adopted by us, wish to keeping the eye soft and limpid, and it
rah, Iowa, has
wage conflict on our behalf because they will be noticed that women in whose eyes
Imlinvn u’o urn ricrlit* niminir unr>Vt
Hvo
^boen troubled
sympathetic tears gather quickly have
thousand Hebrews.
brighter, tenderer orbs than others. When
with catarrh for
The passing shadow of some cruel bird of prey the pupils are hard and cold, the world
several years,
which
is
attributes
it
to
one’s
Unites the callow brood too apt afar to stray ;
disposition,
at times suf-

PKKSKNT-DAY THOUGHTS.

greater blessing than

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

The American prints more vital statistics—births, marriages and deaths—
"A1NR LAW BKGARDINO
WRIGHTS AND MRA8UHRS.
than all the other papers printed in the
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
county
combined, and most of them it
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, con temporaries.

much

“NEMO”.

BY

[Copyrighted by

PE-RU-NA DIB IT.

Dawe A Tabor. I

When the shells of destruction,

aimed

hurtled
by steady American hands,
against the ill-managed ships and forts In
Manila harbor, they did much more than
damage the laggard Spain; they did much
more than endear Dewey to our hearts;
they did much more than add another to
the world’s deeds of cool courage; they
hoarsely sent around the world a pro-

His

And e’en the thought of danger to our native
laud
Upstlrs the falling heart and joins the severed
hand.

u

reward

has

as

come,

I

Those poor wretches who have nerved !
us to strike at the rulers who have fat-

have

misery,

on

brought

us

j

a

|

fHrtncal.

j
j

it’s

a

tap

at

death

!
I

knewUit

Let

figure oi speecn, implying me wick.
balmy tears that are to the cornea what

fering

ly.

is to the skin or nourishment to the
blood.
The effect of tears on the skin about the
eyes, however, is intensely irritating and
salve

then

JAR

one cup of sugar and a quarter
cup of water until it spins a thread.
Pour the syrup while hot over the wella

beaten whites

stiff and cold.
mlnut*

MADE
ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS

POBITTVELY CURE

one on

and at last the upper cake.
Put a thinner layer of the soft filling and
cover thickly with very large berries.—
Mrs. S. T. Rover in Ladies’ Home Jour-

cretions. They quickly ami surely
restore Lost Vitality in old or young, and
.tits man lor study, business or marriage.
Prevent Insanity and Consumption if
in time. Their bm shows immediate improvement and effects a CHILE where all other fail
Insist upon having the genuine A4a* Tablets.
They
have cared thousands and will cure you. We rive a positive written guarantee to effect a cure CA AT© in
each case or refund the money. Price MV V I
per
package; or six pkges (full treatment) for $2.50. By
mail. In plain wrapper, upon receipt of price. Circular

nal.

^
taken

'"USjTu?'

a

strawberries,

A LL Atmui I>i»cua*+— Facing 11emory. Ini potency. Sleeplessness, eto.. caused
by Abuse or other Excesses and Indis-

KlUworth, Me., by
Parchkr, Druggist.

of two eggs, and beat until
When the cakes are cold

your serving dish, cover over
thick layer of this dlling, then
with strawberries, then
cover thickly
another cake, more of the dlling, more

put

with

For Bale In
Gkokok A.

well-beaten

together
of

druggists.

AJAX REMEDY CO..

carefully the

in

of six eggs, and add slowly a cup
Bake in
and a half of sifted pastry dour.
three layers. While this is baking, boil

Honey of Horehound end Ter is e
simple remedy but it acts like magic io ell
cases of throat or bronchial trouble, fold by

—"

fold

whites

Hale's

A
fl

It

which lead

be

may

to

the

muscles

as

nont.la

Kali

Week’s

Winnow lugs

j
1

j

To Clean Gold Picture Frames.
the white of an egg; add to it one
pint of cold water; moisten your frames
with this mixture, using a sponge. Then
wipe them with a soft dannel. Take a
second cloth, perfectly dry, and give the
frames a light rubbing.—Ladies’ Home
Journal.
Beat

!

IS

DRUNKENNESS
Never

DECREASING.

Time when the Excessive

a

of Liquor
“The men and

Infrequent.

was so
women

in

whole, very worthy people,”
writes Edward W. Bok in Ladies’ Home
Journal. “They are sincere, energetic and
well-meaning. But sometimes they lack
that nicety and wisdom of judgment
which is absolutely necessary in organized effort in order that the surest success
may be won.
They sometimes, unfortunately, allow their zeal to run away
with them.
“This tendency was recently shown in
one of their official
statements which
bewailed the startling growth of intemperance in America during the year 1897.

are,

the

on

Many good people, to whom the circular
containing this statement is sent, will be
They
prone to believe this assertion.
have not the means at hand by which to
made
and
will
be
such
a
statement,
verify
uncomfortable by it, whereas, in reality,
exactly the opposite is the truth. There

at

to avoid the tiresome task oi aisu-wasucannot be granted. Would she have the
next best tiling? Let her wash the dishes—
so easily it’s almost a pleasure—with

meal,

Washing

Pander.

1

I
I

|

§

in orthis country,

interested

ganized temperance work

been

never

There has

ing,

Use

time

a

in

never

been

and

never

present,

toward

where

alcoholic
u

font

so

strongly to

as

the

little

such

a

moderation

dency
Thiu iu

so

when

America

drinking as
strong tenin

indulgence is

imiwwuitilo

a

present.

tn

quarters
general.
t

r,

ivnrt

because tlie most careful figures bear out
this very hopeful statement.”

Choice Sayings.
Men show their character in nothing
what they think
more clearly than by

daughters
Monson, aged

Two
of

were

drowned

Benjamin Edwards,

of

ten

in

and

twelve

years,

tlje

sailing ships

and small

boats and

fell in.

“Jennie S. Butler”, from

The schooner

Cienfuegos, which
day, reports that

arrived at

Boston Fri-

mHte, John Purchase, of Portland, was killed by Spaniards before the

her

vessel

sailed

from Cien-

fuegos.
Murray Cunningham, a prominent lumberman, formerly of Oldtown, but for two

Boston.

New York.

tit. Louis.

Philadelphia.

likes, but to try to like what
If

we

what

one

required

-AAU-

a

our

tobe-

low

a

high mark

^

one.

Blessed is the man who has found his
work; let him ask no other blessedness.

HEATING

Honor your work and do it and work at
it like Hercules. One monster there is in
the world—the idle man.
The
the

Crockery
In

great variety.

c

|J

of

Nahum Piper at East Belfast one night
last week and poisoned two horses and a
cow by mixing paris
green with their
feed. Two harnesses and the top of a new

carriage were cut to pieces. A woman is
suspected by the police.
Mark P. Pendleton, of Islesboro, died
in Brooklyn, N. Y., Thursday after a long
Mr. Pendleton
illness of consumption.
was born at Islesboro thirty-seven years
For

ago.

some

time he

was

editor and

proprietor of the Belfast Age, and was
consul at Pictou, N. S., during Cleveland’s
administration.

He

leaves

a

widow and

a

daughter.

eyes an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

more

more

Seekers after gold know they may be disappointed, but seekers after health take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla with the utmost confidence that It
will do them wonderful good.
Hood's Pills are the only
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Easy,

pills to take with
yet eilieieut.—Advt.

Vegetables.
.60 Carrots, bu
.05 Turnips, bu
.05 Parsnips,

Radish,

.08

We know

Havana,
I’orto Rico,

.35
.45

Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt

.IK)

.60 3.65
Linseed,
.13
Kerosene, per gal
Astral oil,
.15

Bacon,
Mutton, per tb

.15

tongue,

pork, per
Lard, per lb
Pigs feet, per

Poultry—per

tb

.10

lb

.10 §.12
.10

AUAlt
at

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 §600
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 §3 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
load
Egg,
Roundings per
100§125
Nut,

DIRIGO COOKING UTENSILS.

We have

.16
.18
.10
.10
.16
.14

6 25
6 00
Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
.95
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
1.00
7 5638 00 Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag 1.00 31.10
7 5038 00
Patents—
8 25
Winter wheat,
8 56
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1.00
bag
Oats, Western, per
.43 §.45
bu
Hides and Tallow.
Hides—per lb—
Tallow—per lb—
.05 K
.01K
Ox,
Rough,
.05 K
Cow,
Tried,
.03K
.05
Bull,
Calf skins, green

.253-75
.40 §.50
.10g.20

BUSINESS BARS THE DRUNKARD.

member of the Grand Army
He was a
held other offices.
He leaves a wife

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.

Ilerdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per lb
Lawn seed, per lb

Advertising is like learning to swim.
Have confidence, strike out and you will
surely

win.

will raise the
sities of life.

.12
.13
.10

.083.12
.06
.10

price of

all the

neces-

Therefore, every pru-

to

be

a

necessity

of life in

very many families for the common
ills liable to occur in every household.
Every Mother should at once purchase a good supply of it, and avoid
the advance which the
tax is liable to make

heavy stamp
imperative.

Sold by your Druggist, from whom you
ought to purchaso a dozen now. If you can't
get it near home wo will send you by express,
charges prepaid, ONE DOZEN BOTTLES
for THREE DOLLARS, cash with the order.

I. S.

while ago it

JOHNSON

& CO., Boston, Mass.

was

looked

upon

Edward
W. Bok,
in Ladies’ Home Journal.
“Every line of business shuts its doors
absolutely to the drunkard. It has no
use for him.
Business competition has
as a

become
This

family will anticipate their
wants and PURCHASE NOW a
supply sufficient for a time at least.

come

little

simply

so

misfortune,”

keen

habits

fact

the

that
can

writes

only

the

men

of

employment.
indulger in al-

lind

habitual

coholics has found out, and the different
‘cure’ establishments for drunkenness—
and godsends they are, too, to humanity
to a realization of the changed conditions.
“The man of steady habits is the man
of the hour, and the drunkard realizes
this. In the social world the same thing
come

is true.

The excessive

indulgence

of

even

few years ago would not be tolerated at
any dinner today.
Society has become
intolerant of the behavior which inevitably results from excessive indulgence in
drinking, and men realize this. It is bad
manners to-day to drink to excess.
Good
taste is spreading, and moderation is
necessarily following.
a

We cannot exalt

patriotism

too

highly.

We cannot encourage too much love of
For as long as patriotism exists
in the hearts of American people so long
will our matchless institutions be secure
and permanent.
To live is to have justice, truth, reason
country.

devotion, probity, sincerity, common
right and duty welded into the
he^rt. To live is to know what one is
worth—what one can do, and should do.
Life is conscience.—Victor Hugo.

sense,

a

large

line

of

in

price

from

Got*, to $1.25.

Don’t go out of the city to buy goods
when you can save money buying at
home.
Patronize home industries and
help yourself while you help others; then
you will always be happy.

I).

F.

TftIBOU,

Ellsworth.
No. 2 Franklin St.,
(3 doors from Main street.)

M. E. MALONEY'S
IDEA
OF THE

Ellsworth, Me., March 7, 1898.
After a easeful canvass of the different
towns and cities in every county of the State,
I have come to the conclusion that there never was a better time than the present to engage in the carriage business, that is, for one
who has a thorough knowledge of the business and who is willing to take off his coat
and put his whole energy into the worir.
Sixteen years ago you could not sell a good
it. That
vehicle for what it cost to
was because some were deluaed by the cheap
western imitations of our work which coula
be bought for a much less sum, but which were
worth practically nothing. To be sure they
looked very spick and span at first, but one
season, if they held together as long as that,
proved to the owner the foolhardiness of the
policy of purchasing the cheapest without regard to the saving to be made in the long run
by buying of a local dealer and getting your
money’s worth. The unscrupulous dealer
reaped a harvest off these carriages. Some he
bought as cheap as $25 and palmed them off
on some unsuspecting customer for $100 or

produce

more.
tt>—

.12§.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 §.15 Apples, string
.log.14 Apples, sliced

steadiest

War Taxes

has

a

added

6 25
6 25
6 25

Harrington in 1845. He had been
prominent in the affairs of the State, and j Society Is Also Turning Its Back on
Those Who Drink to Excess.
He
was well known throughout Maine.
“Drunkenness to-day is deemed dishad served in the legislature; was a promreputable in the very quarters where only
inent member of the executive council in
was a

just

de-

ton—

born in

had

the
few

SHOES
ranging

Prunes,

lawyer by profession.
and one daughter.

We want
to call and see our

We have sold over 1,00) of them in
past three weeks, end everybody is
We have a
lighted with them.
Clothespins left at 1 c. per dozen.

Hon. Charles A. Harrington, of South
He was
Norridgewock, died Thursday.

and

WAKE

prices.

new

lb—

Fowl,
hickens,
Bologna,
Sausage,

bottom

everybody

.12g.l6
.06 §.10

t

RUGS

S zes 1 to 6 quarts, going
at 25 cts. per set.
Also a
large line of

>

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

to

on

MILK and PUDDING PANS.

Cooked ham, tb
Boneless ham,
Fisli.
SaltFresh—
.05
.07 §.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
.04 §.05
.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.10 §.12
.30
Mackerel,
Flounders,doz
Halibut
.15
tins,
.10§.12
Lobsters,
.05
.12
Halibut heads,
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .08§.10
Clams, qt
.40 §.75
Tongues and
Oysters, qt
.08 §d
.30
sounds,
Scallops, qt
.12 Smoked—
Halibut,
.12
.12
Halibut,
Bluetish,
.25
Herring, box,
Shad,
.25§ 35
.2o
10
Fiunau haddle,
Trout,
.30
Ale wives, do/.
Fuel.

Pelts,
Lambskins,

be called

that we have sold so many of
in the past. A new lot just in
at prices that will astonish
you. A few more sets of those

.25 §.30
Lumber and Building Materials.
M—
Lumber—per
Clapboards—per M—
09 §11
Extra spruce,
24 §26
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards,09§11
Spruce, No. 1, 17gl8
12 g 16
35 §60
Clear pine,
Spruce,
35 §60
15§20 Extra pine,
Spruce floor,
12 §15 Latiis—per M—
Pine,
2.00
Matched pine,
15glS
Spruce,
.04 §.06
Nalls, per lb
Shingles—per Si—
2 75 Cement, per cask
1 60
Cedar, extra
2 00 Lime, per cask
.85
clear,
2d clear,
175 llrick, per M
7 §11
extra one,
150 White lead, pr tb .05 g.08
1 25
No. 1,
.75
scoots,
1 25
Spruce,
125
Hemlock,
Provisions.
.15 §.25 Tripe, per tb
.08
Steak, beef, tb
Fresh pork,
.llg.12 Honeycomb tripe,lb .10
.12gd4
Lamb, lb
.08§.16 Ham, per lb
.03 §.16 Shoulder,
.09g.l0
Veal, per !b

Salt

not

REVERSIBLE

Rice, per tb
.O63.O8
Pickles, per gal .40 3.60
.35 3-75
Olives, per qt
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.06
j06
Oatmeal, per lb
Quaker rolled oats, .06
.C6
Buckwheat,
.05
Graham,
live meal,
.05

,08g.l4
Roasts,
Beef, corned, tb .06 §.<>8

will

we

those

At South Paris Tuesday, May 10, two
were burned and the residence of
The
George Jones was badly damaged.
total loss is f10,000; insurance, |8,000. The
stores, which were occupied by J. A.
Lambe aud George E. Wilson, were in
Market square, the business centre of
the village. At one time the fire threatened to sweep the place.

1S93-4;

DECK,

fight, so,,of course, we say, give it to those
Spaniards. Drive them into the sea and
keep them there. Don’t worry about
war, take things as they come and you
will be happy. By the way, if you want
to be happy don’t fail to secure one of

1.00
.50
.04
.10

Coffee—per lb
Rio,
.153.20
.35
Mocha,
.33
.lava,
Tea—per tb—
.40§.60
.Japan,
Oolong,
.253.60
Sugar—per lb—
.06^
Granulated,
.06
Coffee—A & B,
Yellow, C
.05>£

stores

are

HOT WATER

ELDRIDGE’S.

barn

slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.
Lowell•

They

APPARATUS.

old.

dent

to bear it.

It is better to fall short of
than to reach at

the

of

a

to

would only take the burden apfor each day we might easily

we are

entered

See-

one

has

manage it; but we chose to increase
trouble by carrying yesterday’s oday and adding to-morrow’s bur
fore

GOLD CLARION RANGES

miscreant

Some

was

ria

The secret of life is not to do

pointed

and

gravel pit at the
Hillside quarry Tuesday afternoon. They
were

laughable.—Goethe.

do.

It cuts the grease, and a good rinsing will
leave the dishes delightfully clean.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.

Spinach, pk
Lettuce,

mother

Wednesday,

STILL ON

We are not selling goods for less than
cost, but our prices are down to hard
times’ figure.
War cuts no ice with us.

1.35
.O83.IO
.20 3.25
.10
Grocerien.

Potatoes, bjfc.
Cucumbers,

News,

medicine tablets while his

was away from the house
died.

AND DON’T YOU FORGET IT.

laid, per doz.lu

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,
Onions,
Bermuda onions,

Thursday, August 18.
Lester, the six-year-old son of George
Palmer, of South Norridgewock, ate several

Eggs.
Fresh

IS

Best loose, per ton. 9 glO
Baled..12014

veteran firemen will be held

:

TRIBOU

Straw.
Loose.7 §8
Baled.10 312

New England
at Portland

the

Creamery per lb.25
Dairy .20 3.22
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.12 §.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (imported).90

Hay.

Novelty and Nonsense.
patent has recently been granted to j
W. E. Frost, Lewiston, for an automatic j
electric fire-alarm.
of

Abbctticnnrnts.

Neufchatel.05

A

The tournament

Country Produce.

Ka in.

of

Don’t let the little ones suffer from eczema or
other torturing skin diseases. No need for it.
Doan’s Ointment cures. Can’t harm the most
delicate skin. At any drug store, 50 cents.—
Advt.

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50

KITTBRY TO CARIBOU.
One

and weeds grow-

Kutter.

lie tried

it tn

ASA

diplomas

college

Peas:

curable. Pe-ru-na, however, Is marvelous in the way it not only cures catarrh,
but drives all of the poisonous secretions generated by this obnoxious disIf you suffer
ease from the system.
from catarrh, no matter in what part
of the body it may be located—for catarrh appears anywhere that mucous
membrane exists— buy Pe-ru-na of your
druggist, and take it. It will cure you.

“which breaks the ice-bound fetters of,
the heart” is a healthy action, all physicians
assert.
In some cases it is even
thought to avert insanity. Even here the
reason is scientific, for it is a sign of relaxation of the brain nerves from a tenseness that was congestion.
Between man and monkey there is this
essential difference of tears. An ape cannot weep, not so much because its emotional powers are undeveloped as the fact
that the lachrymal gland was omitted in
his optical make-up.
Belong as this differentiating quality between man and his

every indication pointed
decrease of intemperance

H
*

mnnit

have

men

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25

Pe-ru-na he says entirely cured him,
and ho recommends it to everyone that
ho hears is afflicted with catarrh.
Catarrh is of such a stubborn nature
♦liof

Lots of

hanging in their parlors
ing in their gardens.

by agreement.

Keans.

many remedies without obtaining relief, until he
heard of Pc-ru-na.
Four bottles of

nerves,
wires to

marionettes, twitch and pull them in this
fashion while they are at work emptying
the tear glands of their contents.
That the copious shedding of tears

has

1

the

that

measure as

severe-

primeval ancestors persists, we may laugh
at the theory of Darwin, so far as it reyears past a resident of Bangor,
flects upon our family tree; scorn all indrowned Wednesday afternoon, at
nuendoes of “missing links”; and see our
boomook
dam, by the capsizing
Strawberry Sponge Cake.
handkerchief as the sign and symbol of
canoe.
He was about sixty years
Beat the yolks of six eggs with half a
man’s chieftainship in creation.
Two sons survive him.
pound of powdered sugar until very light,

o

one

we are

solution.

ment, we be found fighting against racial
destiny.

wouldn’t K0REH0UN0
and
neglect such

Drops cure(in

to

with the resistless force of a natural
law; lest, in the blindness of petty resent-

0F

Pike's Toothache

us see

us

HOHEY

cough.

it that

large-hearted
enough to do our share in that which, as
Ambassador Hay thinks, is coming upon

HALE’S

you

a

enlightenment.

and

your

life door.

inherit one
literature and
common traditions,
and reach toward
similar ideals.
Expedience says united, we double our
resources; increase our prestige; improve
our trade prospects;
and, in the certain
guarantee of peace, raise the standard of
living and increase the opportunity for
progress of all the world. Sentiment says
—“blood is thicker than water;” union
with England means the greatest race
triumph the world has ever seen; the
ultimate universality of the grand old
tongue in which Shakespeare spoke; and
the final and speedy victory of freedom
language,

pointed out last week, in sinking religious differences, and now in thrilling 1
us all
with one spirit of kinship and j
partnership in the brave deeds done by
our navy and projected by our army.
I

tened

good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 5*2
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 3*2 pounds, or even

Sufferings Relieved

mere

of

May we not go one step further in
describing the unifying effects of this
righteous war? From our kindred across inflaming. They keep the epidermis in a
| the sea come approving and friendly dark, puffy condition, and in legends only
echoes that speak of the slow healing of a do weeping women preserve the beauty
still deeper wound and the gradual fading of their great, white lids.
The reason
of a still older scar. Almost for the first some women
weep more easily than others,
It is sad to be compelled to agree with time England has appreciated our motives, and all more readily than the sterner sex,
“The Spanish approved our deeds, and given us a moral has not its difference in the
John Fiske when he says:
strength of
system of government in America was so support that prevented the formation of the tear gland, but in the possession of a
thoroughly bad that even in the hands of concerted European action to prevent us more delicate nerve system. The nerve
saints it could not have succeeded.
It from smiting the malefactor.
Though fibers about the glands vibrate more
was based upon two bad things, commerour prosperity dates from the time when
easily, causing a downpour from the watcial monopoly and political despotism.”
this her western child went out from the ery sac.
It is horrible to realize that a peaceful maternal home, yet we no longer dwell in
Men are not nearly so sensitive to emopeasantry has been slain to make a desert the isolation that was once ours, and we tion; their sympathetic nature—the term
and then call it “Peace”, that a hopeless welcome her cordially as another gain is used in a medical sense—is less dewail of prolonged agony has gone up to from this war. In the hearts of some
veloped, and the eye gland is, therefore,
the quiet skies from a thousand times there now arises the desperate hope for a protected from shocks.
Consequently, a
five hundred harmless creatures to make a
defensive and offensive union of all Engman should thank the formation of his
Spanish triumph.
lish-speaking people. England rules the nerve nature when he contemptuously
But it is blessed to be able to say that eastern hemisphere; the United States scores tears as a woman’s practice.
we have heard,
and we have answered. rules the western. Their commercial inWhy facial distortions should be the
Thus, just as with all noble causes terests are identical; their standards of usual accompaniment to the sobbing of
espoused, they bring their own sweet re- civilization are the same; they speak one tiie gentler sex there seems no satisfactory
our

in

By Proper Treatment.

It was that the American
clamation.
heart is once more one and indivisible.
Since the days of ’65, when the people
“beat their swords into plow-shares and
their spears into pruning hooks”, there
has been needed just such a strong welding influence as the present conflict to
make the surface unity of national life a
unity in deepest truth. The unity is here.
North to where some rugged opponents
to secession still imagined dangers in the
southland, South to where equally sturdy
and brave men spoke an occasional explanatory “If”, West to the states whose
majorities were strong against the East
whose
interests they
misunderstood,
East where maritime bias and vast commercial interests sometimes foster an
apparent pride—from the peaks of the
Sierra Madre to the ports of the Atlantic,
from the pines of Maine to the palms of
Florida—one proud and united endorsement of Decatur’s words has gone up:
“Our country, may she ever be right!
But our country, right or wrong.”

ward. and

Wednesday, May 18, 1898.

However, everyone who purchased one of
those carriages is to-day a walking advertisement for good work and doesn’t lose a chance
to recommend you to buy a good wagon, provided you can secure one at a reasonable
I am personally acquainted with people all
over Maine—from my home in Ellsworth to
John Mallmon’s hotel in Lubec, to Smith’s
hotel in Caribou, to the Whitney house in
Presque Isle, to Patten by way of Ox Beau, to
Moosehead Lake and across the country to
Rockland and back home.
In all my travels I have railed to find one
man who has given the western carriages a
trial that will again use one or recommend
others to do so. When asked what he knows
about western carriages he shakes his head
and says he knows enough about them to let
them alone.
To show you that I am sincere in my remarks, let me tell you what I have been doing
I have built eighty new carthis winter.
riages that I am in hopes to sell. I warrant
eacii and every one of these carriages to be
FIRST-CLASS in MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP.
Should any part prove otherwise, at any time, I will make it good regardless of the length of time it has been in use.
To this end 1 will furnish reference second to
none in the State.
But to those who are still willing to trv one
of those western carriages I would say t fiat I
have flie agency for this countv for one of the
best made—the Oortlandt wagon. It Is made
by the Oortlandt Wagon Co., of New York.
I am offering these wagons at a very low
price. Anyone residing in Hancock. Washington or Penobscot counties, who i~- in need
of a carriage of any kind and who will write
me stating his needs, I will call upon with
the carriage he wants.
I
MY PLAN OF WORK is as follows:
will call upon you in person and explain to
you any points you are in doubt about. I can
If it be an
then find out your exact needs.
express you w'ant, I can suit you with a light,
In top buggies I carry
medium or heavy.
four different styies, in fact, anything in the
carriage line you can tind at my shop. Don’t
buy until you see my work and the low rates
I am offering.

price.

M. E. MALONEY.

ILMUlLO
flniPQ

Who Wave Useo Thet
Recommend as tho Bl
»

DB. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
Deed for yenrs by leading specialists.
inonialfl. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail #1.50 box.
KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
■

■
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business
go about their accustomed
without fear or excitement.
“We have the entire home market
to draw on for our supplies, and in the
commerce between the states there

$l)cvi:llsu)ortl) American.
A

LOCAL AN1> POLITICAL. JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

AFTERNOON.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

need not be, and should not be, the
It is the part of
least interruption.
wisdom and prudence and safety for

AT

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE,

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor ami Manager.

WILL BE HELD

IN

every reason why we should all go on
with our regular business in the usual

A.

O'CLOCK

ML.,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
the
at
to
he
September
supported
governor
election, and transacting any other business
that nmv properly come before it.
The voters ot Si nine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in favor of sustaining President McKinley ami his adndnlstration in Hit* conduct of the war with Spain; who
are tn favor of sustaining the present wise and
economical administration of our Mate affairs,
are cordially invited to join with the
cans iu choosing delegates to this convention,
Tin basis of rep.es,-illation will be as follows
Each cltv, town ami plantation will oo entitled
to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes
cast for the republican candidate for governor
In ltW, an additional delegate, ami for a fraction of lorty votes in excess of seventy five
votes, a further additional delegate. Vacancies
in the delegation of any city, towu or plantation can only be tilled by a resident of the
county In which the vacancy exists.
The ■state committee will be in session in the
city council rooms of City hall, at 9 o’clock on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
Deleof receiving the credentials of delegates.
gates, in order to be eligible to participate in
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order, Republican Suite Convention.
J. H. Manley-, Chairman.
Btron Boyd, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 25, 1898.
11

AT

republi-

j

way.”

expect nothing

but

j

Kiwli’

roarlv

ho

every-

uoll

tr\

ovorv-

came, the notion
that it would pay to hoard money
until the emergency had passed, have
all been made laughable already. The

thing cheap

were

if

war

when money lenders
wondering what deadly impos-

only panic

was

sibilities the unknown might have „in
The only hindrance
store for them.
of industry has been due to waiting of
buyers who looked for lower prices.
fleets

American

complaining

are

because the Spanish Armada has
been more invisible than invincible.
Actual business through
clearing
houses has been 9.8 per cent, larger

only

cheap

outside New York, and
12.3 per cent, larger here, and at all
points for the month 26.3 per cent,
than in 1892

larger than last year.

the outcome of the
war between the United States and

Europe

nmnltl

that

notion

buyers'

mercial

Our Relations with England.
Alarmists are prophesying, and perhaps not without reason, a universal
in

as

The island of Luzon, on
city of Manila, the scene of Admiral
Dewey’s great naval victory, is

presThe so-called “concert of the

persons who consider themselves well
informed upon commercial affairs
have been greatly surprised to learn
that the United States has more trade

powers" has become a mere by-word,
a subject for ridicule, and rupture has
beeu narrowly averted on more than
one occasion by diplomacy.
Students of European polities are
almost a unit in declaring that the
only way out of the present tangled
condition of European affairs seems
through a war which will involve all
the powers of Europe.
In this war
England would be pitted against
France, Germany, Russia and lesHence the significance
ser powers.
which the other European powers attach to England’s present friendliness
toward her Anglo-Saxon brothers in

with the

Philippine

the

of

rest

Islands than all

world

the

combined.

What the United States will do with
these valuable islands is a question
that is already being much discussed
This government
in Washington.
will hold them until the war is
and then decide what
be made of them.
has

been

disposition

That is

determined

far

as

upon

over,
shall

by

as

the

CorrcsponDnicc.
Not

Candidate.

a

Winter Harbor, May 18, 1898.
To the Editor

The attitude assumed by England
has already done much toward preventing European interference in our

of

The American:

It having come to my notice that I am
mentioned as a candidate for tbe office of
county attorney for Hancock county, I
wish to say through The American that
I am not a candidate, and the use of my
name has been without authority from

Spain. There is little doubt
England’s emphatic “no”
to a proposition from the other powers to oust us from the Philippines,
we would be compelled to withdraw
Dewey and his fleet from Manila, or
maintain our position by force in the
face of armed and hostile Europe.
with

that but for

me.

The custom has been to give the county
attorney two terms, and I approve of tbe
custom.
B. E. Tracy.

Body Found at Buck sport.
The body found in the river near North
Bucksport Monday was identified yester-

These kind offices we must accept,
and though we may refuse the prof-

fered alliance with England, we must day as that of Charles Hawthorne,
Veazie, who disappeared from home
acknowledge our indebtedness to her weeks
ago.
—the alliance, though not existing in

terms, will nevertheless exist in fact.

that, whether we will
being drawn into an alEngland which will prove

we are

menace

well as

as

a

of

benefit, for if

attitude fails to prevent in- , These were the appropriation bill for the
! army carrying *36,000,000 and the naval
terference the long predicted Euro- appropriation bill, carrying f50,000,000
I
The last named bill was
pean war may be precipitated, and approximately.
adopted on a conference report but
we would be drawn into it.
! neither measure was debated.
Senator
of

Many
England

in the sympathy and
only the sentiment it

presses, the

beginning of
of friendship

Hale also had charge in the Senate of the
bill extending a vote of thanks to Ad; miral Dewey, and authorizing the President to
him to that rank perma-

a new

ex-

and

era

appoint

j

cor.

Lewiston Jour-

A
his own judgmay dress as well
by ties of blood. But the ties meat
and tin- assistance of an artistic tailor
of friendship, of brotherhood, carry I may elect. He may take ids “tubs” hut if His
organs are out of order, he will have
not only their pleasures and profits, I digestive
unwholesome appearance. His complexion
their sympathy and love, but their and tiie white of hi- ••yes will have a yellowish
cast.
His tongue will he coated, appetite poor,
If his teeth rusty, his breath abominable. He is
sterner obligations, each to each.
one big, unmistakable
sign of constipation.
we accept the proffered friendship— The
quickest, surest, easiest way to cure this

related

man

as

an

and how can we refuse—we must accept also the obligations.
Our destiny is forcing us onward to
things we wot not of. The young

giant of the western hemisphere,
though preferring peace and pastoral
pursuits, must perforce take its rightful place among the nations of the
world in the march onward to universal peace and
higher civilization,
though the march may lead us

through paths

which

we

hoped

to

avoid.
“Let

I

s

Attend to Business.”

says the
“Go
Charleston News and Courier.
The war
on with your' regular work.
“Do

with

not

Spain

get excited,”

will

not

be

fought

on

None of our ports
American soil.
There will be no
will be blockaded.
interruption in the arrival and departure of railroad trains. The mails will

trouble is

They
table

to take l»r. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.
are made of relined, concentrated vegeextracts.
Nothing in the least harmful

into their composition. They hunt down
impurities, and “make them move on’’. They
are the product of many years’ study and pracenters

as

usual in all

who

ser-

ninety-eighth birthday

his

passed

March 13, is the oldest person in Deer
Isle, Mrs. Salome Sellers, of Sunset,
being the next. If she lives until Oct. lo

T.

uec.

ui.

icn*

cauuot

uuoiu

to

put

lunu

o

and Mrs. Ansel Stanley, who remains at the old homestead to care for her
He is a great reader, and is very
father.
much interested in the war news. What
is most remarkable is that for forty years
his head has been nearly bald, ami ttie
few locks of hair remaining were silvered
by the frosts of ninety-eight winters.
But the past winter he has grown a new
crop of light brown hair, from one to two
inches in length, ami soft and silky in
He says it is the same color as
texture.
his first crop was when he was a boy.

£

|A GOOD'GRIP
is what

£

short journey.

4

store

(Jordan building)

Y
J.

have

a

needs

even

At ray

for

a

new

I

^

? Harnesses, Trunks, Whips, $

£

found in

£

JAMES A.

a

►j-

(business

Wall

Dining Chairs.

In

T

A
and

splendid

line of Rockers,

everything In the furniture line

at

PlCTURB-FKAMINO and UPHOLSTERING

^

at

ALL COLORS.

?

J

R.

B.

7.

store

tn about

K.

GEO. II.

JOY,

Eear

OUantrtJ.
BOARDERS—Pleasant home at
Bayside. Maine; healthy location; fine,
airy rooms; good table. Address for particulars J. W. IL, Box 297, Ellsworth, Me.

SUMMER

Special Xoh'cca.

PURSUANT

HtJUcrtisrmcnts.
YX WOOD F.

Attorney

GILES,

and

Counsellor

at

Law,

to

Collections and all

MONEY TO LOAN.
SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE
OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
ALL

BUSINESS STRICTLY

Offices

Ellsworth,

over

GRANT.

ILtflal Xoticrs.

PICKED

Bucksport, Me., May 9,

CONFIDENTIAL.

Bunlll National Bank,
~.

Maine.

£

Fresh Every Day,
AT

The DUTTON GREENHOUSES.

present the same
indented thereto .ire
ment immediately.
May :t. a. d. 1X9*.
to

for

settlement, ami all
to make pay(«k< rob M. Wakc.

requested

To all persons interested tn either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Hucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day id May, a. d. 1X9*.
I). M. FKKRY'S
following matters having been prer|MIF.
JL. sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that noand FLOWER
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively iu the EllsOur uhuuI lines of
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, on the seventh day of June, a. d. 1898,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Oliver Higgins, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deasrd, together with petition lor probate
WHITING BROS..
thereof, presented by Alonzo Higgins, the
37 Main St.,
Ellsworth.
executor therein named.
Isaac Mace, late of Aurora, in said county,
■ ib cea-eil. A certain instrument purporting
■
to he the last will and testament of said derased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Albert E. Mace, the
Bank
executor therein named.
Orient H. Carpenter, late of Eden, in said
REPORT OF THE
county, deceased. A certain instrument purto be the last will and testament of
porting
N said deceased,
for protogether with
-OF THEbate thereof, presented by Ebt-u M. Hanior,
the executor therein named.
Thomas l). Jones, late of Greenpoint, Long
Island. New York, deceased.
Edition that
Lc\ B. Wyman, of Ellsworth, in said county
at Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
of Hancock, may be appointed administrator
Ht the close of business,
of th« estate of said deceased, presented by
Kben B Clark, administrator witii tfw will
May 5. 1898.
annexed of the estate of Lewis Freeman, deRESOURCES.
ceased. a creditor of said Thomas D. Jones,
Loans and discounts. #243,835 04
deceased.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
2,92531
Prentiss W. Saunders, who last dwelt in
U. s. Bonds to secure circulation...
50,000,00 i Bucksport, in said county, and who left his
Premiums on U.S. bonds.
4,500 00! home more than sexen
years ago for a temStock securities, etc.
74,889 47,
porary purpose and has uot been heard from
Banking-house, furniture and fixduring said time. Petition that Guy W. Mctures.
6,000 00; Alister
may be appointed administrator of
Other real estate and mortgages
the estate of said Premiss W. Saunders, preowned.
808 00
sented by Nettie M. 'Houston, a daughter of
Due from approved reserve agents
M
1.997
said Prentiss W. Saunders.
84533
Checks and other cash items.
Alfred Veazie. late of Eden, in said county,
Notes of other National banks.
1,60-5 00 deceased. Fourth and final account of Albert
Fractional paper currency, nickels
W. Paiue and Charles V. Ixjrd, trustees under
and cents.
196 76
the wjjl of aaid 4Ur< aJwl. iRW for settlement.
Law ful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Frank Woody, late of Uluehill, iu said counSpecie..17,000 00
deceased. First account of Ida Moody,
27.753 00 ty,
Legal-tender notes-10.753 00
administratrix, filed for settlement.
with
fund
l7.
S.
TreasRedemption
Husie W., Ann ah D.. Martha H., Sarah and
urer (5 per cent, of circulation).
2,250 00
Rose G. Stinson, minor heirs of Rose E. Stinson. late of Srfrry, in said county, deceased.
Total. #417,605 75 First accounts
of Philip P. Stinson, guardian,
LIABILITIES.
filed for settlement.
Bradley S. iJarrinian. late of Bucksport, in
Capital stock paid in. #.50,000 00
Petition filed by
Surplus fund.
17,500 00 said county, deceased.
Archie 8. Harriman, administrator of the esUndivided profits, less expenses
tate of said deceased, for liceaftv to sell at
and taxes paid.
4,934 66
National bank notes outstanding..
44,820 00 public or private sale so much of certain real
deceased situated in said
Due to other National banks.
2,287 17 estate of said
as will be
Due to State banks and bankersnecessary to pay debts
2,895 73
Individual deposits subject tocheck
197,3.53 61 of saief deceased, expenses of sale and of adDemand certificates of deposit.
78,059 33 ministration.
Robert M. Redman, late of Bucksport, in
Certified checks.
209 10
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Guy
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
45 95
Bills pa> able.
20,000 03 W. McAlister, administrator of the estate of
said deceased, for license to sell at public or
Total. #417,605 75 private sale, certain real estate of said deceased,
situated in said Bucksport, for the
STATE OF MAINE.
payment of the debts of said deceased, exCounty of Hancock, as:—I, Henrv \V. penses of sale and of administration.
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
Benjamin Smith, late of Laumiue, ir. said
do solemnly swear that the above statement county, deceased. Petition filed
by Charles
is true to the best of my knowledge and beH. Drummey, administrator of the* estate of
lief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,Cashier.
said deceased, for license to sell, at public or
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th private sale, tin whole of certain real
estate
day of May, 1898.
of said deceased, situated in said Limuiue,
LEONARD M. MOORE,
fur the payment of debts of said deceased, ex(Seal.)
Notary Public.
penses of sale and of administration.
Correct—Attest:
and Abbie F. Treworgy,
Mary H.
A. P. WI8WELL,)
minor heirs of Naomi Treworgy, late of
E. H. GREELY,
Directors.
in said county, deceased. PetiBucksport.
A. EMERY,
)
tion tiled by William T. Treworgy. guardiun
of said minors, for license t<» sell at
private
sale certain real estate of said minors situated
REPORT OF THE
in Ellsworth, in said county, to pay the expense- of said minors.
Sahra J. Tracy, late of Sullivan, in said
-OF THEcounty, deceased. Petition filed by Georgi H.
Tracy, husband of said deceased, for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
(>. I*. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of original order of couri.
at Bncksport, in the State of
Maine,
Attest:— Chah. P. Doi.k, Registe-.
at the close of business,
NOTIC E OE EOICEC l.OM KE.
May 5, 1893.
'lTrHKKKAS Harvey H. Heath, of Verona,
RESOURCES.
Hancock n-unty. state of Maine, by
v?
Loans and discounts. #118,842 14 his
mortgage deed daieo the lirtii day of June
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
.304 81
a. d. 1891, ami recorded in ilie
Hancock counU. S. bonds to secure circulation...
50,OAK) (X) ty Registry of Deed-, voi. : •».
page 182, conU. S. bonds on hand.
5oo oo
veyed to me, the under-.giied. a certain lot or
Stocks, securities, etc.
7.100 (X) parcel of land with the
buildings
standing
Due from approved reserve agents..
9,107 61
nirKMM,Mlu.ur m^iu
eroua aud bounded
Checks and other cash items.
s_»l 4.3
an,l
as
follows:
Situate at the
Notes of other national banks.
2,278 00 southeasterly end of said Verona and conFractional paper currency, nickels
tains
thirty-three ami one-quarter acres
and cents.
123 81 more or less.
Being the same premises conLawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
to Uriah Heath, of said
veyed
Veroua, now
Specie.7,215 03
deceased, by William H. Cary by his deed of
Legal-tender notes.1 200 00
8.41503
14. 1850, and recorded’in Hancock
September
Redemption fund with U.S. TreasRegistry of Deeds, vol. 89.
180. Reference
urer (5 per cent, of circulation)..
2,2.50 00 is hereby given to saidpage
deed and record
thereof for a more particular description:
Total. #199,742 83 aud
whereas the condition of said mortgage
LIABILITIES.
has been broken, now therefore, bv reason of
Capital stock paid in. #50.000 00 the breach of condition thereof,' I claim a
Surplus fund.
lO.uuo 00 foreclosure of said mortgage.
Undivided profits, less expenses
Bucksport, May 12, 1898.
and taxes paid.
Charles F. Heath.
30,025 71
TJ
O. P. Cunniugham. his
National bank notes outstanding..
44,800 00
attorney.
Due to other national banks..
1,687 80
Dividends unpaid.
NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE.
232 00
Individual denosits siihWt inrhocir
aj
na
Harve>' H. Heath, of Verona,
Demand certificates of deposit.
ft
Hancock county, State of Maine, bv
8,624 23
his mortgage deed dated the
twenty-eighth
Total. $199,742 83 dity of January, a. d. 1893. and recorded
in the
Hancock county
STATE OF MAINE.
Registry of Deeds, vol. 2«7.
page
409,
to
conveyed
County of Hancock, ss.—I, John
me, the undersigned, a
N.Swazey,
certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildcashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to ings standing thereon, situate in said Verona,
and bounded and described as follows:
the best of my knowledge and belief.
Situate at the
southeasterly end of said Verona
JOHN N. SWAZKY, Cashier.
.Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th aud contains thirty-three and one-quarter
acres
more
or less.
Being the same premises
day of May, 1898.
conveyed to Uriah Heath, of said Verona,
O. F. FELLOWS,
now deceased,
by William H. Cary, by his
(Seal.)
Public.
Notary
C orrect—Attest:
‘•
September 14, i860, and recorded in
said Hancock county Registry of
KDW. SWAZEY.
Deeds, vol.
)
fcy. page 180.
Reference is hereby given to
O. P. CUNNINGHAM,
[Directors.
said deed and record thereof, for a more
PAKKKK SPUFFORl), )
particular description; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now
therefore, by reason of the breach of condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said
mortgage.
SMALL house in a good location in EllsBucksport. May 12,1898.
worth, at a moderate price. Apply to
Charles F. Heath.
J. A. Peters, Jr., attorney, Ellsworth.
By O. I. Cunningham, his attorney.

SEEDS.

w
I

Statement.

petition

First National Bank,

Kllsworth.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a court of insolvency held at Bucksport,
in and for the county of Hancock, on the
third day of May, a. d. 1898.
following matters having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all 'persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper*published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apat a court of insolvency to be held in
llsworth. on the seventh day of June, a. d.
1898. at eleven of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see caui.e.
In the case of Linwood H. Cushman, of
Ellsworth, in said county, insolvent debtor.
Petition for discharge from all debts provable
against his estate under the insolvency laws
of Maine, presented by said debtor.
In the case of Benjamin T. Sowle. of Ellsworth. in said county, insolvent debtor. Petition for discharge* from all debts provable
against his estate under the insolvency laws
of Maine, presented by said debtor.
In the case of Eastman Hutchins, of Franklin. in said countv, insolvent debtor. First
account of Albert L. Burnham, assignee, filed
for settlement.
In the case of Everett L. Salisbury, of
Mount Desert, in said
county, insolvent
debtor. First account of Albert U. Burnham,
assignee, tiled for settlement.
<>. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:— Chas. P. Dork, Register.

up adrift—85 logs off Lamoine
Beach. Owner can have same by proving property and paying charges. Dyer
Young. East Lamoine, Me.

any

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminis!he estate of Phene A. Cass Peyser,
Providence, in the State of Rhode
and given bonds as the
deceased,
Island,
law directs. All persons having demands
trator of
late «>f

CONDITIO

BY

COTTAGE

pay

Timothy, IIuucarian. Bed
Top and Lawn Gras* seed.
Alsyke and Bed Clover,
Barley, Oatsand Seed l’eas.

National

THE

nor

a

<

30

GKANITE BUSINESS

Za Urt.

S. Moulton.

trator of the estate of Melinda B. Candage,
late of Bluehill, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present
tiie same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment imKeen W. Mayo.
medintelv
May 3. a. d. 1*98.

GROCERIES.

VESSELS WANTED

Lamoine Beach, all furnished,
also
for market and groceries;
rooms for housekeeping on the same premises.
F. DbsIsle. Lamoine
Apply to
Beach, Me., or to Mbs. N. H. Means, Ellsworth, Maine.

wages

subscriber hereby give* notice that
rpHE
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Charles D. Small, late
of Sullivan, in the
county of Hancock,
deceased, ami given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment imMa'tilda M. Small.
mediately.
Aprila. d. 1898.

DRY GOODS

coat.

Street,cor. State,

Main

at
store

y

locks, Jewelry.

N. 15.—All persons indebted to me are requested to settle same by May 25; after that date I
shall leave bills with attorney for collection.

GLEASON,
Notary Public.
j
j
Hall’s Catarrh Cure ie taken Internally and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. .1. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Amos
1898.

make

GARDEN

W.

things usually y
shop of my kind. £
McOOWN.

<

we

Field and Garden Seeds.

i

FOR Til?:

ms

subscriber hereby gives notice that
^pHE
X she has been duly appointed adminisof Colin N. Dix,
tratrix of the
estate
late of Tremont, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tlie same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBessie (iertkcde Du.
mediately.
May 8. a. d. 1888.

—

Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county,
i
Frank .T. Cheney makes oath that he Is the
senior partner of the tlrm of F. .J. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, County and Suite aforesaid, and that said tlrm will
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall’s catarrh Cuke.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to liefore me and subscribed In my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1&86.

of his debts after this date.

This year

specialty of

of

Mian cuum no inure <>i

Hancock)

fpHK
X lie

|

HOLMES.

White Lead.

Kaw Oil, Varnishes and
Khellae.
Colors and l’alnt Brushes.
and

West End Eurnilure Store, *

100 hours.

NOTICE.

U

“Eagle"

Persons having Watehes, or work of any
kind, are requested to call for Mine.

house.
The little hoy was alive but t he
The chilgirl had died of suffocation.
dren had crept in the cupboard and the
spring lock had held them there for just

hereby given that I, the undersigned, have given my son, Harry L.
Moulton, his time during his minority. I

S. Deck Paint for floors.

Boiled

the

As I shall have to vacate my
to sell mv ‘•took at

ing. The children were found, locked in a
narrow cupboard in the closet of a vacant

■’VTOTICE is

Hardv
late of Bucksport, in the county of
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs!
All persona having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFlorence It. Parker.
mediately.
May 3, a. d. 1888.

hereby gives notice that
rpHEhe subscriber
has been duly appointed adminisX

f

Rock-Bottom Price*..

days, I offer

Brighton, Mass., for more than four
Bertrand C. Davis, live years old, and
Frye, four years old, have been miss-

NOTICE.
District ok Maine,
»
Portland. April, 1898. >
to the rules of the
Circuit
Court of the United States for the District of Maine, notice is hereby given, that
E. S. Clark, of Bar Harbor, iu said District,
has applied for ail mission as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
A. H. Davis,
Clet k U. S. '’ircuit Court. Maine District.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
cpdK
X «he lias been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of James S.

_

*

AT COST.

Good Templars.

A.

Paper.

We sell the World’s Fair
Prize-Win ning

<j>

and

Bed Lounges, Couches, Lounges,

K.
Ariel

Straw
AND

^

Side Boards. Extension Tables

50 years)

LINES OF

▲

Spectacle's. i,ye-Glasses.

The next session of Hancock District
lodge, I. O. of G. T., will be held with
Granite lodge, West Eden,
Thursday,
June 2, at 10 30 a. m. Picnic dinner.

days

CHOICE

Matting,
Floor Oil Cloths,

|

with your

approval.

Watches.

“Angola”, of Franklin,
of West Tremont,
was
mile west of Cross Kid lightship, Saturday night, by collision with
the schooner “S. J. Lindsay”, of Rockland.
The “Angola” was hound from New
York for South Gardiner with brimstone.
Capt Murphy and crew of three men hid
barely time to escape. They were taken
on
board the "Lindsay”. They saved
nothing. “The Angola” went down in
eleven fathoms of water, her masthead
showing just above the surface.
Hancock

established

Carpets,

CLOSING=OUT SALE

one

|

X
4*
X

fine assortment of 4
not to mention

gripsacks,

other

meet

Paper,

Carpets.

£

reasonably priced

jupt In, that will

♦

The schooner

Special attention given
Commercial business.

X

and

^

Wall

V

goodp of equal grade.

lot of

Capt. Murphy,

sunk

asarrtisnnnita.

Y

new

1

Franklin Schooner Sunk.

u

worthless article.
Address with 21 cents in one-cent stamps to
cover cost of mailing onlu. World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, IJutTalo, X. Y., and get a
free copy of the ‘‘Medical Adviser”.

one

Paint,

ST0RE| WHITING BROTHERS

Chamber Suites,

♦

ington,

all

Store formerly occupied by Woodward Bros.4
parts of
The operations on the
this country.
farms wTill not be disturbed, and in the
$2.no a year; $150;
Tmf
AMFPrrAW
1 H ^ ^
UN. n
palli ln aa vance.
towns and cities sensible people will

be delivered

a sea

Nathaniel Robbins, of South Deer Isle,

help |

and broth- ! nently.—Washington
nal.
erhood between two nations so eloselv

happier

Sullivan
captured
“Uncle John” Holmes was clamhas

jFtrarifi.

Hale

England’s

see

q

_

six

accomplished the feat,
hardly equaled in the record of any other
senator, last week of engineering through
that body in one day bills that carry aggregate appropriations of fS6,000,000.
Senator

Thus it seems

a

Small, of Sunset; Edgar D., of Stou-

Pat-

when he heard a
great
water. On investigation
fish lodged between the
rocks. A
rope was got around him, and
“Uncle John’’ now exhibits a fish 3 feet 10
inches long, resembling an eel, but with
large head and sharp teeth. What is it
if not a young sea serpent?

State

Great Britain and the United States.

no,
liance with

A

trousers

been ua-a-ay out to

ten’s Pond.”
West

his

from 10to 15 per

pavo

f
f

f FURNITURE
you

CALLS KOK

OFFER

Mr. Robbins
she will be ninety-eight.
has six children—Mrs. Stephen Downs

pockets, “I’ve

into

WEST END

i>v
TRACING

President.

America, and the alarm with which
they view a possible alliance between

or

Money

On Your Purchases.

the cost for

I

deeper

his hands went

f

Money

of

The prediction of a general war in
larger than the states of New York
Europe has been made many times be- and Massachusetts; the entire area of
fore.
Though the great powers have ! the
Philippine Islands is 10 per cent.
worked in concert on several occa- ^
than that of the New England
greater
sions, each has had a jealous eye upon
! states, New York, New Jersey, Marythe others, and particularly jealous
Many
, land and Delaware combined.
have the others been of British

war

I

proud in the possession of their first
trousers, and beginning to realize their
importance as men of the world. “I’ve
been wa-a-ay out to Cincinnati,” boasted
“Huh!” leturned the other, and
one.

which is the

Spain.

tige.

To Save

half-hour, the theorists’ notion that pent.
“everybody knows a great panic must ming Monday
in the
follow the outbreak of war”, the com- splashing
he found a great

results.— Lawrenceburg (Ind.l Press.

war

_

Hostilities have lasted long enough
to kill many predictions, if but few
Americans, says Dun's Review. The
European notion that the United
States would begin by having a bad

Cheap Newspapers.
The neicspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need

Ellsworth has duly honored Dewey.
Two Ellsworth babies have been named

_

Tuesday, June 2s. lsi)S,

rpHK

18——♦ j

_

IIALL, AUGUSTA,

CITY

House-cleanining and war are the topics
day, and not widely dissimilar.

of the

people—all the people—to go on Dewey.
with their buying and selling, their
D. B.
Here's a sheep-shearing story:
planting and harvesting, their mer- Alley, of Oak Point, has a buck that
their
chandising and manufacturing,
sheared
Maybe
twenty-two pounds.
building and banking, as if nothing there is a sheep-raiser in Hancock county
if so, let him be
had happened.
that can beat that;
“There is no reason why anybody heard from.
there is
and
should get excited;
They were Ellsworth four-year-olds,

State Convention

Republican

A

Make

_

the

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1898.

Hcgrsl Xotirca.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
X
of the last will and testament of Cieorge F
Jordan, late of Kllsworth, in the countv of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Frank H. Jordan.
May 3, a. d. 1899.

0^04040*0t

West Sullivan reports the first grass-

hopper.

SUbfTtissrmmts.

3bbrrttsrmmt0.

COITNTY tiOSSIP.

NOTH’*: O* FOUKCI.OSI u*:.
IIFRFAS Frank J. Camlage and Fannie

::
their mortgage deed, dated the eighth day <.f
October, a. d. 1895, and recorded in Hancock
county Registry of Deeds, in vol. 290, page
548, conveyed to Richard Griudle, the undersigned. a certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said Bluehill, and hounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the old road
(so-called), leading from East Bluehill to
Bluehill, at a point about nine rods northeasterly from the point at which the northwesterly side of the said old road intersects
the easterly side of the new road (so-called),
and marked by stake and stone, running
north 15 deg. 50 min. west 27 rods to stake and
corner bound; thence north 52 deg. east 12
rods to stake and corner hound; thence south
15 deg. 50 min. east 27 rods to said old road, at
stake and corner bound; thence on said old
road south 52 deg. west 12 rods to place of beginning, containing two acres, more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
lias been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bluehill, May 16, a. d. 1898.
Richard Orindle.
By E. E. Chase, his attorney.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HEREAS Annie F. Weston and Harrie
A. Weston, her husband, both of Boston, Suffolk county, Massachusetts, bv their
mortgage deed dated the 16th day of April,
a. d. 1897, and recorded in the Registry of
Deeds for Hancock county, Maine, May 19,
1897, in book 313, page 215, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, certain real estate situated at
Lamoine, in said Hancock county, being the
lot w'ith buildings thereon known as the
Shore Acres hotel property, which said real
estate is more particularly described in said
mortgage deed which is recorded as aforesaid,
to the record whereof express reference is
hereby made for more particular description
of the lot mentioned: and whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken
and remain unperformed, now therefore, by
reason thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Lamoine, Maine, May 16, 1898.
William F. Desisle.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.

Bucksport.

Treworgy

__L.

CONDITION

Bncksport National Bank

_By

\ITH,F;REAS

rTP*

jfor Salt.

A

WAK NEWS.

ting

the cable.
Spanish troops with
Maxim guns opened fire from shore. To
cut the cable the men were sent in small
boats.
Though exposed to the Spanish

print

WILL

widely

they kept bravely at work and sue*
ceeded in cutting one cable, but not the
important one they were after. One marine from the “Marblehead” was killed,
and six others were wounded—two prob-

The first
of

meat

BE

Elijah Orcutt died at the home of his
C.Orcutt, of 42 Clarkson street,
Dorchester, Mass., on Ap-il 29, aged
eighty-four years and nine months. Mr.

OB-

son, Albert

SPECIAL ORDERS BY THE DEPARTMENT

Orcutt was born in Holden in 1813. He was
a manufacturer of boxes and a
prominent

COMMANDER AND POST COMMANDER—COMMITTEES APPOINTED.

citizen of

Day will be observed in the
uhuhI manner by VVm. If. 11. Rice post G.
A. R., Ellsworth.
It is expected that the
Memorial

for several years. He

,

appearance. After the men had
from the “Gussie” a Spanish force
opened fire on them from ambush. The
Americans met the attack, and supported
by the fire from the “Wasp” and “Man-

Sunday will be
furnished by the combined choirs of the
Ellsworth churches, and that of Memo-

a

He

gave up

peaceful

and almost

painless

death.

He

greatly esteemed and beloved by a
large circle of relatives and friends.
He
always loved little children, and among
was

the many beautiful floral offerings at his
funeral was one given by the children of
the
neighborhood to show how they
loved him in return.

an

The

burial

was

at

Athol, Mhss.

Lewiston, Me., May 2,1898.
Orders, )

Special
No. 1.

street.

fifteen years since.
In the years of his strength Mr. Orcutt lived an active, useful life.
He died
business

vocal music for Memorial

land engagaAmerican
and

Washington

ness on

Engagement. Spanish forces took place at rial
Day by the Ellsworth chorus of the
Cabanas, forty miles west Maine music festival.
Following are the
of Havana, this afternoon.
The transgeneral and special orders suitd to p t-t
land
a
“Gussie”
to
small
port
attempted
and public:
force, with rifles, ammunition and food
1
Headquarters
for insurgents.
The insurgents who had
>
Department of Maine,
agreed to meet the expedition did not
Grand Army of the Republic. J
put in

Ellsworth,

Boston about twenty-five years
ago, and engaged in the furniture busimoved to

landed

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11.
The first American

APPROPRIATELY

SERVED BY THE GRAND ARMY.

ably fatally. [One has since died.]
The ships replied to the Spanish fire,
and destroyed a light-house which the
Spaniards occupied as a fort. Number of
Spaniards killed not known.
Firnt Land

DEATH OF

ELIJAH ORCtTTT.

fire

In tills column from week to week during the
continuance, of the war, The American will
the Important facia and event* of each
«hiy of the preceding week. We shall endeavor
to separate the wheat from the chaff—fact from
rumor—to the end that reader* of The American will be correctly Informed of the progress
We will give no apace here to tin,.f events
authenticated rumors ami unofficial reports
from Washington, ami will relieve the news ot
all sensational features ami Inaccuracies which
arc Inseparable from dally press report* ami
Wc will tell the plain, unvarnew* bulletin*.
nished tale, that* the Hies of The American
may afford a fairly correct history of the war.
This, we believe, is the proper province of the
weeklv paper at this time, ami In following this
plan The American hones to be more
appreciated than though It attempted a weak
Imitation of the dally press, publishing unsatis.
factory and untrustworthy news bulletins, only
On Wed ties,
to contradict them in a later Issue.
days, however, we will print the most tellable
news bulletin* received up to 'he hour of going
to press, but this will be entirely apart from
this column, and a correct summary *»f the prescut Wednesday’s happenings will appear next
week.

OBITUARY.

MEMORIAL DAY

Mr. Orcutt leaves

a

widow, three

sons

N. B.

iJttibrrttsnnnttg.

NUTT.

Prominent Eastport Citizen and Newspaper Editor.
Noel B. Nutt, one of the

Hon.

and

}

one

of

years.
Mr. Nutt

occupied a conspicuous
socially and politically,
since. 1861, when he began public life and
was appointed deputy collector of customs by Hon. Washington Long, also
continuing under C. R. Whidden, whom
he succeeded in 1876 as collector, serving
in that capacity continuously until 1887,
position,

except

time

short

a

Haycock

that

Hon.

Willis

held the

office, and upon whose
death Mr. Nutt was reappointed.
Since retiring Mr. Nutt has been treasurer of
the savings
bank and
water
company, director of the Washington
county railroad, and has also conducted a
large insurance business. He was a
prominent Mason.
No man in Eastport was more respected
by those with whom he had dealings or

NEW CUSTOMERS

—

Dniminey.

morning forth# purpose of cut-

36uc;ti5...:uUs.

SPANISH

SPY

CHEATED

JUSTICE.

III.

George Downing, arrested at Washingas a Spanish spy, committed suicide
Thursday hy hanging, in the barracks
was

the

confined.

are requested to cordially invite
co-operative services of the Woman’s

corps, the Woman’s State relief
corps, Sons of Veterans and the Ladies’
aid society as special participants in the
relief

PENOBSCOT.

MINES IN THE

RANKIN" At Surry, May 8, to Air and Mrs
ALred s Lankins, a daughter.
RICHARDSON -At Stonington, Alay 13, to Mr
and Mrs Winslow 11 Richardson, a daughter.
REED—At West Tremont, May 7, to Mr and
Mrs Nathan A Reed, twin daughters.
RUM ILL— At West Tremont, May 9, to Air and
Airs I.oriti liurnlll, a daughter.

the de-

partment

ton

where lie

post commanders in

All

completed for mining
the Penobscot river at Rucksport on short
Sunday service and tlie decoration serit is said that a modern heavy
notice,
vice, and provide all necessary arrangegun w ill be placed at Fort Knox.
Preparations

are

ments for the efficient observance of

SPANISH DESTROYER BLOWN UP.

Spanish

The

days

followed and

explosion
disappeared.
terrific

is classed

The “Destructor

the

of

IV.

$3.98.
stylish

vessel

MANILA.

arriving

at

appreciation
defence of

flags

ma-

societies, schools
participate in the
Day, in evidence
of

the

the

B A BB1 L>G E—At Stonington, Alay 11, Charles
K Babbldge, aged 40 years, 29 days.
COUSINS —At Lrooklin, May 15, Willie S Cousins, aged 0 years, 3 months, 7 days.
EATON —At Deer Isle, May 0, Abigail Eaton,
aged 11 months, 20 days.
HIGGINS—At Eden, April 26, Oliver Higgins,
aged 76 years.
JORDAN—At Trenton (Oak Point), May 15,
Capt Joshua Nelson Jordan, aged 06 years, 7

sacrifices

flag and for the

of the American

Let all

or

republic.
displayed

hoisted be

at

months,

half mast.
V. Blanks are enclosed which should
be filled immediately after Memorial Day
by the adjutants and sent in the enclosed
envelope to J. W. Webster, Newport, Me.,
department chaplain. By command of

Dewey was again heard from
when the following despatch
received by the navy department:
Hong Kong, May 12.
To the Secretary of the Navy:
There Is little change In the situation since my
last telegram. 1 aui transferring to the transports steel breech-loading rllles from the sunken
Spanish men of war. Also stores from the arI ain maintaining
senal in iuy possession.
Add “Argos” to list of destrict blockade.
Dewet.
(Signed)
stroyed vessels.
trading

in

perpetuity

Admiral

A

their

made

was

F

to

observance of Memorial

Thursday,

*

patriotic citizens

and

gun-boat. She was built of steel and was
192 feet long. She was of 458 tons displacement, and was estimated to have a
speed of about twenty-two and one-half
knots. She had a crew of fifty-five men.
NEWS FROM

sailors’

no

all civic and benevolent

boat

torpedo

as a

the

soldiers’,
rines’graves in the department shall be
neglected. Also to extend invitations to

destroyer,

torpedo-boat

“Destructor,” is reported to have been
blown up near Gibraltar Tuesday, May 10.
A British steamer reports that just after
passing the boat ttie lights of ttie destroyer were suddenly extinguished, a

that

so

0

days.

JAMES—At North Ellsworth, May 11, Charles
James, aged 68 ye rs, 6 months, 0 days.
LEACH—At Orland, May 13, Leander C Leach,
aged 39 years, 1 month, 2 days.
STAPLES—At Deer Isle, May 11, Mrs Rose
Staples, aged 84 years.

handsome,

MAY

BE ASKED

Memorial Services.

Headquarters Wm. H. H. Rice Post, 1
M, Department of Maine, G. a. R., J
)
Ellsworth, May 17,1898.

No.

TO

Sch Henrietta A

Memorial Day.
Headquarters Wm. H. H. Rice Post, )
No. 55, Department of Maine, g. a. R., [
1
Ellsworth, May 17, 1898.

Sch Lulu

at the exOf fine lustrous figured black brilliantine, lined and
interlined, trimmed at neck with ribbon,
lace and jet.
A handsome Summer

Cape

tremely low price of £1.49.

AT $2.75.
A

black Cloth Cape,
and neck trimmed with ribbon and

jet.

$2.98.
A Brocade Silk Cape, lined with fancy
silk, box plaits in back, neck trimmed
AT

with chiffon.

AT $2.98.
handsomely embroidered Tan Cape,
Inches
eighteen
long, box plaits in back.
This Cape comes also in Green.
A

We use these Capes simply as leaders to
advertise our Coak Department. They
We have a large
are all extremely cheap.
assortment of other kinds of Capes in all
grades ami will he pleased to send any we
have by express C. O. I). with privilege of
examination.
IK

VOl

ORDER

goods of us by mail and
(5.00 or more) with order
press to

any express

scout.
It will be necessary to send a body of men
ahead of the regular army to discover the
whereabouts of the Spanish and to inform
There appears to be a
the main body.
fairly general impression that scouts are
to do a great deal of lighting, but this is
largely erroneous. Such lighting as they
do is incidental, and we are likely to do
quite as much running as standing.”
MAINE

MILITARY

as

a

MOVEMENTS.

The First Maine regiment is ready to go
to Chickamauga when the word to move
is given, which probably will be this week.
The Second regiment, its ranks thinned
by enlistments in the First to take the
place of rejected men, has returned home.
The First Maine battery, composed of
140 men and live otiicers, was mustered in
Tuesday afternoon, and has been ordered
It
to report at Governor’s Island, N. V.
expects to leave to-morrow.

enclose

money
prepay exoffice in New En-

£o let.

we

This applies to these Capes and
if you get them Hiid they are not perfectly

gland.

you

IN
MANNING

Fine, light,

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT
PORTLAND, ME

LET

TO

may return and have
your money back at once.
In ordering mention this advertisement.

satisfactory

tl

moment's notice.

question, “will be my old role

twenty-four-inch

yoke

prepared

The

I5L.OCK,
with hardwood floors
and four largo windows.
corner rooms

Prices $25, $35 And $45 per year,
according to locution.

....

U

I.

Remember this
And get Hood’s
And only Hood’s.

Feeling.

Watlrnnr'hff

nnh

QUearttlina**

Maine Central Railroad.
Commencing; April 17, 1898,
TRAINS RUN AS FOLLO.WS:
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
P.

M.IA.

M. p.

M.

BAR HARBOR. 10 30
3 10
Sorrento..
3 41
Sullivan.
4 10
Mt. Desert Ferry.
12 40 11 20
4 31
Waukeag, Sul. Fy. 12 501 11 27 4 42
Hancock.
12 55 HI 30
4 45
Franklin Road.
1 07 11 38
4 5.1
1 2oitll 46 f5 03
Washington Co. .Jc.
ELLSWORTH.
132 11 52
5 10
1 42 HI 57
Ellsworth Falls.
5 1.1
Nicolin.
H .>7 -12 10 .1 SO
Green Lake.
2 12 M2 19 f5 40
t2 2.» f 12 27 15 48
Lake House.
Egery’s Mill. f2 30.I f5 51
Holden.
2 35 H 2 331 5 55
Brewer Junction.
3 10 12 52
6 13
3
1 00
6 22
Bangor. Ex. St.
3 25
1 03
6 25
BANGOR, M.C.
5 451
Portland.
Boston.
9 251
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
M. A.

p.

Boston.
Portland..

A. M.
1 40

5 57

M.IA.

Tfi

j

11 00

M.

800
11 20

4.')|I

BANGOR.
7
4 35
6 50
7 55
4 40
Bangor, Ex. St.
4 47
Brewer Junction.
6 57
8 05
Holden.
17 17 8 58 f5 07
Egery’s Mill.
Lake House.
17 23 f9 OS f.r> 13
Greer. Lake.
t7 32 9 23 15 21
5 30
Nicolin
f7 41 19 35
Ellsworth Falls.
9 55
7 54
5 40
ELLSWORTH.
7 59 10 10 5 4.1
04 10 is f5 49
Washington Co. Jc.
5 57
Franklin Road.
8 12 10 30
Hancock.
S 20 lo 45 t6 05
8 23 11 00
6 08
Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 30 11 10
6 15
8 50.
Sullivan.
9 20
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.
9 55 12 35)
7 CO
..

fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and lrom Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Fulls to Ellsworth.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
Regular Fares.

1

1

|

United States is mak-

ing

war

talk that

RETURNING.
From

days

The

war

I

m.

am

making is on the prirti
of a large stock of
WATCHES,
which I want to

5 p

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

all the

talk

at

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at (about) 5 p m.

please
people: lnit—
I am making war talk
that will please all people w ho want thin-.

ffi

~=z=z-~

lots of

does not

-ISijcrtisrmrnts.

;

Boston.

of the

Congress

The

Eppes, Jordan, Portland

1

Steamer “Mt. Desert’’, Capt. F. L. Winter
hotham, leaves Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1 00 p m, via Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Stonington (Green’s Landing), for Rockland,
connecting with steamer “City of Bangor" for

IS IN THE AIR.

Wednesday, May 18
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Roniluut, staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hancock County Ports.
W'kst Scllivan—Sid May 11, sch Victor,
Dyer, with bark from Macomber Bros, for
Rink-port
"l• 1 May 12, sch John Francis, Francis, with
-t'uie froin Dunbar Bros for Philadelphia
sid May 13, sch Marshall Perrin, Haskell,
with "tone from A Abbott tor Philadelphia
"M May 15, sch H H Chamberlain, with stone
from .1 p Gordon tor Philadelphia
Ar May in, seh 11 H Chamberlain, Boston
\r May 12, -eh Geo H Collins, Grant, Boston
"Id May 5.1, fi h Lucy Bell, Martin, Bofton
Ar May 15, sch White Foam

Catholic cemetery on High street—Jero Harrington, John S Scott, John W Armstrong.
Geo F Haskell,
lleech la ml ami Riverside
John Malone.
North Hancock—A \V Curtis, Israel Durgun,
Benj Shute.
Lamoine— N B Young, 1> Y McFarland, Ira

con-

Three Trips Per Week.
On and after May '■>, one of the steamers of
tills line will leave Ellsworth ^ stage to Surry) every .Monday, Wed in- -i lav and Friday at
fS.’SO a. in., Surry at 7, for Bluehill, "South liluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwh k, D< er I-le, Sarg ntville, "I.iitle Deer Isle, n-tlne, Dark llarhor.
(l.-lesboro
arriving in Rockland in season to
connect with boats for Boston (Monday and

Friday).

into cash.

vert

—

EDWIN M. MOORE,

one

dealer in all kinds of

Fretth, Salt,

Ueagan.

Adjutant.

And That Tired

Saturday Evening.

li_

Waltham—A W Googlns, C I> Wllhur.
Kastbrook—Lewis Bunker, K I. Clough.
Otis—Chas Otis, Chas Fogg, W It Kemiek.
Surry—Geo I* Clark, F W Morgan, Samuel
Kltlleld, John Saunders, Simon Flood.
West Ellsworth—G It Floyd, Sharrlngton
Stack pole.
Trenton—II Marks, .1 II Smith.
Mariavllle—Geo W Black, K N Brimmer.
The commander of each detachment will report at once to the adjutant the number ol
graves decorated.
IV. At 1 o’clock p m, all the comrades will
assemble at Grand Army hall, where they will
form in column and inarch to the soldiers’ monument, where a service from the service book
will be held.
V.
At the conclusion of the service at the
monument, the comrades will again form in column and escort the orator of the day to Hancock
hall, where the memorial address will be given
bv Hon LC Bateman, of Auburn. At the close
of the services the comrades will again form in
lino and return to their hall and disband.
VI. The Woman’s relief corps, Sons of Veterans, Knights »*f Pythias, the mayor ami members of the city government, the children of the
public schools and citizens generally, are cordially Invited to take part in the observances ol
the day.
VII. Comrade John F Whitcomb is hereby
designated as marshal of the day.
gko. F. Haskei.k.
Post Commander.
Horatio N. Jov,

Testify that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cures
Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Catarrh, Rheumatism,

AND HAVE IT DELIVERED

SAILED

pected

!

Drains your system.
Thousands of people

DRESSER,

^
Tuesday, Way 17

purpose of communicating it to Spain.
The matter in Haid to be the subject of an
interview between the British minister
and
Secretary of State Day last Friday, the result of which is reported as
satisfactory to ttie President. It is exPolo will be ordered to leave
Canada.

$1.40.

OF

ARRIVED

appointed

Face to the great
Scrofula sore which

Ellsworth.
Passengers

Sunday Dinner

Wednesday, May 11
Whitney, Woodward, Boston

it is believed that the

Order No 'J.
In accordance with the rules and regulaI.
tions of our order, and pursuant to general orders No s. headquarters G A R, and special
orders No 1. department headquarters, Monday,
May :5o, will be observed In Ellsworth as Memorial Day.
II. It i- earnestly remiested that llags on
buildings and on the shipping be displayed at
half mur-t during the day, and that all place- of
business be closed between the hours of 1
“BUFFALO BILL” WILL SCOUT.
o’clock p in ami 5 o’clock p in.
Col. William F. Cody, “Buffalo Bill,”
detachments from tillIII.
At s o'clock a. in
chief of scouts on ! po-t will proceed to the several outlying ceme
has been
Gen.
Miles’staff. He has placed 400 of I D ries to decorate the graves of soldiers and
his horses at the service of the govern- sailors as follows
At Woodbine and St Joseph’s Catholic cemement, to be used by the scouts in tracks
Y# Keliiher, D I. Field-,
These animals are now teries—K Ronsey.
ing the enemy.
dame- Hamilton, .James' A McGowii, H Nelson
at Tampa, Fla., and their transportation Jov and Charles li Grlndal.
thither was at the personal expense of
At the Congregational church—S I> Wlggin
Col. Cody, who wished to have them on and Samuel J Morrison.
P
At North Ellsworth—Geo W Patten and A
the ground and in readiness in case he
be
summoned
himself might
hastily. Phillips.
At Ellsworth Falls—John F Wldteomb, CII
to leave at a
colonel is

Cures every form of

Impure blood, from
The pimple on your

SAILED

Adjutant.

LEAVE.

United States has
formally protested against the stay of exiu
Mblister Polo
Canada, where he is undoubtedly receiving information from
Spanish spies in this country, for the

MAINE.

ORDER YOUR

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

Silk

POLO

ELLSWORTH,

Sarsaparilla,
absolutely

Which

SPRING SCHEDULE.

Order No. 7.
Kong Thursday reports having seen the
The officers ami comrades of this Post are
destroy a Spanish gun-boat
Thursday, May 12
Cape at “Concord”
off Iloilo. This may be the “Argos” re- hereby required to meet at their hall on Sunday
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Rondout, staves
Lined with silk, trimmed
evening, May 29, at 6.30 o’clock, preparatory to and heads
only f3.98.
ferred to in Dewey’s despatch.
for
C
J
Troworgy
niarcblng to Hancock hall, to listen to a meSch Forester, Havey, Rockland, staves for
with broad chiffon plaiting with heading
Admiral Dewey was again heard from
morial sermon by Rev. (J. E. Woodcock, and
of pleated ribbon and jet, two rows of jet on Sunday. The most important infor- such other services as may be connected there- Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
is that pro- with, at 7 o’clock.
ARRIVED
mation in his last
ou
yoke, neck trimmed with chiffon visions are growingdespatch
The Woman’s relief corps. Sons of Veterans,
scarce in Manila, and
Sch Hussa, Bunker, Rockland, merchandise
soldiers
and
sailors
and ribbon.
all
and
discharged
honorably
be
to
will
obliged
Spanish governor
SAILED
with the Post in all obsurrender soon. Dewey also reports that are Invited to take part
Friday, May 13
servances of Memorial Sunday.
Ry order of
he captured the Spanish gunon May 12
Sch Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Newark, staves and
Geo. F. Haskell,
boat “Callao”.
C
J
N.
Horatio
Post Commander.
heads,
.Toy,
Treworgy

This

(West end Union river bridge)

MARINE LIST.

Southard,
Department commander.
Jas. L. Merrick,
Assistant adjutant general.
Charles A.

Hong

RIGHT PRICES.

M. J. DRUMMEY,

MAKKIKI).
OVER—MORSE—At West Franklin, Mav 11, by
Rev D B Smith, Miss Alible G Dyer to Everett
Morse, both of We.-t Franklin.

Hood’s

has

both

LOTS OF

bor this

Blood Purifier is

foremost

Eastport, editor and proprietor of
the Eastport Sentinel, died Tuesday evening, May 10, at the age of seventy-four
men

daughter. MissClara Lane (Mrs.
K. Murray, of Winthrop), the
prima
I. General orders No. 6 from national J.
shed
in
war
First
the
present
donna, now with the Boston Lyric com- whose counsel and advice were more
American flowed to-day at Cardenas, ning” which escorted the “Gussie,” the headquarters concerning the observance
now at the Grand
pany
Opera house, is sought after.
were
driven
back. Twelve of Memorial Day is hereby promulgated,
Blood
when five men on board the Spaniards
a granddaughter of
Mr. Orcutt, and his
are reported killed; one Amerand together with these orders will be
Mr. Nutt has been in poor health for
Spaniards
“Winslow”
Spilled. torpedo-boat
son, Albert C. Orcutt, is with the Den- the
ican
was
slightly wounded. It was read at the public exercises on that day.
were killed.
past year, but has been confined to his
man Thompson company.
Comrades: Our Memorial Day is drawhouse but a few weeks. He leaves a wife,
The gunboats “Wilmington and “Hud- decided best not to land the men without
forming a junction w ith the insurgents, ing near; with it come sacred memories
three daughters and two sons.
son” and the torpedo-hoat “Winslow” and
they re-embarked.
Colored Map of Cuba Free.
[The “Gussie”
entered the harbor of Cardenas Wednes- returned to Key West Sunday, having and sad rites but pleasant duties which
On receipt of your address and a 2-cent stamp
are performed with glad hearts and ready
vJ&brrti'antunts.
day afternoon for t he purpose of engaging failed to land the expedition.]
for postage, the Boston Herald offers for a
hands. Garland each grave with beautisome Spanish gunboats.
The fire of the
THURSDAY, MAY 12.
short time to send a beautiful colored map of
God
has
kissed
into
exful
flowers
that
Admiral Sampson this
Cuba free to all.
gun-boats was supported by the Cardenas
Every young person should
have this map, as It is a great educator.
batteries. The engagement lasted about Bombardment morning bombarded the istence by the touch of sunshine and dewWith
Trend
the
this
softly among
sleeping
map you can follow the movements of a
an hour.
The entire Spanish tire seemed at San Juan, batteries and forts at drop.
HaoH
Tlmrn routu Hia rl nut fit
liupnoa
or
the
Han
.Tuan
Pnrtn
If
inn
whole
fleet.
While they
single battleship
directed on
the
little
torpedo-boat.
this offer Is open to all.
“Winslow” was soon
disabled by a The ships taking part were the “Indiana”, disturb not their slumbers, they have last,
Address
The
Boston
Mass.—
Herald,
Boston,
“New
solid shot. The "Hudson” went to tier “Iowa”,
York”,
“Terror”, earned a long, uninterrupted reHt; theirs Advt.
is one result of my advice
was the fight which had upon it the seal
assistance. The men of the “Winslow” “Amphitrite”, “Detroit”, “Montgomery”,
to begin the new year right
of liberty and the sanction of God.
were gathered near the bow to catch a
HO UN.
“Wampatuck” and “Porter”.
Comrades, May 30 is our day; no other
The fleet escaped injury. One man was
by trading with me; noline from the “Hudson”, when a shell
BRI DGES At Verona, May 2, to Air and Mrs
killed and four wounded on the “New day in the year is so sacred to uh; see to it
burst among them, killing five
and
S D Bridges, a son.
body regrets it, nobody
wounding three others. Ensign Worth York”, and three men were wounded on as much as in you lies, that the day is sa- BUNKER—At Sullivan, May In, to Mr and Mrs
can, because I prove that
G II Bunker, a daughter.
the “Iowa”. One man on tlie “Amphi- credly observed.
If need be, in order to
was
the
killed.
disThe
Bagley
among
it pays to
trite” died from heat and exhaustion.
Franklin, May 1.3, to Mr and
prevent innovations and desecrations of BRAGDON—At
abled "Winslow” was finally towed out of
.Mrs L C Bragdon, a daughter.
The Spanish loss is not known. The
this
or
day,
city
government
petition
dead
and
The
wounded were
fortifications were badly damaged, but
GUNN 1 NGIIA Al—At Surry, May 9, to Mr and Trade with
range.
Mrs Herbert A Cunningham, a daughter.
No town officials for its protection. As memthe guns were not silenced entirely.
carried to Key \V»st by the “Hudson”.
was made to effect a landing, the
COLEVVELL—At Prospect Harbor, May 10, to
attempt
bers
of
the
G.
A.
of
tiieState
of
K.,
Maine,
The “Wilmington” and “Hudson” were
I keep a
Mr and Mrs George \V Colewell, a son.
to
deof
the
bombardment
being
object
we protest against races or games of any
not damaged in the engagement.
One stroy the fortifications and make the harDON A LDSON— At Tremont, May 13, to Mr and
or
or
dekind
which
interfere
Mrs
William
GENERAL
ns
a
R
interrupt
Donaldson, a son.
Spanish gun-1‘ohT whs reported destroyed bor inaccessible to ttie Spanish fleet
of refuge.
tract from our solemn services, which GRAY—At Brooksville, May 2, to Mr and Mrs
and considerable damage done to the place
GROCERY STOKE,
Arthur V Gray, a daughter.
MAY 13.
are field on May 30.
FRIDAY,
town near he water front.
Hounish reGRAY —At Brooksville, May 9, to Mr and Mrs
The Spanish steamer “Rita”
This day is a national memorial day for
port* say “n sergeant and seven soldiers
Leonard Gray, a son.
at the old
stand.
My
l<>** i* probably larger.
were kil'ed”
“i’afe” arrived at Charleston, S. C., the nation’s dead of the war of ’61. Com- GROSS—At Stonington, May 15, to Mr and Mrs
trade is
inThe “Winslow” i* more seriously damconstantly
E
John
a son.
Gross,
in
of
a
he
charge
prize rades, let no grave
Captures to-day
forgotten. Plant a
She will go lo
aged than fir-t supposed.
H ASKELL— At Surry, May 8, to Mr and Mrs
creasing because I keep
a Prize,
The “Rita” whs capcrew.
flag on every spot where lies the dust of a
Norfolk for repairs.
a
Lyman Haskell, daughter.
tured by t lie auxiliary cruiser dead comrade, it signals your interest in KANE—At
the
The
cruiser
“Marble- |
Surry, May 7, to Air and Mrs Leslie
near Porto Rico.
them and your love of country.
Kane, a daughter.
More Blood
the
head”,
gunboat “Yale” last Sunday
NOYES—At
Mr
to
and
Mrs
The flying squadron sailed from HampStonington, Alay 8,
II. We trust every post will attend di“Nashville” and the mixRIGHT GOODS
Spilled
D J Noyes, a son.
ton Roads to-day under sealed orders.
vine service, uniformed and in a body, on
at Cienfuegos. iliary cruiser “Windom”
OLIVER—At Surry, May 9, to Air and Mrs
and sell them at the
John < >liver, a daughter.
Sunday preceding Memorial Day, May 29.
entered Cienfuegos harblood

I'hc World’s Great

Dry

Smoked,

1

in want of

11 <1a \l-nll

Anya

watch

1 A' Aollinrv

FISH.
CLAMS,

OYSTERS,

.n

LOBSTERS.

Oil

A delivery team will be run dally, and
the family trade of Ellsworth and vicinity is respectfully solicited.
True Bid*?., East End Bridge,
Campbell
..-

—

■■

&

SPEAKING
OF

MILLLVERY,
HAVE THE

WE

for

HATCHING^

from pure bred Brown Leghorns for
cheap, inquire at store of E. L.
'urtis, Water St., or at Buena V’sta poultry
mile east of Mor.isou
arm, cross road
»chool-houae.

G.

LORD
Has

gives good bargains.

Maine.

Call

if he can’t suit you. A lot
of second hand to hire or sell.
and

^11

t" vJ

Guaranteed
We have other

a new

BICYCLE.

grades at higher prices.

ELLSWORTH

excellent stock of

see

Franklin

Hens!

8t.,

sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

Hens!

Hens!

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Eggs for hatching from the best stock
imported into the State.
C. L. MORANG.

ever

NEW WAREHOUSE.

s.

JORDAN,

....

an

buy

nA
•

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing of all

FINE CARRIAGES.
He

sale
I^GGS

J.
Ellsworth,

V//
i

LATEST.

CALL & CONNICK.

EGGS

Q RE EL Y.

No. 5 Main St.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

r

W.

A.

RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of boats from
Boston for above landings, arriving In Ellsworth early afternoon.
Through tickets Bold on board and baggage
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. W. HIGGINS,
%Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
Passengers will be called for by leaving word
at Stevens & Diummey’s stable.

South street,

L.

LORD,
Ellsworth.

Subscribe for The American

the 1 It>

post-apices

in

Hancock county

papers in the county

all the other

bined do not reach

so

County Xetrs

v>*» additional
LnMiom**.
Miss Marcia

King

teaching

is

the

spring

i

n

term of school at East Lamoine.

Hancock county, and has never claimed
be, ut it is the only paper that can proj

0

M. Rosworth is visiting rela
tives in Bluehill and Penobscot.

erly be

paper; all tl
restart merely local papers. The circuit
tion of The American, barring the Be

e

largt
papers printe

r

is

ICAN

not

only paper printed

the

called

County

a

Harbor Record's

summer

of all the other
in Hancock county.

than’hat

list, is

Capt.

County Xetcs

ing t he

They

Rice, former lay missionary fo:
county, has accepted a call to tin
Baptist church at Larrabee and removec
his family to that town last week. Theii

! departure is greatly regretted by the entire community as they have always beer
active in

May

MEMORIAM.

Sophia Leighton Alien died a
Somesville April 25, aged about sixty
at

born

Columbia

was one of a family of ten children
only four of whom are now living—Lev
Leighton, of Columbia Falls, Mrs. Au
gusta Low, of Addison, Mrs. JDencie Wasi
and Mrs. Cyreue lngersoll, of Epping

dying
suddenly, withiu

children, two

and

parents

a

several

years age
few days of eact

a

shock to the

commu-

! earthly

loss.
Mrs. Allen
Resolved
That a copy of these resolutions
that
time
and
thau thirty years
during
be sent to the bereaved family, one placet! upon
was
that
ol
made many friends. Her life
our records, and one sent to The Ellsworth
a consistent Christian, a faithful wife and i American* for publication.
J. F. Lear,
She wat
mother and a kind neighbor.
Annie Young,
generous with those in need of assistance
A. L. Tripp,
and gave liberally to the support of hei
Committee on resolutions.
owu church and to that of others.
lived

in

Somesville

more

Several years ago she received by falling a serious injury from which she

Mount
L.

great sufferer
The sympathy of her friends is extendec
recovered, and

was a

to her

to her bereaved husband and

1

Barney

is

in

were

Sedgwick,

of

in

was

Oscar Gross

in

was

from Boston Saturdav

towr

of ladies from

Island

cans

lot

a

Bar

Har-

I'nele Sam

are

powerful.

It

the

water

where

across

to

our

from

shore,

is

seven

the

yet

they

flashes

actually light our rooms. A Spanhere ! ish mosquito couldn’t get by unseen.

was

would

H. S.

C.

for Seth A

cargo
of gun

miles

anchored
'■

full

a

Let

The

Sunday on bicycles.
Hiram Colomy, jr., of Swan’s Island,
was the guest of K. L. Colomy Sunday.

with

brought

She

began Monday.

Schools

Webb.

Allen

Mabel

Ferry school and Irene St rout,
the schools and a number of our private residences are waving
Old Glory, while the eagle over the custeaches the

Mrs. Lettie Greenlaw has had a monument erected in her lot at
Greenwood

precint

cemetery.
Capt. James Barter, of Isle au Haut,
was in town Tuesday, the guest of Capt.

All of

4.

tom-house screeches louder than

fbr additional
SnntliwcNt

May

ever.

Euciene.

14.

K. Warren, wife and

A.

made

son

a

Babbidge,

|
1

improved.
Mrs. Etta Richardson,

of

very
All

He was unable to attend the
church service Sunday evening, but hopes
to be out for the next Sunday service.
the week.

from

came

near

losing

A.

here

;

Harvey

ni-s week to labor

during

a

home

on

vacation. His

father, Capt.
command for at

resume

trip.

one

our

for

a

few

Boston

called to

ill about two

weeks

favorable

symptoms

hope

of

low

of

Stonington,

is

visiting

sister, Mrs. Wilson Yarnum.
Maud Jones, who for some months
Medtield. Mass., is in town
few days.

Miss

has been in
for

a

Arthur
after

an

iting

Hawes and wife, of New York,

absence of

sixteen years,

are

vis-

friends in town.

Rev.

J.

S.

two weeks’

Richards

absence.

left
His

May

16 fora

daughter, Miss

He

a

illJurrttscmcnts.

visit to Green Island
.'H3. ;iuua

light

uiuu^cu

tension to her house.

station.

uuiiuillg

with his

of

crew

work

Capt. George Blodgett
for ten days from his light
Saddle

IVER
PILLS
I

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
JLittle Pills.

still

Mass.

L|

ft]

A.

been doing

roads

the

Freeman,

in town,

exno-

winter with Mrs. A. W.

Clark, and who

thought to be safely rallying from a
serious illness, suffered a
relapse or

tendance

upon her
whose

last.

will

occurred

Malden

visit

few

a

Mrs.

aunt,

death

from

came

She

of

invalid

Emily Bell,

in

session

at

Indian

lead-colored

tinue to sail the salt
definite

Mrs.

Lizzie

M.

and her friends wish her

Mayo,

Mrs. Martha

j

success.

who has been visit-

station

spend

the

craft

on

Saturday

weeks

at

li

e

sea

until

usual,

as

of

news

unavoidable absence of

the

members

as-

school.

Oliver Higgins, who lias been ill all
winter w ith heart disease, died April 26.
Rev. Charles F. Burleigh officiated at ttie
funeral. Interment at Indian Point. The

May 16.
V\ III

ll

Tuesday,

May

at

24,

Union

the

addition to the

conference,

expected

will

more,

be

ordained

Congregational

by

a

In

ministers.

clergymen of the Hancock

one or more

from

Boston

are

charge

with

him the cordial

good wishes of his friends
in the new field. All sincerely regret the departure, as Mr. Piper
for

here

success

proved

had

faithful

to

be

most

a

Rev. Mr.

pastor.

earnest and

Anderson,

who

assigned here, has arrived and
entered upon the duties. He brings with
him

a

May

wife and child.
16.

Spray.

Chick

will

move

here

from

Mr. Chick

Clifton the first of the week.
was formerly of this place.

Irving Anderson, of Trenton, arrived
here Saturday. He will be employed by
J. F. Haynes at the Alligator lake camp.

party.
been

in the pond have
yesterday, and the
scattered, making considerable
the

broken

lumber is

booms

since

Flossie.

Went Eden.
O.

W. Young has gone to Baker's Is-

land.
Atwater Higgins, who has been quite ill
with pneumonia, is able to be out again.
Mrs. Marie

keeping

Maddocks, of Bar Harbor, is
very profitable term of school

a

here.

Miss Mae Belle Rich has gone to Bar

Harbor, where she is
lect menoffice.

employed

Richardson

and

in

the

wife

se-

have

jfor Salt.

SALE?

FOR

TWENTY JERSEY COWS
from 3

8

to

years

ol«lf

AND

off

closed Saturday

Visitors

in

entertainment

an

Saturday

Sunday

town

TWO
one

Jersey and

BULLS,
Holstein and

one

3 and 4

was

The above stock
W. M. Haines, M.

years

Guernsey,

Old.

the property of the late
and may be seen at Lin-

was

L>.,

Farm.

To Be Sold at

For further

Street,

a

Bargain.

particulars address

MRS.
Main

I

re-

1

and

A. C.

HAGERTIIY,
Ellsworth, Maine.

»>

President, Mrs. Alden

as

Haslem;

Blake.

Committee

entertain-

on

month, Mrs. Josie Stanley,
Lettie Crimmin, Annie and Effie Cook.
The object of the circle is to purchase setment for the

tees for the

May

hall,

w

hich

are

much needed,

H.

16.

Krooklln.

{

j

5 Sold in All Colors by Grocers
5
Druggists, or mailed free

and

3?

2:
3*
TUP MA YPOLP SOAP DPPO T, ?
for 15 cents:

5

Address.
127 Dunne Street, New York.

>
;»

S;

vessel with i

a

fits

returned

George Heath

Mrs.

Day

from

a

wa*

observed

the

by

the school

on

buy

arc

parents. Mr

sti par d

pupils

grounds,
for

curtains

the

McConville,

wife

of the

overseer

ionic

FSods

bile here.

\v

was

a

plea-ant

of Rev. I>. B. Smith

wedding at the
on
Wednesday,

Everett

11. when

Morse, and Miss
youngest daugfiter of Capt. and
Jr*. A. P. Dyer, of West Franklin, were
1

Their many friends w ish them
pleasant voyage o’er the tempestuous

*

ea

that miller

life.

of

May

Ch’k’kr.

16.

Ounrry.
Emma Young has returned

j

j

from Biut-

ill.
0

moved’ his

Mrs. Hannah Cookson has gone
; j
iarbor for the season.
Mrs.
*

family

Beech Hill.

ome

James Shaw

at

visited

to

her

Bar

former

Castine last week.

Bradbury, of Franklin,
Campbell & Macomber.
William Farquharson and wife
t urned from Portsmouth, N. H.
Walter

is

can

make

from the finest

I*

| lull

V?

The finest flour

$

married.

^

wheat that farmer in
can

p

raise:—

produces the finest

clerk-

i rig for

3

—

have

rc-

Bertha Hanes has retarned from Winerport, where she has been visiting relat ivea.

t

Schools

la session

are

good progress.
Henry Allen will
Mrs.

j

and

Gdiie G

vice-president, Mrs. Charles Jordan; sec- j
retary, Mrs. M. K. Haslem; treasurer. Miss
Nettie

ek

Jay

Fred

chosen

were

|

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye fori:
Faded Shirt Waists,3:
:» Soiled or
3 Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- f
^ linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin, 3:
•5 Cotton or Wool.
5
„t,

Boston and other cities.

Nathan Cousins has

Officers

\

ANY COLOR.

^

bridges on the Washington county
atlroad, is expected from Alabama! in a
I evv days. She will stop with Mrs. De-

circle met at the hall Thurs-

afternoon.

..

dyes

rooms.

Mr*.

Brimmer, Mariaville; Percy

sewing

The

1

*<*5

OPERATION

J

DeBeck, Franklin.

and

move

are

making

into the Tib-

1

formerly occupied.
The Spaniards have not entered Eggemoggin yet, therefore we sleep quietly

and awaken

A cargo of coal has been
sardine works, and the
seen

discharged

(

ount of dull times.

May

again, both
factory.

indica1

busy this tine weather.
The farmer is improving the time by
putting in seed, hoping for an abundant
fields

J

H.

never

looked

more

an

Mrs. H. L. Robbins, of Worcester. Mass.,
been visiting her sister, Mrs. W. C.
-loore, the past week.
Schooner ‘‘Ella Clifton”

argo of salt at
j >ast week.

discharged

•

f
#

a

James Parker’s wharf the

abundant hay crop.
The officers of Manset lodge, 1. (). G. T.,
have been four 1 ^ fere installed by I). O. C. T. William R.
funerals in town
those of Captain Wil| Leene Saturday evening, May 11, as folford Freethy, Mrs. Emma Nutter, a j l 3'vs: C.
T., Joseph Robinson; \’. T.,
young son of Peter Anderson ami Willie, 1 ( Jertrude
Fernald; P. C. T.. James Wbitthe seven-year-old son of C. C. Cousins,
iiore; secretary, Sarah Billings; assistant
Capt. Freethy was well known among s ecretary, Thomas Robinson; financial
the seafaring men of this vicinity, and
ecretary, Clarence Moore;
T., John
was an active man in his
time, but for a
Vhitmore; chaplain, Nellie Spurting;
few years he bar! seemeo to gradually
tiarshal, Henry Smith; deputy marshal,
fail till death claimed him at the age of 1 Azzie
Whitmore; S. J. T., Everett (J.
seventy years.
tan ley; guard, Orrin W. Fernald; senMay !«•
U. li. A.
inel, Arthur Stanley.
Hlurhill
Prohs.
May 16.
Mrs. M. K. Chase is ill.
-ast 1 raitklin.
*
Lev. E. Bean returned home last w
!•'. B. Patten has moved to F. A. Pat1 en- place.
Mrs. T. Stover and two sons left last
week for their home in Kansas.
Mrs. F. A. Patten expects to go to Big
1 tapids, Mich., soon.
A. J. Long went to Boston last week.
He is expected home this week.
School is in session, taught by Miss
Mr. Leach,the road commissioner, comJ lertha Farnsworth, of Beddington.
for

e

ias

c

5

;

I

May 14.

K.

Miss May Patten, of Sullivan, has been
topping with Mrs. F. A. Patten this
keek.

May

13.

S.

__

Sedgwick.
H. L. Morgan

Wednesday.
Bessie F. Allen, ot West
View,
guest of Mrs. Neal Dow last

the

week.

Leroy A., youngest child ot Capt. P. A.
Anderson, died Thursday, aged about two
years.
T. A. Smith reports a good time at
the session of the grand lodge in Portland, but reports only one pleasant
day
during the session.
May 36.
O. p. f.
_____

Hancock.

Nettie M. Crabtree has been
appointed
postmistress at Hancock.

Constipation

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
■' tains the
digested food too long in the bowels
i:id produces biliousness, torpid liver, iudi-

Hood’s

jestion, bad taste, coated ap^^
uugui-. sick
!,,:nn»a.

liculache,
Hood’s

m

In-

I*iil1

I I
H

I

constipation and all its ®
■esults, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists. :
’r"pared by (’. I. Hood & fo.. I.-.well, Mass.
Lhe only 1'ills to take with Hood's
Sarsaparilla.
-ure

?

P
#
a

BIG WAGES

Every Town. In the 1. S. and Can;*.....
dUtrP'iting sioii.immi m |-.

V.

are

l'rir.M
!
:t,h,
\\,.
ut. v. .-.if.
«»
1 \\ .itrliin (fijiix. p.iitk’u.- I'.-.k-.i.r
**"llar!i for n few hours w-rk. P. rm.im r.t .-m
I'1 ymont if you want it.
Now i, tin- tin..\

rnn

'MfLoK'1.

hull

unil
■

UU

Adapted to any bu* .ness
(vim
-11 21 I iy
I 4 ||
Ife
or profcs-don, rul. d
a:Ui
( <uitract and
i,rjd'!<iSTJi“fj
*

throughout. Requires th.
.iSt
possible writing to enter data

I

ttnd refl
and
quick.
I
name and »ave time any
5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order
WALTER W. (iKOlUiE,
Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York
I k 4*4*4
11*4 W
m
umin

money.

PATENTS.
Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and

a Pa
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office Is opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
all
business
sub-agencies,
direct, hence
*'u*lness in leas time and at
COST t iii those remote from Wash
lngton.
Send model, drawing, or
photo, with descrip
tlon.
WeadvUe, It patentable or not, frtxj of
C
^ur ^00 no* ‘*Qe
patent Is secured.
A book, “How to obtain
Patents,’* with refer
ences to actual clients In
your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address
tent

nave no

^bfcrrtisnnrnts.

returned from Boston

PERRY DAVIS Sl SON.

i

menced work

this

LOOK

J
!
!

5
^

LIEVE.

J

an

SJa-

THERE IS RO KIRD OF PAIR OR

ACHE. INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL, #
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE- #

OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBTHE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
T BEARS THE NAME,

Within ten days there

on the roads
Monday.
Eugene H. Hinckley and Henry B.
vin are expected from New York

f

ALWAYS KEEP OR HARO

,

Jain-Ki/lerl

addition

t o their

is

The

13.

Wells & Mayo have built
wharf.

at

genial face of

tions of busmens at the
one

H. Somes has left the employment
granite company on ae-

f the Standard

1 unset.

the

harvest.

Fred
c

refreshed.

E. K. Hcpkins is

Thomas Milan, of Mount Desert Rock
station, visited friends here last

ight

reek.

Watson has moved into the hotel

which she

Miss

DENiruKST

chool

even-

were

to

elling i.ee-erearn
( he
proceeds to

ami wife, E. L. Kingman and
wife, Gideon Cook ami wife, L. F. Giles
and wife, Mi.-** Laura Jones, Ellsworth;
Frank Haslem and wife, Art hur Salisbury,
Miss Lillian Haslem, Ellsworth
Falls;'
Mrs. Sewall

and

Arbor

week.

session, taught by Cynthia

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, Richardson, of Somesville.
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perValorous Gray has moved into the late
fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, DrowsiCapt. R. B. Dodge’s house.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
V. D. Smith is at home on a short visit.
Tain in :he Side, TORPID LIVER.
They He has been in the
employ of the Boston
date
the
Bowels.
Reg;
Purely Vegetable.
and Gloucester steamboat company the
Small Dose. past winter.
Small Pill.
S.
Small Price.
May 16.
J

Mr.

(Jordon

trip

I dng w ith Mrs. Heal IBs
Jr*. J. Warren Clark.

ing, May 21. A b-i 11 game will be plRyed
in t he afternoon.

was

The Ekstrom quarry
night for the season.

be

P.

There

box sociable at town hull

promising

extra work.
May 15.

at

Pretty Marsh.

John

Sunday.

will

Every

of

Beek, of Franklin, who
by t lie illness of her son,

AT ONE

urb last week.

, msiness

betts house this week.

I'oiul.

(irrttl

There

follows:

Winterport, bearing

at

>*

:•

Franklin.

Vest

M.

turned home

day

to assist.

Rev. D. H. Piper, the Methodist minister, who has been located here for the
past year, has left with his family lor his
new

1

WASHES

i|

For the second time w ithin a few
nonths the railroad men have responded
1 i» fire alarm calls, and were again succssful in subduing an
obstinate lire,
'heir efforts w ere highly appreciated.
B.
May 16.

t

A'o Trouble.

(maypole!
I| SOAP I|

East

Colson

JA'o Aluss.

•5

vife.

John PauI (Jordon loaded

Postmaster F.. \V. I>eBeck is very ill.

Mrs.

«'ranklin, occupied by Joseph

>

M III

called here

residence of Robert (Jordon at

>ld

Mrs. Evie Chapman, accompanied by
her youngest daughter, Mary Helen, has
Little t
gone to Bar Harbor for the season.
Bertha Chapman is stopping with Mrs.
Charles Stover, of Indian Point, and at- I

Coombs

signed.

summer.

moored

j£

is
with home friends
months’ stay in Georgtown,

Bunker

During the high wind Wednesday
sparks from the chimney set fire to the

j

ing her daughter, Mrs. F. H. Higgins, at
Bar Harbor, has returned home.

in

danger is learned.
A delegation of
fifteen
Endeavorer*
from the society here attended the C. E.
union at Salisbury Cove on Saturday last
and report
most
interesting sessions,
though several important features of tin
programme were omitted owing to the
more

again

George Davis’ beach, and which the
people at the corner took to be a Spanish
torpedo-boat, proves to be the three-ton
and
fishing craft
lately purchased
brought to this place by Bennie Jones.
1’OMSON.
May 16.

School is in

i

Mrs. Sarah, widow of the late Samuel
Seammon, at Martin’s Ridge, who lived
alone, was found dead near her home Friday. It is thought that she was gathering wood and fell striking her head.
Funeral service was held Sunday, Rev. C.
B. Morse officiating.

of Mt. Desert.

Hervey Kingman returned from Bangor
Capt. Roland Lunt, of the schooner Saturday.
Sidney Jordan has t»een quite ill hut is
“Jonathan Cum”, is in the harbor from a
coasting trip, in no wise alarmed over tin- improving.
rumors of a
dash into
New
England
Quite a number attended t lie meeting
waters of Spanish warships.
He will con- at East brook Sunday.

doing

Dr. J. F. Smith and wife, of Bangor, are
guests of Capt. George H. Tapley for
few* days. The doctor’s family will arThe

ij

severe

desj>atch to-day announces the wreck
of the schooner “Angola", which recently
discharged freight here. J. P. Gordon is
principal owner.

Point

uncle, J. B. Mason.

home of her

Back.

rive here in June to

a

A

Abbie

ticeably on the new avenue leading
Capt. hunt's, and t he const ruction of the
Cove landing turnpike.
Miss Georgia Ball, who has spent the tending

va.-

the
a

|

Schooner
“Henry H. Chamberlain”,
with curb and crossing for Philadelphia, left Gordon's wharf Saturday.

!

Thomas is teaching school
at West Trenton.
This is her first term
Miss

!
J.

has

men.

on

Higgins,

relatives

her

is

under the instruction of

con-

to

Melville

u;i

Pearl Gott is

is at home

ITTLE

give

Commissioner

the work.

CARTERS

M

Annie

cottage.

new

School

health, though

safe recovery.

a

Road
cellent

and

ago,
state of

a

Two

days.

Ralph Farrell,
his

was

preached here last “ummer, and Annie, who is to teach in Vinalhaven, achis many friends will be glad to see him companied him.
return. He will have the hearty co-opH.
May 16.
j
eration of all Christian workers.
Deacon S. T. Tapley has returned from
B.
May W.
mer.

after several

Hodgdon’s place and gone
housekeeping.
Williams. Richardson and family have
moved to Mt. Desert and are occupying

their

suddenly

taken

was

tinues in

El bridge

I)r. L. A. Stewart

expected
sum-

Clark

_

recently.

the

1

community took that time to
be on the sick list, and it kept the doctor
dying around quite lively.
A party from Worcester, Mass., went to
Y.
May 16.
Frank CunniugAlligator lake to-day.
haiak of Bar Harbor, accompanied the
Went Brookftville.

|
is

for

arrived

H. A. Holt, of Monroe, made a short
visit to his parents the past week.
His
visit seemed very opportune, as a num-

series of entertainments will soon be
presented in this place by the Bell society,
which has recently been organized in the
school on Mills’ ridge. The object in
view is the purchase of a bell for the
Luckenhach

Holt, of the schooner

Dr.

A

Rev.

faces of

wife at home

and

Moseley”,

C. Holt, will

least

few

school-house.

Arthur B.

Friday

Mrs. Ida Hardison is working for Mrs.
Elliot Jordan, of Waltham.
with relatives in Hancock

pagen.

has been

“Helen G.

Ruby

a

genial

the

more, safe from the enemy.

sea once

Capt.

his

Springer,

Will Merchaut and wife spent

pleased to see
Hodgkins

Fred

ess.

Miss Eliza Bragdon is visiting friends
in Waltham.

days

are

ber of

Miss

been

pleasant gathering was enjoyed at
Henry Bartlett’s on Friday evening. The
evening passed in merry games. Ice-cream
and cake were served by the genial host-

EastbrooR.

Curtis is visiting
of Franklin.

has

A

house by fire Thursday afternoon.
They
had been burning some dry stuff in the
a
on
the
roof
and
it
stove;
spark caught
was soon ablaze.
Fortunately the tire
was
soon
discovered, and was extinguished before gaining headway.
Eoo.
May 13.

Belle

who

ill, is slowly recovering.

Capt.

Howard Peirce is stopping with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Peirce, during the absence of his wife, who has gone
to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oraer
Dilts.
Sellers

Lucy

Mrs.

year or
council of

somewhat

Stonington, is
very low. He has been ill a long time.
Rev. Mr. Garland has been quite ill all

Amos

other

nee

llnrtmr.

a

Young has been quite ill, but is

Simeon

short visit here this week.

Charles

County .Yrirs

chapel Rev. C. N. Davie, who has so faithfully supplied Cranberry Isles church for

l.amoiMt*.

I. N. Salisbury is in poor health.
Mrs. Amanda Austin is seriously ill.

l»ccr IhIc.

South

invalid, is suffering from

an

f^
W

to

W. W. Rich and wife, of Freedom
academy, have finished the spring term,
and are in town for a brief visit expecting to return to Freedom on Wednesday.

On

Seth Webb.

May

by

rented Gilman

Prof.

Yankapoo.

9.

North

Mrs. G. W. Kenniston is rallying from
threatened attack of pneumonia.

The Sabbath schools are preparing for
as usual, for Children's Day.

The J. B. Williams’ Co., Glastonbury. Ct.,
Makers of Williams' Famous Shaving
e
SoaPs’ the bgst guarantee of superiority.

COUNTY NEWS.

March,

us hope they never will be used.
flash-lights of those gun-boats of

bor.

Stoning-

Steamer “Governor Bod well”

week.

last

for the fortifications at

powder

in town

with

freight.

of

Swan’s

here

stay at home if “I'nele

“George \V. Collins” arrived

Schooner

week.

Sunday

gone to Bar Harbor

Sam" doesn't send for him.

towr

£

Bos-

loaded

rather another attack

He thinks be will

the sick-list.

on

Saturday.
Quite a number

on

Marlin has

Allen Crabtree arrived

Tuesday.
Fred Orcutt,

were

|.

each

painful neuralSchooner “Mail”, Capt. George Martin, gia, from which she is now improving.
deceased was seventy-six years old.
He
Miss Clara L. Hinckley, of Bluehiii,w ho leaves one
sailed for New Bedford stone loaded yesdaughter, Mrs. Frank Richin
atthe
winter
Boston
inclose
spent
terday.
ards, of Lawrence, Mass.

lie.

Colomy

C. Wood and family

ton

in

Florence N. Dunn is at home from
spent the winter.

ton, where she

Rev. .1. 10. Lombard exchanged with
Rev. C. B. Morse, of (Jouldsboro, Sunday.
Mrs. John Paul Gordon, who is much

was

to work.

SPEC.

13.

Ferry.

l>esert

Jellison, of Sorrento, is stopping in

town.

sot

daughter, M. L. Allen and Mrs
Dencie Somes, who are among the mosl
respec ted citizens of the town.

and

last

jj

I

DYEING

A Pleasure at Last.

;;

concerts,

F.verv package contains a cake of Williams’
Choice White Glycerine Toilet Soap-

j

C.

package

is

j HOME

a

Havey of the Relay House, who
has been ill, is convalescent.

a

■*

the world.
That as a token of respect to our
Resolved
worthy sister our altar and our charter be
draped in mourning for the spaceof thirty days.
Resolved
That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family in their

nity.

E. S.

Soap

vacation of

a

Mrs.

u

cake of

a

Toilet

made

within, ami whose long Buffering and patient
endurance to the end offer a noble example to

twenty-two she marriec
To them were born fou:

the age of
Obadiah Allen.
At

Occam

tier that has

H.

lti.

inn-rras: Death has again entered our
cherished grange home and removed therefrom our worthy and much respected sister,
! Ann McFarland, therefore
1
Resolved
That we as members of Lamoine
grange No. 274 fully recognize and mourn the
! loss of our worthy sister, whose kind acts were

aud

May

only Washing

Mabel Donnell is taking
few weeks at her home.

of

;

was

other pages.

Are

cold.
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seven

years.
Allen
Mrs.
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Mrs.

never

the

Pow-

them.
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remain at home dur-

summer.
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Somesvillf.

very

will

wife are witl
of severa

and

absence

an

this

other pages
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after

months.

r

Hodgkins

Fred

again,

us
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That's Right, Madam,

r

Mrs. L.
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C. A. SNOW &

Co.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, I>. c.
ET iT iSWORTII

STEAM
ANI>
“NO

LAUNDRY

HATH 1IOOMS.

PAV, NO

\V AS HE E.”

All kinds of
laundry worn dona at! short noBlc. uouds called fur and
delivered.
II
11. P—TfcV A CO..
WeBt End Bridge,
Ellaworih, Me.
■

lying A adjoining

to the eastward of Mount
Desert or Union River with a design of settling
there, and I lived there three years, A I was in
dneed to go there, as my late Father Stephen
llutehlnson ami three brothers lived there who
moved down, about three years before.
My
said father being one of the Proprietors of said

TIic New .Journalism.
pages of rubbish,
Twenty-two pages of rot,
Forty-six pages of scandal vile,
Served to us piping hot.
Sixty nine

hundred pictures—
pcatb, disease and despair—
and
fakes, and fakes and lies,
Lies
Stuck In most everywhere.

Seven

read,

—Life.

_____

BY

FOUNDED

WOMEN

i

MEN

GOOD
IN

LIFE

MADAME

Thorndike and

others

of

Skillings river which was named the
mill".
The last mill has
puzzled the historians who have long

Capo

Elizabeth and adjoining places February
23, 17t>2, subject to I lie pleasure of the
king. A survey was made in 17U2 3 and
was described as follows:
"Beginning at a spruce tree on I'nion
river about eight miles up on the east
side thereof, and thence extending due
east by compass six miles; thence south

Card’s brook; running

line of

:

eight

cillings

>

was

numbers

'stern towns.

Jin

Ir

J

>

u

his

I

give

the

n

follow-

archives :

Jordan, of Cape Elizabeth, testified,
17'.Cl, “that about J" years ago” the
letors of the six Townships lying East of
lilvor sent him down to a-slst In running
l,

3

■

1
t

«

ie

That ho "went down In company

same.

Benjamin (Joseph?) Frye of

vim

Andover,

the surveyor and one Mr. Brunt of
j.crwick, one Rogers and Benjamin Thrasher
ud on our arrival at I'nlon Klver to survey
me same and Daniel Brant A myself carried the
hain, beginning at I'nlon Klver below the fiats
A running by the sea shore heading all the
Coves A Bays as far as Mess 1’eekoy, so called
A thl- deponent further sa*th not.”
Nathaniel Jordan.

\viiowas

|

out

and

emi-

the

assigns.
Desert grants were remarkLouis XIV, the French king,

These Mt.

granted

La

Motte

Cadillac,

Mt.

tention

j

j

were

of

the town.

high

roads and
t lie at-

The State

taxes

protests to the general
frequently made against payand

court

were

rnent

therefor.

The town voted:

April ft, for’Jii-'ticc of the Peace, Mole•Ionian received l.*> votes, .lames McFars v» ‘.cs.
1794, April 8. Voted to pay Rev. John IT
•
liihart, £_’ 8s for ids services in 17> I
Division of School Money, 1795.
“The Proportions of Moneys to Kueh Class as
School district
To Jourdan's River .£7—14s
To Oak Point.£4—10s
Fount I) La Valle.£4—10s
Jordan’s Class.
7—14
tmil

land

The

court, July 6, 1787, granted Bartholomew
DeGregoire and wife a tract of land on
the main, which included the
whole
township of Trenton, and pari of Ellsworth, and this blotted out all former
grants. As in all former grants, the old
settlers’ rights were protected, and the
most of them afterwards received deeds
from
DeGregoire and wife or their

able.

ing school-houses, laying
protect ing the fishing engrossed

were

broke

Desert

|

j

j

norinttke ami omers, i> iug

/er

auu

unjoining

the eastward of Mount Desert or Union
River and well kuew oue Stephen Hutchinson,
who was one of Proprietors, as he told me, and
I know that said Hutchinson settled in said
township, .V raised Potatoes there that year,
and a year or two afterwards, he had a clever
I frefield of Potatoes, barley A Peas there.
quently saw him there. I also well knew one

to

Kphralm Haines, who settled there soon after,
and he told me, lie settled under the Proprietors
of -;ud Township. I also knew Stephen Hutchltir.,.11, Jun’r, who settled in said township &
t-ooii after one Roger Gookin settled there, lie
told he settled under the Proprietors, or some of
them. A: expected to bring forward a right—I
also knew one, Benjamin Milllken, one of said
1 think in the
Proprietors who settled there
down in my Vessel
vear lTf.:., for 1 carried him
with Thomas Miloeing a sloop about To tons)
liken a-d about thirty men employed by said
mill there.
I
Benjamin A: Thomas to build a
carried down in »utd Vessel about four hundred
and
pounds worth of provisions A: other stores;
to their building a mill there,
I am
knowing

below the falls upon a stream that runs out
-aid township Into Union River, as 1 helped
Vessel
i.ear fortnight, .V staid with my
made use of to live in until they
which
iU-t

they

t

a

Itoii'C

,w11 in

the

built.
same

I also carried two
vessel.”
Kphralm

women

Dyer.

in the
I Stephen Hutchinson of Windham,
fifty-three years,
i. oi Cumberland, aged
hunA: '.iv that in the year Seventeen
1 think it was, but no later
,ir, d .V ‘-ivt -nire
N
*.
<>nt
to the township
i77o, I w it down

\

Madame Rosalie Bieler de La Val
115
of
at

bought

Hook ami Newspaper Notes.
C’apt. Alfred T. Mahan has written a
paper for the June number of The Century on the causes of the failure of the
Spanish Armada. It accompanies an illustrated article giving the story of the

Magazine,

of Gen. Henry Jackson,
Boston, Nov. 28, 1792. This land was
acres

of laud

hat is

w

now

East

Lamoine,

and

was

Much fine writing has been done relating to this woman,
named

Fouutaiu La Val.

of the

buildings

she

built,

the

improve-

famous

artisans sire employed and her expectations. However
that may be, she conveyed this estate to
John Baptist De La Roche, Dec. 12, 1792.
A correspondent of the Boston Traveller some years ago gave this Recount of
Madame La Val’s settlement at East Trenments she made and the

ton

that at some time the house had
been raised and placed on a solid brick
foundation, and afterwards learned that
it was tic present owner who did it.
Madame Nordica’s sister, Mrs. William

and other Spanish documents.
The Outlook has secured the services of
George Keuuan, vice-president of the
American lied Cross society, as a member
of itH stuff

:

“This place Is a delightful point which extends into Frenchman’s bay, and is separated
from Mt. Desert by a mile of sparkling water.
All round about here used to be considered
Frenchman’s land. So when the French revolution began, Madame La Val obtained from
some French proprietor a grant to a large tract
of land in which the present town of Lamoine
is constructed. To this place she lied, with Iter
daughter and about thirty artisans. It was iter
ambition to found on the shore of the broad
and deep Frenchman’s bay a great city, which
should be u refuge for persecuted French pew
pie, and an honor to French enterprise. After
erecting a great house which within was made
as elegant as i* Paris salon, and giving to It tin
name of 'Fountain La Val’, site set her peoph
to work upon a log pier, to extend half a milt
into tire channel between Lamoine and Mt
Desert, to a ledge that comes out at low tide
When this was well begun, the brave widow
dressed in man's apparel, tramped through tin
primeval forests with a few attendants, da;
after day, surveying the country and lay in;

catastrophe, based on manuscript
on the narratives of survivors

records and

during the war. Mr. Keuuan
distinguished American trav-

is the most
eler

of

wide

time, and his studies of the

the

conditions

in

reading

Siberia

have

and have

had

a

world-

revolutionized the

system. He will study conditions in Cuba and elsewhere, as may be
desirable, and report to the readers of
The Outlook in a series of weekly articles
which are certain to be of surpassing interest, and to afford a graphic narrative of
Russian exile

the

progress of events.

A servant

girl

on a

farm

near

Cambrai*

France, has lived seventy-omShe is now
years with the same family.
eighty-four years of age and still does her
Who says the servant-girl queswork.
in northern

tion

J

has not

But Doan’s Ointment does it.

Farmington,

and

so

1 11

Believes at

once

and

cures

if

it

v

F.

do the

■■

ander R. Plumer, who died at DeLand,
that the bouse where Nordica
Florida, March 7, 1898.
was born was a little white cottage with
As Mr. Plumer was well-known all over
a few bushes growing about it; but not so.
the western half of Mt. Desert Island
It is one of those comfortable-looking and
from 1871 to 1X80, a more extended notice
roomy New Ungland farm bouses, which
will doubtless be of interest to those who
are the delight of inheritors and an honor
knew him in the early days.
to the builders.
in front of the house
Mr. Plumer was born at South Berwick
runs a low stone wall, and along the ample
June 25, 1827, and educated at Berwick
lawn are well-kept shade trees. Behind it
Dartmouth college (class of
is a modern barn with tons and tons of academy,
1850), and Princeton theological seminary.
sweet-smelling well-made bay in it.
Ile was ordained to the ministry in DeThe farm is a good one. Up across a cember, 1851, and soon after his ordinafield is a large wood lot which creeps over tion went to Turkey as a missionary of
the American board of foreign missions.
the top of a bill and down toward the faAfter
some
months in Con-

I had

I had read

Titeomh

mous

manic

svrim

and

Armenian language. he went among the Armenians and
labored at Sivas, Toeat and Trebizond.
His wife's health failing, he was obliged
to give up foreign missionary work, and
after traveling for some time in Kgvpt,
F.ngland and Scotland, Mr. and .Mrs.
Plumer returned to their native land after
an absence of
four and one-half years,
and took up home missionary work in
Maine, laboring at Industry, Anson and
other places until 1871, when he moved to
Tremont, where his wife died in January,
1872, leaving one daughter, now Mrs.
Catherine Bement, of Dorchester.
In 1874 he was married to Miss Lucy A.
Gibbs, of Berwick, a graduate of Mt.
Holyoke, class of 1859, who survives him,
and who is now living in DeLand. He
preached at Tremont and Mt. Desert until
1880, when he went to Massachusetts, being first located at Gill, afterwards at
Phillipston, and later at New Salem.
Mr. Plumer's last pastorate was Granby,
Vt.. but his health failing, he resigned and
moved to Tremont, where he built a house

|

her lungs and clu -i for the reception of !
the glorious pine laden air that comes
rolling over the trackless forest from the
northwest and to get the lesson of the
eternal blue mountains of the horizon into
She
has
since traveled in
her soul.
Switzerland and in Italy but no famous
peaks have caused her the thrill of delight that the first glimpse of Old Blue
does when, having left her company in
Boston or New York, she runs down home
for a few days all by herself, and escapes
the troublesome newspapers and public.
Before going over the old house I was
shown a book wherein are trea-aired the
records of the Norton family. These are
the generations of her family:
Lilian is the daughter of Edwin Norton
and Amanda Elizabeth Norton, who was
John
the daughter of (.’amp meeting
Allen.
Every one doesn’t know that Nordiea had for a grandfather the famous
Methodist preacher, but it is a fact. Edwin Norton was the son of James E Norton, who was born in Tisbury, Mass.,
His wife was a Smith,
March S, 17S3.
daughter of Timothy Smith. James I.
Norton was the son of Ephraim Norton,
who was a sailor of Massachusetts, and
who came to Farmington with his wife,
Deborah Instance, in 17S>s. Ephraim was
the son of Major Peter Norton, who was
a Bevolutioriary soldier, and was born at
l-'rl

who

S. nt

«»

171S.

The

the son of Ebenezer Norton,
the son of Nicholas Norton, who

was

was

was

j

\!si«i«

,r:i rt.»vc n

major

born

at

Weymouth

and

lived

in

Duke’s county, Mass., in lbt>9.
And it only remains to be said that Nor1
dica is eligible to membership in the
Daughters of the American Revolution or
the Order of Colonial Dames.
Mr. Forsyth took us over the house.
Just off the sitting-room is a bed-room
9x18 feet, and here, one morning I won’t
say how long ago, for 1 forgot to make a
note of it from the book of the Nortons—
she was born. It is a recorded fact that
her mother discovered her first faint cry
t<> be more musical to her than the voices
of seraphim or cherubim.
In the parlor is a large picture of Nordica elegantly framed, and bearing her
autograph written in London in 1SS6, I
believe. Mr. Forsyth’s niece, Miss Lucy
A. Stone, lives with him, and she it was
who accompanied us over the house and
pointed out things of interest. There was
j a picture of Jenny Lind in the same room,
! and casts of Homer and the Maid of
Athens.
Mr. Forsyth formerly lived in Boston,
and while there collected some pictures
| which are becoming valuable with age.
j One is an oil painting by a well-known
I artist of forty years ago entitled “Buy a
j Broom?”
Music runs in the Norton family, and
Mr. Forsyth is no exception to the rule.
We saw a treasured guitar lying just
.where it was dropped the last time that
! Mr. Forsyth used it to play on. Wt
| -.topped in the front hall and made a
sketch of the staircase and its surroundings.
Down in the cellar—a warm, apple
! scented, New England cellar—we drank r
1 little cider—good Maine cider- and dranl
it in the shadow of the great brick pier:

j

came

it

bad as ever. Doan’s O'..ri
to my notice while looking

store.
had

:ut

as

r

...

paper,

I

got a
It relieved
so

used

one

and

box at
me

at

a

Wiggin,

ug
I

once.

oue-lialf boxc

1

v\as

cured.

What amount of misery c aid be
avoided if the people only knew w uat
Doan's Ointment can do as a pile
are.
I
advised a friend to use it only a sh* rt lime
it to all for J know it will cure them
it cured me after so long a time
Doan’s Ointment for sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents or mailed by PosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. V. Sole agents
for the C.S. Remember the name, Doan's,
as

spending
stantinople studying the

sutrar

and

been solved?

When doctors fail try Burdock Blood BitterCures dyspepsia, constipation; invigorates thi
whole system.—Advt.

to

cure.

Baldwin, of 308 Columbia street, Dor- long enough.
I
chester, Mass., comes down here every
sa me.
| A special for any itehiness of the sk.ii.
summer and stays a month or two.
Her
A blessing to a suffering public.
The brisk ride along a good road was a
other sisters are:
Imogene, who married
Here’s Ellsworth proof ;<* ack i‘
delight to one w ho loves the country and
Krnilio del Castillo; Annah lone, who
Mr. E. E. Lermond, of Third
the things that go along with it. On a
et,
married George A. Walbr, of Boston;
Some 12 years ago 1 contra*
the
says:
tree in front of the old Dr. Dyer house, a
Wilhemina
and Lilian Bayard,
Kossuth
most annoying complaint on cart'
i! hflock of snow huntings swung and twittlie last two of whom died young.
Mrs. ing Piles. There was no r st for u. .inrtered, and farther on by the Ufetlcr farm I
Baldwin has a little girl named for Lilian,
ing the day and at night it was ext ut iatnoticed a redpoll looking at me from a
t he singer.
d
snow-laden apple tree. Crossing the naringly annoying and to get rid of il
'act
row gauge track and
impossible. I used this and that.
climbing the hill
The Late Kev. Alex. K. dinner.
that leads up t<> the farm, a flock of seven
everything that I learned of, butt>.* <.ks
Some weeks ago there appeared in Thk
remained the same. 1 paid a specu
; in
saucy little juncos fluttered along ahead.
Amkkipax under the Bass Harbor items
Bangor a big price for a guaranteed ure
Maine is not altogether deserted by the
a
brief reference to the late Kev. Alexbut the guarantee did not change
liters.
beautiful in winter.
her at

J

Ephraim Dyer of Cape Elizabeth, In the
County of Cumberland, aged sixty five years,
testify A say that near thirty years ago, that Is
to say In the year 17(5(5, 1 was well acquainted
with the Tow nship No. One, granted to Kbene-

to

What a blessing it is.
Sought after by thousands.
Ellsworth is finding it out.
Many a miserable man is happy now.
Nights of unrest, days of trouble.
Any itching skin disease means this.
Eczema, just as bad and just as b o!

we saw

was

the old Norton farm where
farms,
Lilian Norton’s father was “raised” and
where I have played many a day with
Arbo Norton and other children of the
Kilkenny.5—19
in years gone by. From the front
I’nlon River or Jelllson’s Class.10— 2
| family
Rced’s’Brook, \V. side River.5— 5 i door of the house one can look away
twenty to forty miles all around and see
£01 —Urt
the beautiful blue mountains of Franklin
The two Inst districts were in what is and Oxford counties, the nearest being
now Ellsworth, which was then outgrowNew Vineyard mountain, if I am not mistaken.
ing the„old town.
On the Trenton records, these upper
The gentleman now living in this house
districts were called “The Destrict”.
is Alexander Forsyth, a near relative of
In 1796, friction had arisen between the ! Nordica, who gave us a hearty welcome
town and “Destrict”, which refused to and at once placed a chair for us by the
tire in the old sitting-room. This room
pay its share of the taxes.
April 1, 1796, the town “voted to see is paneled by doors and finished work of
what method shall he taken concerning old pine in a way that gives surety to its
the
‘Destrick’ refusing to pay their ; claim of antiquity, and yet the house is
taxes:
voted that (Doctor) James Pay- ! not so very old.
son is sent to Penobscot to advise with a
At the suggestion that we had come to
lawyer concerning the matter and that he write something about the place, Mr. Forhave ten dollars for his service and ex- syth kindly volunteered some facts, saypense.”
ing by the way, that many things had
Nothing came of this and the town, been said and written about the house that
April 3, 1797, “Voted to be set off from were utter falsehoods. The house was
the district.”
erected about IS 10 by Edwin Norton, the
In 179S, the inhabitants of plantation
father of Lilian.
No 7 (now Ellsworth) sent a petition to
The future prima donna lived on this
ttie general court for incorporation which
farm till she was three years old, not very
was not finally accomplished until Feb.
long, to be sure, but long enough to mould

Island in 1691. In 1762 the province of
James Lord, Silas Coolldge the same year
Massachusetts granted the same islund to
testified that they knew the land where Barnes ;
Sir Francis Bernard.
Bernard was a Tory
now lives adjoining Jordan's Klver In No. 1,
now railed Trentou.
About 8 years before they and went to England and therefore lie
helped (.apt. Ebcnezcr Thorndike cut limber had no rights, but he had a son John
for a bouse ami afterwards hired a part of his Bernard, who had lived at Berry and at
land t*. make a rye field.
Bath, and lie proved to the satisfaction of
Ebcnezcr Thorndike the same year. 17'.'.r>, dethe general court that he had always been
po- I before Paul Dudley sargent, "that about loyal to the cause of the colonies.
3o years before he carried one Stephen Hutch,
What did the court do hut to take away
lngson A his family who settled on Town-hip the
westerly half of Mt. Desert from DeNo. 1. A that not long afterward he settled two
and give it to John Bernard!
Other
families, viz
Rogers Buogins A Gregoire
1'liis DeGregoire grant was given him 26, 1800.
Ephraim Haines under his right, A -old Thomas
Previous to this, however, the town,
and his wife because she was thegrandWe ott and others, that almost every year be*
April 2, 1798, “voted to see if the ‘Desfore the war A many times during the .-ante, daughter of La Motte Cadillac, who had
he went down to one of the other of -aid town- the grant in 1691!
The coast was clear ( trict’ would settle with the town to their
ship- -that he employed I.ord A Coolldge who and was well lobbied, equal to anything proposal.
lived near Jordan’- Klver to rut timber, build
Nov. 3, 1800, the town “voted to send a
in Massachusetts nowadays.
lng a house on the -trenm by the Falls.”
The whole thing was u speculation. reprt sentat: ve to t lie general court to at
Ephraim Haines testified before Paul Dudley Several of the men who aided in the lend a petition for town grievances in
Sar
nt. in 17'*"*, "that about so years ago 1 set
being deprived of their privileges, and to
business became later purchasers at very
tied in town-hip No. 1, lying A adjoining to the
! have a docking in their state and county
low prices.
eastward of Mt. Desert **r I'nlon Klver now
adjustments which tlie (town) against
“THOUNDI K Ii PLANTATION."
called Trenton under EbCmezer Tiiormllke, one
‘DcMriek’ refuses to pay in consequence
of the orlglual Proprietor- of said Township A
Brevious to the incorporation of the
1
>f tin lr being set off from the
town.
was to have A did have of said Thorndike In
town, the township was called Thorndike
! Voted (.’apt. William Blunt he the person
consideration of my settling there. One hunplantation, Thorndike town and Ttiorndred acres of land which I now live upon. I
employed to represent t lie same and he to
bury, and later Union river plantation.
also te-ilfv A say that I am knowing of one
ia* paid two dollars
per day for one
The town of Trenton was incorporated
:>•' nth's
Joseph Barnes now living it) -aid town upon
attendance on this business.”
Feb. 16, 1787.
Under
the provisions of
on
the
land adjoining to Thorndike Falls,
westA So “voted to pay Mr. James Payson for
law, the inhabitants of Union river, now
ward of Jordan’s River, I am also knowing to
bis services Ht Castine in addition to
Ellsworth, voted, were taxed, and held ofsaid Thorndike's clearing up some of -aid land
wbat lie has bad.”
fice in\he town. The tirst tow n meeting
A to his cutting timber for a huu-e there, and
This closes all mention of “The Desalso logs for Wescott’s Mill.”
was held April 6, 1790, and the following
trick”.
ollicers chosen :
Jonathan Milliken of Scarborough, In 17.it,
In 1809, the nortbeast part of the town
te-tllied that he wa- “one of the Proprietors of
Rogers Googins, town clerk; Ephraim
from Card’s brook south was set off to
Tuwn~lup N*>. 1, went down there a— mt .'M
Haines, James Lord, Thomas Googins,
Ellsworth, viz.: “Beginning at the southyear- before to take possession of the township John Green and Solomon Jordan, selecteast corner of Ellsworth running south
A bringing awav a load of lumber, viz —Masts,
Smith
and
Edward
James
men;
Berry,
spars, A butt- of timber at which time a **ur
twenty-five degrees; west three miles and
Martin
Gilpatrick, town
e\ nr, viz.:
Ellas Banks A a ( ommlttee of the constables;
loo rods; thence south eighty-one degrees
McFarJames
James
Lord,
Proprietors, viz.:— Nathan Jordan, Nathaniel treasurer;
west to Cnion river bay; thence northland and Isaac Lord, surveyors of lumHarmon A Benjamin Milliken were there runerly by said bay and river to southern
ning out A making the first division ot lots laid ber; Jacob Foster, William Hopkins, line
of Ellsworth; thence east two miles
out by said Proprietors A al-o a number **f
Martin Gilpatrick, James McFarland and
to place of beginning.”
other lots railed equivalent lots to make up for
Theodore Jones, surveyors of roads; voted
February 21, 1828, a part of the town
ye bad quality of some of ye lot- of said lir-t Meletiah Jordan to be justice of the
was set off and included in the new town
dlvl-lon, at ye same time also Mr. Benjamin
; fifteen votes, and James McFarpeace
Milliken who wa- also a Proprietor, built a
of Hancock.
land the same, eight votes.
Jones and
Mill there A I helped raise the same with thirtyFebruary 11. 1870. the easterly oart of
Jordan
were of Union river.
mill.
two men which he had there building said
tlie town was set off and incorporated
After 1790, several French families came
I al-o testify ami deelare that 1 have no Interest
into the new town of Lamoine.
into the town; all or the most of them loor claim to said township
having long .-luce
And so the good old town, founded by
What Induced
cated at what is now Lamoine. La Yal,
sold my right to Levi Barlow.
men and women, goes
along its
uncerme as well as some others to sell was the
La Moyne, La Roche, Des Isles and De- good
quiet way after having been dismembered
tainty of obtaining the King'- approbation of
l^aittre were the principal names.
several times.
the (.rant.
MADAME LA VAL.
”1

OLD

PROPRIETOR

my fortune, recently, to ride after
of Farmington’s fast livery horses,
Backus
up past
Corner, with its ancient
granite inn sign, to the house w here Lilian
Norton was born “Our Lilian”, they call

MADE.

The town appears to have made slow
Buildprogress after its incorporation.
out

general court for a renewal, which was granted on condition
that the rights and privileges of the settlers should be protected. Not withstanding t his renewal of t he grant the general

inlel

■

sent to

was

PEPO* IT ION’S.
"V

war

PROGRESS

ITS

Many Ellsworth People Learning
Appreciate.

1

gration ceased. After the war was over
the old grantees began to look up their
grant. The general court held that it had
reverted to the state. In 1789 a petition

river.

SLOW

it

SETTLERS.

tirst settlers I find

Revolutionary

Freeman, of C’lierrj'a remarkable collection of docuelating to the tirst settlement of

in* i»*s

what

locate.
The settlements did not flourish.

the south

William

flc'

for

Uphraim
Haines and family, Rogers (roogins and
family in 17159, (-'apt. Isaac Uilpatrick with
six sons and two daughters in September,
1771, Stephen Hutchinson, jr., and family in 177b, James McFarland and family
about the same time, and others I do not

inclusive, the westerly line
river and the easterly line a

par
Jl

or

named.

The

(‘ nine

l

was

in

u

it

cast

Sullivan, and
Bingham townships

large families and have many descend-

BUT

one

into the'bands of

ants.

FIRST

iii‘

low

timber

"S weed land

was

erly

tiie north line of

and

on

tried to find out for whom

nt*H Hnoui live miles; uience ivesito said river to the spruce aforesaid.”
The north line of the town was just be-

to

tinghay

grew on the sunny south side of the place,
and as we paused to make a pencil sketch

It

set up a notification to inform ttie public
that he had committed the affairs of cut-

j

OF THE

"Wayfarer" in Bangor Commtfrcm/.|

r

following: ‘‘1793,

[.I. Otis Swift in the Lewiston Journal.]

Trenton and owned

records appears the
Aug. 16, Leonard Jarvis

J

This tow nship was number one east of
ITiiou river, and was granted to Capt.
z

at

town

were seven

PREFERS TO KEEP IT.

HOMESTEAD,

fEtctiical.

light could discovei
outraged conscience
barrels of cider, ripen-

of
an

all in a row. And there were boxes ol
beautiful apples—Baldwins with the coloi
forking up from their stems as if painted
by Flora.
“Nordica has tried to buy the farm, but
I don’t want to sell it,” said Mr. Forsyth.
Coming away, we noticed that grape vines

LILIAN WOULD LIKE TO BUY THE

j

LA

OLD TOWN.

Ebem

waa

no gleam
workings of

ing

DONNA MADE HER FIRST BOW.

J

RESIDENT—IN-

TERESTING NOTES

On the

the

MAINE FARM WHERE THE PRIMA

there at the same time A built a small
I Mona. f)e La Roche, Dec. 5, 1793, the said
house on the point railed oak point I furtln r
1
notification was taken down by thedirec■»ay that my late father sold Ids right to on<
t ion of Theodore Jones.”
Matthew Patten, belonging to THue Hill, A I
further say that I have no right, title or Interest !
One La Moyne bought land of De La
in said township unless in right of my son de! Roche, lying west of Skillings river. The
ceased, who as being tin* first child that was deed wan written in French, and recorded
ever born in said township is,
apprehend, on
in Hancock registry, Vol. 51,
page 316. I
titled to one hundred acres of land.
know no more of him, only that a new
STKI’IIKN 111 i» III > >• > s
April a, 17.d.
town, Lamoine, was named for him in
The original proprietors began to make 1870. I don’t think there is a man in the
settlements
according to the terms town can give his first name without goof the grant.
Mills
were
on
built
ing to the register of deed’s office. Louis
Union river, on Jordan's river and a mill
Delaittre and Louis Dcs Isle both iiad

AND

1769.

OF

YAL, AN EARLY

De La Roche
land.

where
There

LA ROCHE.

I)E

was

-_-

IN

INCIDENTS

as

Kbene/er Thorndike was there several times
while I was there. I also say that one Wheeler

ANCIENT TRENTON.

NORDICA’S BIRTHPLACE.

grow, and when Von liartte, a governor of one
of the Islands of the Spanish main, offered his
hand and heart, she gave up the settlement and
sailed away with her happy suitor. She conveyed to her secretary, I.ouls Duparrc I»es Isle,
all the land and property In her possession."

I have often beard him say.
And
I have often heard him say that he settled there
ns a proprietor.
I well remember that Roger
(iookln A Richard McDugal built a Mill there A
lived there before I moved off—I further testify
A say that the township „was always called
Thorndike’s township—Robert Thorndike was
there and made staves there, and I think Mr

township

Thirty four sad, comic pages,
Printed in reds, greens and blues;
Thousands of Items we don’t care to
p.ut only two columns of news.

out future towns. A few years of hard toll In
this rugged country were enough to convince
Mme. I.a Val, that cities are not made, hut

and take

no

other.

ILnjnl yet tecs.
STATI: OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
ACCiUSTA, April 13, 1898.
\
PON the following townships or tracts of
J land not liable to be taxed m any town,
the following assessments for the State tax
| of 1898 were made by the legislature ou the
j 26th day of March, 1897:

tf

HANCOCK COUNTY.

No. 3, North division,
$121 22
No. 4, North division,
12122
I Strip N. of No. 3, N. division,
43 14
43 14
I Strip N. of No. 4. N. division,
lb 16
No. 7, South division, N.
22 73
I No. 7, South division, S.
33 00
I No. 8, South division,
11 88
No. 9, South division,
63 07
I No. 10. adjoining Steuben,
45 46
| No. 16, Middle divison,
9U 92
i No. 21, Middle division,
90 92
No. 22, Middle division,
121 22
No. 28, Middle division,
ICC 07
32, Middle division,
on a lovely spot commanding a
magnifi- j No.
"5 76
cent view'of sea and land, and after forty No. 33, Middle division,
12122
No. 34, Middle division,
years of faithful work settled down to en- I; No. 35, Middle division,
2 66
T>606
joy his declining years among his former | No. 39. Middle division,
beloved people, only preaching occasion- : No. 40, Middle division,
12122
10»’i 07
ally as his health would permit, and i No. 41, Middle division,
7 70
Island,
spending the winters in Florida, where he ! Butter Island.
13 75
j Eagle
died.
2 75
Head and Bear Island,
Spruce
He was interred at DeLand. to remain
1 65
Beach Island,
until November, when he will be taken to i Hog Island,
4 40
his native State and buried in the lot
3 30
I Bradbury’s Island,
l’ond near Little Ilecr Isle,
which he had prepared in the cemetery at
55
Western Island,
South Berwick, where his kindred lit*.
69
A quiet, unassuming man of high cul- j Little Spruce Island,
13 75
Marshall’s
Island.
I
and
ever
and
refinement,
ture
help- Pickering’s Island,
genial
9 07
ful, sincere and thorough in anything ht Old Harbor Island,
9 35
undertook. Mr. Plumer was remarkably
ON RESERVED I.v
TIMBER AND
?•-’ 64
successful wherever he preached in arous- No. 3, North division,
96
North division,
ing and deepening interest in religion.- N<>.
32
No. 7. South division,
matters, and drawing many into the No. 8. South
198
division.
church.
.*2
No. .9, adjoining Steuben,
1 32
No. 16. M iddle division.
3 96
No. 22, Middle division,
.)6
No. 28, Middle division,
3 96
No. 32, Middle division,
3 96
No. 34, Middle division,
-’3
No. 3b. M indie division.
96
No. 39. Middle division.
5 28
| No. 40, Middle division,
3 96
No. 41, Middle division,
F. M. Simpson,
State Treasurer.

iltibcrttsnnrnts.

a

|I

1

1

You
Can I
Co ole I

on a Vapor Stove betthan you can cook it on any
Stew, Fry,
j stove—Roast, Toast,
I Bake or Broil. The lire is al5 ways under perfect control.
The
I Never too hot or too cold.
I meals are always right on time
I —right in every way. There is
I less labor with a

ter

TIMBER
1

E
I

|f

1

j

jgH
■

because it makes no dirt. There R
is less expense with a vapor
stove because there is no waste,
y
Stove gasoline is the cheapest, H
has
I
science
fuel
most efficient
ever discovered. Over 2,000,000 g
women are using it to-day with H
perfect comfort. Why don’t you? I
If your dealer dot** not sc’1 Vapor
and stove nanoUm*, write to the
Btundaid Oil Company, Mew York City.

ptove's

...

B
G

I anything
4

stati: of main*:.
Treasurer’s Office,
Afofsta. April 20, 1898.
¥ T BON the following townships or
3
n.
land not liable to be tnxed in ar
^
the following assessments tor county tax of
•m.ii.s1898, were made by the count}
sioners of Hancock county, on tin _"!!
...
of March, 1898:
b.: !6
No. 3, No. division,
1»
No. 1. No. division.
1892
Strip N. of No.3, No. division.
D 32
Strip N of No. l. No. division,
No. 7, So. div isjon, No. half.
9 96
No. 7, So. division, So. half,
t7
No. s, So. di\ ision,
No. *». So. division,
!7 66
No. 10, adjoining Steuben,
.a 93
No. 16, M iddle division,
->7
No. 21. Middle division,
39 87
No. 22, Middle division.
16
No. 28, M iddle division,
'1
No. 32, Middle division,
38 22
No. 3.3, M idille division,
p;
No. 34. Middle division,
36 25
No. 35, Middle division,
46 *1
No. 39. Middle division,
p;
No. in. iliddle division,
\
•!
No. 11. Middle division,
3 38
Butter Island,
6 03
Eagle Island.
t '»»
Spruce Head and Bear I'land,
72
Beach Island,
1 93
Island,
Hog
1 15
Bradbury’s Island,
25
Bond near Little Deer Isle,
Western Island,
30
Little Spruce Island,
Marshall’s Island,
'■ w
Bickering’s Island,
4 10
Old Harbor Island.

■
■

fl

AND

i.KASS

ON

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

3. No. division,
4, No. division,
7. So. division,
8, So. division,
10, adjoining Steuben.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22,
28,
32,
34,
35,

Middle division,
Middle division,
Middle division,
Middle division,
Middle division,
39, Middle division.
40, Middle division,
41, Middle division,

R Es EK V EDLA

M

81 16
74
’*8
87
58
1 71
1 71
71
1 71
IB
74
1

F. M. Simpson,
Mate Trea-.ii

a.

NOTH' K UK I OKI < I OS1KI
TITHKHKAS Catherine <l. Robert-. Ab.it
F. Reynolds and Daisy F. F
all of Mount* Desert, in th«- county of Han\.
cock and State of Maine, and Mary 1. Kt
uof Brockton. Pl\mouth county. Com:
wealth of Massachusetts, by their mor» cage
!
deed dated the second dav of Dectim e:.
d*
t
1895, and recorded in the Registry o! 1
I said Hancock county. December IB, 1895, in
I book 295, page lOH, conveyed to tin undersigned, John W seme* and Robert I
I die, both of said M mi lit Desert, cert-.H” real
estate, with buiidings thereon, situate., it
Northeast Harbor, near the head o’ ,...r-nl
bor, in the said town of Mount Inreal estate consisting of a lot of nuy nm.-s,
I more or less, formerly the property ol II| D. Roberts, and the Dower lots, so-eai d, e.••i
| ing a lot of four acres, more or less, ami
t 'd! to
of eight acres, more or less, both
rts.
Deborah Roberts, widow of William R
late of said Mount Desert, deceased, as tier
H
j ilower with certain exceptions from
I estate particularly mentioned in said mort! gage lieed, for further particular de-< dpiion
cstati
of wh ich said nu :1 g ged r<
enis hereby expressly made to the
gage deed and it* aforesaid record in hu; cock countv Registry of Deeds: and
1
n
id mortgage ha
i the conditions of
e
broken and remain unperformed: n“"
ifore, by reason of tin bn ach of th
ud
lions thereof, we claim a foreclosure t
r,
i-.ai
t
mortgage and give this public noti1
v W. Sov
•1"H
purpose.
Robert L. U kindle.
it 1
to j
Mount Desert. May lu. 1n98.
J. A. Peters, jr a’’ "uty.
1

'*'

1

Pauper notice.

hereby
rpHK undersignedwith
the

gives

nonce

mat 1

City of Ellsworth,f
the support of the poor, during the ensulne yea
and has made ample provision tor their suppoi
X has contracted

He therefore forbids all persons from furnishh
supplies to any pauper on his account, hm wltho
hicj written order, he will pay for uo good4
IlabryS. •ones.
furnished.

74

r

■

COUNTY NEWS.

~6licrtisrmn»s.

for

additional County .Y«*tr»

liar

B. E. Clark has
the Grant block.

into offices

moved

E. N. Benson has opened

in

law office in

a

the Grant block.
Work ha* begun on the alteration of
the Maine Central wharf.
J. W. Conners is widening the Livingstone road to its full width—fifty feet.
Dr. E. Lvsiie Mason ha* moved inti offices in Uit* Morrison block.
J. Milton Allen has opened his store
Mam street for the season.

J. E. Clark
frame building

is
on

on

building a three-story
Main -met for W. E.

Pt ach.

:V

P. W. Blanehfit Id has a large crew at
work on the new golf grounds at Kebo
!

rye*

s;

•!".*! ami dim

-\v

valley.
Company M. N. G. S. M.. passed through
evening on its wax to

here Saturday
M aehias.
I'dl -he still i~ «,i:ceu and hath charms to
spare
Who wears youth's corona!—’.eautiful

Dr. H. D. Averill has passed the exameommissuui as
ination and received h
surgeon in the C n lied Si «t«-s lift vy.
The bric k sidewalk
tl:- work of macadam

is
v.

completed, and
rig the street is

being pushed.
<f the
Mount
Mr. Moler,
manager
Desert nurse rie-, is pushing the work
on
sidewalk
extension
the
tlie
on
Phi* walk will
Head
road.
Schooner
be one of the most att raet ive in tow n.

Presene Your Hair

Mot*

and you preserve your youth.
“A woman is as old as she

looks,”

says

the

woman

looks

as

1

Hair

Ayer's

or

faded

Vigor.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional
Vfe#X

County ,V<

*rs

other

*(

•:

>

Hil\

!

represent•»

mger

rapHi-ity

Palnu r s>eavev is away fur the season.
Frank June-'
He i* *• ni:• >\ *«1 mi tin
I; tie has
,u:it
Capt. W. H. Wn
h
urim-d t
: for
weeks.
been
*-f
iHr. Hagt-rt by,
Eh-worth.
attending
him.
A at>t. Joshua Nelson Jordan died las;
Sunday morning afur a ?-i«.■ rt illness. :n
hi.- s.xty-seventh year. C’apt. Jordan waHe had lived with
rt retired sea captain.
hi- brot her. lieacon William Jordan, for
He left no immediate famsome vear«.
ily. But a few wiek' ago he went to Ellsworth and had Lawyer Peters dra a up
a will.
He seemed to realize that he
might go a: anj rime, and without much
warning. l'be funeral w a- held Tuesday
at 10 a. m.. Rev. Lb L. Vale, of Ellsworth,

hair from falling out, restoring
its normal color, or restore the

pag^s.

other

The pastor for the
Mr. Beadle.

Beatrice

Sunset chapel is Rev.

Warren is staying with her
and attending school here.

Walter Small and George Dodge w ent to
Harbor the past week to obtain employment, but did not succeed in getting
Bar

at-

tending school at Freedom academy. The
school closed last week.
Morton came
home, but Philip will stay a week nr two
with Ips sister. Mrs. Dr. A. M. Small.
b rank Small, of t his place, w bo w cut to
Sou?l»
Tampa, Fla., and from there t•
flic
American ports on
steam
yacht
“Penelope", (’apt. Greenlaw, has e.cut-

Gentlemen

valuable

f

The school teachers have started a subscription to buy a flag. From the tirst
they met with success, and enough money
has been raised to purchase a beauty. A
handsome staff will be erected in front of
the school-house.

I

|

All persons interested in the cemetery
requested to meet on Saturday. May
21. and out it in order for Memorial ]>sv.
G.
May 16.
are

j

Buckspnrr.
Rev. J. \V.

Day, pre«;ding elder of the
Buck-port di-trier. will oecupv the residence vacated bv Rev. 1! \Y. Norton, who
goes to Searsport to begin his pastorate.

S
V

giving

ii'e and

mw

to the weak.

1

|

I

r

I

r

”

I

vitality %

Sinned)

JOHN

A .‘L F
♦2*

Hood’s IT.:- cure liver ills, biliousness, lndl- !
gestion, headache. F.asy to take, easy to oper-i-V.—Advt.
ate.

:

$

body, restoring the nervous func- ^
tions, building up the system, ©

11

window
Sheriff

s

of

(’hriiilioti

1’iwloflvnr

F.

HILL.

|I

B;tters

2

nervous

JBj

Be

kind.

will cure your
troubles also.
sure
yOU get the

Avoid

l>L

was

foOO

Everett Black spent

Wallace and
at home.

Sun-

moine, visited relatives here recently.

May

16.

B.

Gouldsboro.

Winter Harbor, have been visiting her
sister, Mrs. L. A. Springer.
Miss Etta Rolfe and Mrs. J. H. Patten
and son Alvin were the guests of A. S.
Rolfe and wife Sunday, May 6.
Mav 16.

Jkn.

i,

1.... L.l

KLLSWOIMII

»J
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Do vmi want a hands
done ?
It you do, dr. ;
:.t (name below! .-.nd
with him will be pr<

yy

^
V

Our 7J beautiful shades (see cohr
from U. S. N. Marine White, th

Selling Agent: I’.

I

)n*r im»

for

uut

Til Iwratal fironzo Co.

who

now

keeps the

V *\ff ACTrttl fM of

loner oc\V. Coombs, is

store

so

wiiitk

cupied by the late J.
prepared to till every want tlint can
be supplied by.

iikon/i:

MONUMENTS and STATUARY.

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.
appropriate purchase

An

by
is

a

man

who smokes

a

BOX of CIGARS

a

pro-

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.
1

TOBACCO and CIGARS.
HENRY
I'KTKKS

GOULD.

BLOCK,

F

LLSWORTH.

for

More than W) I'cautiful
more endur
Inir than -lone ami |* n- r\ ..vc. Sc?;<l for
in s.
rl | >t ioo
full
it. .1011
Park
-o\.
"t
IVm.h-i ,t am!
H.niL'Mr. M «Inc. jtifei:t f11
Hancock cnutiil

!

Action !

man

Men’s, Youths’ and Boys’ Clothing, Hats, Caps, Furnishing Goods

and

Mackintoshes,

and strike “fust” for our low prices before the different lines are all broken up. “Don’t put off till to-morrow what ought
to be accomplished to-day,” but start at once for our store and save yourselves Dollars
by making your selection from
stock.

our enormous

Our line of Suits and Overcoats for
this

and

Spring

and best selected

Summer is the
we

have

everybody
ways prided ourselves
of

ness

the

our

styles,

on

we

the

carried,
have al-

we

complete-

stock and the correctness of

in both the cut of the

and tiie material used.
that

ever

knows that

and

have

placed

our

remarkably low figure that each and all
should surely avail themselves of this
splendid opportunity to re-clothe themselves for an expense but trilling when
compared with some of the prices which

finest

^

/

in

[.

garment

The best part i>

prices

at such

; but we, having bought
and in such large quantities,

^

everything

very early
afford to sell

can

a

a
great advantage to our
So bear this in mind and call
and look over our line.
Our Furnishing Goods line is as full and

customers.

^

on account

cheap

without

injury

and at

ourselves,

of the raise

have to be asked

complete

as

ever

the addition of
1

Summer

in every

new

styles
J

Neckwear, Shirts,

Come and get
tie for 2dc.

to

an

respect, with
Spring and

in

I

O

etc.

all-silk dOc. strim*-

—

As usual

t

we

are

handling

Freeman Bros.’

re-

;

markable “Howard Hat”, second to none,'as’also
are their other styles, a full and complcte^line of
which

we

1

carry.

just received

We have
'
«

Bovs’ Caps,
our

show

tags

on

some

you

and

are

on

exhibition in

by inspecting

the

2de.

the Blue Yachts and other desirable shades
are

A
All other

fine line of Men’s and

of which

windows,

and materials you cpn
ues

a

receiving

regular

easily

see

the

enormous

val-

for your money.

50c.

Cap

for

25c.

in

proportionate good values with these few here mentioned. Bear these truths in
give us a call and you will congratulate yourselves on having been greath benelited therein-.
And last, but by far not least, our Custom Department, as usual, under the man; -ement of Mr. Halman,
is still nourishing, and with a full and complete line of Novelties in all the latest clot!
and colorings in suiti»gs and overcoatings, he i- ready to furnish the satisfaction in the future which has so built up his reputagoods

are

mind and

HOTAED style.

tion in the past.

LEWIS

FRIEND

&

CO

=

MANNING BLOCK,

\

by

who sits down to wait for a golden opportunity to knock at his door will need a thick cushion on his chair.
Opportunity is a living condition, it’s something that must he sought for, it’s something that never lingers, nor invites anybody to seize it. The wide-awake man of to-day is the one who is a pusher and a hustler and who, with eyes at all times
open and always on the alert, sees and seizes upon the brilliant opportunities many times presented, for as Josh Hillings
said : “The battle’s to the just, but luck’s with him who gets his blow in fust.”
Therefore take advantage of the glorious opportunity we are offering the public in the way of
The

I

imeat*.

I.nke.

Time

the

|

»

Monday

fine

¥

MAKE

eo

CLEAR_DECK
Now’s

York and Boston

1!

a

COULD,
Choice

cornet.

sing

th 3.
hi s-vply) a-e ru.ido
de of Paint in the World.

\
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has been thoroughly repaired this
vreek.
William H. Brown was in Surry last
week building a dam for Henry Wood.
He will return a little later and put in the
foundation for a saw-mill.
Arthur Haney, who has been employed
in a shoe factory at South Gardiner for
a few weeks, returned home on Thursday of last week.
Rev. K. L. Hunt conducted an interesting pat riot ic service on Sunday evening.
The choir furnished special music, accompanied by James
Lynch on the

gram me.
The committee f«>r next sing is Mrs.
Mary Austin. Miss Kate Laffin and Miss
Alice Hastings and Messrs. Levi Bennett.
Kverard Clough and W. M. Davis.

,3

9

STRATTON, Ellsworth. Me.

M.

|
I

,.rd

AP010.U flUJI'ICINKCO.,
aOODEAilBUHN BXKEEr. ClIICAiJO. U.L..O'
s
l* WUilllN, .1 iMUlu'fftrv, Mill', vI
I
w .rl'i
Ml

aid of the

unusually

intervi

tint .4 I'HI. 1.0 \ /'If I / TAHI.I TS.
rice wit 1 m reach of all.
a package, or full treatment
.»< k >.••••*
*ix
for f: ’*
Sent
K(| PCIJTC
wW
Ukll I w mail, plainly wrapped upon receipt of pric*.
Addre-*,

roan

on

1

;

w

si-lhn

mon*

Mr*. A. K. Foster and Miss Kate Laffin
were in Bangor Saturday.
The branch bridge on the old Bangor

an

t

\

Apollo Nervi-Tablets

Gertrude Preble, of Bangor, is vis*

The committee

our

A pwitive cure for men (young or old Mittering from
A
du-fintw, threatened in-nuity, lack of memory, iowa
A
nuitiljr |«wer*.wMt«i organ* and other wtMknwncitnwd
|UJ
r\ |AJ
exce**es
v
and
»bu*«
of the vital force*. A "tire reearly
*t rer of lo*t v itelity and ijuu k !y ht*
V
m in
for t>a*in««, IU| A M I
l« L> I
pleaauro or nacre-l marriage. A 1*01.1.0 .\ 1 i:i I TAHI.I /'.s
cure where all other *«>-cn!led nerve an<l brain remediee fail, 1 hey have
ro*tor*-d
thousand* of men to the pink tlu*h of manhood and thr\j *r%4t rurr yu. \
written goarnni.w to do
or money refnnded iu every
*«••.
Don't delay. ]{

iting Miss Hattie Richardson.
Henry Hatch and wife went to Bar Harbor Tuesday, called there by the serious
illness of Mrs. Hatch’s sister, Mrs. Cass- j
man McGown.

evening presented

■piece of

of
by

FALLS.
in

Mo

KING & CO., New
yy BILLINGS,

Ik.

('har Us
The widow of
W. Wasgatt
leaves to-dav to make Uer home with iter
daughter, Mrs. Byron Spencer, of Rockland.
L. A. R.
May 17.

S

yy

La-

the

.rnilfv

There will be a concert
band Thursday evening.

(ireeu

imitations.

_—_I

#

bail.

Miss

Burrill is visiting friends at

y

was

II

innrniiK.

1

S/

charge of breaking, entering and larceny,
and was bound over for the October term.
He was committed to jail in default of

Dolliani.
Walter F.
Bar Harbor.

Landed

not notified of the
burglary until 6.30 o'clock iHst night.
With detective's instinct lie immediately
suspected Harry Cousins (better known
as “Tommy”' whom he knew
to have
been in Lamoine Monday.
At 1J o’clock
last night he arrested Cousins at the
house of Charles Gray, Oak Point.
Cousins was arraigned before Judge
Peters in the Ellsworth municipal court

Hooper

I
§
I

a
V

forThe store of
merly t he grange store, at I.amnine, whs
broken into Monday night, ami money
and goods were stolen.
Entrance whs
effected by breaking the glass in a

J. K'very and son Seth, of Bar
Harbor, spent a few days with friends in
t h is place last week.
James (’ampbcll and wife visited Mrs.
Campbell parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dolliver, at Seawall Sunday.
held at the chim b Saturday. A large
from
‘‘♦legation
Northeast, Southwest
Harbors ami Somesville was present, also
The
quite a number from Bar Harbor.
meetings were interesting.
Among the
pleasing features of the session was the
duet by Misses Lucy* Pray ami Ida Somes,
of Somesville society.
R.
May lb.

A

Hnrglar.
King Ac Hutchings,

Cow.

Tim tonal union

A

ttioine

Mr. and Mrs. Karst, with their sons
Richmond and George, spent Sunday
with relatives here.

Miss Verna L. Guptlll has gone to
I consider the "L. F." cAtg Northeast Harbor to work.
Rev.
B. Morse exchanged with Rev.
wood's Bitters a blessing to the ©
J. F. Lombard, of Franklin. Sunday.
overworked, both in mind and 2
Mrs. Nellie Smallidge and children, of

and

Mierifl' Hooper Soon

far as Boston and shipped on t he
The
yacht "Wild Duck", of Boston.
“Penelope" has been sold to the govt nmt nt.
S.vdii..
May 18.
a-

Spring?

|I

work.

gnru

>

Varnish this

°F

|

West Franklin. May Ifi (special).
Work on the railroad is progressing finely.
After twenty-five years of expectation,
the road is in sight.
Mr. McConville is building a steam outfit to drive the piling at the mill-pond.
He has sent a smaller outfit east under the
supervision of E. E. Seammon, to work at
t tie smaller places.
Contractor Kenefick is busily engaged
all along the line looking after the work,
ami work is being pushed.

any.
A delegation of boys and girls called on
Mrs. T. G. Olmstead ami left a tableful of
May baskets. They were treated to icecream and cake.

Rufus Peakes and wife, and Frank Hunter. of Bangor, are in town.
Alfred Gray has moved to the farm
that he bought of J. F. Turner.
Abram Trueworthy and wife, of I^a-

Sebago, Me..
Feb. 28. '95.

Fast

ville.

F.
W. Hunt, who succeeds the laheadmented Crowley, has established
quarters in Ells wort b, occupying an office adjoining Contractor Jveuetick's. Mr.
arrived from tlie South
Hunt's outfit
Monday. One car, containing harnesses
and tools, is missing. Hud its non-arrival
delays Mr. Hunt on his work.

Mrs. Frank Warren, who 1ms been in
Rockland for some time, catue home
Saturday. She will leave soon for Naples.

back

i

port.

Nellie Davis, of Mountainville, is staying with her brother, George Davis, and
attending school.

Morton Small have been

| Are you going to Paint | I

“Push” Is the Word Along the Line
Little Else to Report.
The word all along the line of the road
is “Push,” hikI there is little else to re-

grandparents

Ph'lipand

LINK.

SHORE

THE

pages.

land to work.

fBtfcical.

a

tee

Mvron Trueworthy has gone to Ash-

Sullivan.

recently lo«t

County Xctrs

day

officiating.

Ralph Moore, of Prospect, is in town.
Mrs. Addle Havey found a grasshopper
Sunday.
C. T. Hooper and wife are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Havey.
Alonzo B. Tripp is employed at SomesW. B. Thomas
heifer.

additional

Mrs. If.

Pta.’l L. l.t a11vi
THt AV.hKHWN 111

if her hair has preserved its
normal beauty. You can keep

normal color to gray
hair, by the use of

I

IK

Oak Point.

world.
Xo
old as she is

f-br

Sunset.

Harbor.

The Eden street drain is nearly done.
The new sewers are nearing completion.
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